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THE ECONOMICS OF AGING: A NEED FOR PRE-
. RETIREMENT PLANNING

FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 16. 1983

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:00 a.m., in the Glen-

wood Room of the Ramada Inn, Jefferson City, Mo., Hon. Ike
Skelton (acting chairman of the committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Skelton of Missouri and Daub
of Nebraska.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE IKE SKELTON

Mr. Sicsurcm:Good mornings ladies and gentle' nen.
I want to thank you for coming to this field haaring of the Select

Committee on the Aging. Our topic this morning is "The Econom-
ics of Aging: A Need for Preretirement Planning." It may well be
the most central issue to be faced by our Nation's efforts to come to
grips ail an increasingly elderly population in the days and the
years ahead. Aging is a daily process and yet we tend to perceive
ourselves as always young. While a youthful attitude is some-
timesand always, I supposea very positive thing to have and
something we always hope to maintain, it musth't blind us to the
reality of changes in our personal finances, in our physical capa-
bilities, in our medical needs and the attitudes of ourselves and our
fenilies and our friends.

It's said that knowledge is power and this, in a way, is the point
of our hearing today. If we can familiarize ourselves with the pre-
dictable changes that are associated with the aging process and
we're able to learn to prepare for them, as we prepare from early
childhood on, we can give our society the power to overcome the
fear of growing old, give our senior citizens the opportunity to
enjoy theii golden years.

*I especially want to thank the gentleman from Nebraska, Con-
gressman Hal Daub, who is here today. Congressmon Daub serves
on the Committee on Aging, he is one of the leaders in the Nation
in the problems dealing with senior citizens. I have been fortunate
enough to be at Omaha, Nebr., with the hearing that he called on
the Committee of the Aging, and I was most impressed with his
knowledge therand as I have seen it from time to time in Con-
gres,s
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Congressman Daub also serves, I might say, on the Committee on
Small Business with me, so we see a great deal of each other in our
daily work in the U.S. Congrdss.

I might also say that besides being a good friend and an ,expert
in the area of aging, he has had a very interesting conversation
and communication with Ann Landers, dealing with the problem
that you've been reading about in her column, recently, so I hopg
before the day is over, our friend, Congressman Daub, will tell you
of his conversation with Ann Landers and how she's wrong in her
recent article because I know this has caused a great deal of people
to be so concerned and I hope we will have a few moments for him
to do that. I especially appreciate Congressman Daub being with us
today.

We have some prpfessional witnesses here today. Mrs. Marva
Lubker is an institutional advisory nurse with the Missouri Divi-
sion of Aging. She has given much thought to the matter of prere-
tirement planning and she's been working with me, literally, for
several months in trying to devise a comprehensive approach to
this problem and I look forward to her testimony today. Dr. Arthur
Robins is with the Department of Psychiatry, Univeisity of Missou-
ri, at the School of Medicine there. Ms been it-tidying the role of
the family and society in the aging process and he will outline
some of his findings and some of his conclusions. Mr. Arthur Terrel
is au area consultant with the American Association of Retired
People's Action for Independent Maturity. He is going to address
the issue which pretty much controls the direction of one's senior
years: personal finances.

Duane Dauner, president of the Missouri Hospital Association.
He's very familiar with the trend of health-care costs and of the
health-care coverages and he will address the problem of providing
health care for the growing senior population. Prolonged illness is
one of the greatest concerns and fears of the elderly because it has
the greatest potential for decimating the savings and creating
hardship forte members of the family. Mr. Charles, Braithwaite,
executive dire for othe West'Central Missouri Rural Development
Corp. is with . He is an expert on the reserve potential of our
senior popula ion. He will tell us about resources and opportunities
that are avai able to our senior citizens to make their lives more
fulfilling.

This afternoon, we will have a second hearing in Clinton, Mo.
ani' we will be listening to a number of people in Henry County
concerning this very same subject.

Again, I appreciate Congressman Daub being with us today and I
would.ask if he has any opening comments at this time.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE HAL DAUB

Mr. DAUB. I sure do. It's a pleasure for me to be here today. I
want to thank Congressman Ike Skelton. He's a good friend of
mine and l've ohserved, watched, and admired his leadership on
the Select Committee on Aging in Congress since I was assigned to
that committee at the beginning of my freshman term, 3 years ago.

He is sponsoring a very important field hearing in Missouri
today, and want to extend my sincere appreciation for asking me
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to be with him. He participated in a field hearing which I held in
Omaha, and I am pleased to have this opportunity to reciprocate.

Before I finish with my prepared remarks I would like to make
an important point; that is that field hearings are not just for
show. I enjoy and have found during my short period in Congress,
many substantive contribution from field hearings. A field hearing
allows a member or two to sit down for a day to liston to constitu-
ents. Most of the time, with all due respect to their importance,
there is a certain amount of theatrics involved in a hearing in
Washington, D.C. We end up having 40 witnesses at 2 minutes
apiece in a hearing panel and they all must testify in one morning
or maybe a full day in Congress. I, for one like to listen It little
more. I'd like to be able to ask the witnesses a question, or two. So
the transcripts of field hearings get more attention from me, per-
sonally, and from my staff. I find better ideas and explanations of,
points of view more rewarding to me and more helpful in doilig my
job than, what I get out of attending hearings in Washington. In
addition, people can't afford to come to Washington and it is impor-
tant for you to let us know how you feel. We appreciate you being
here today and I want to thank you in advance.

As members of the House Select Committee on Aging, Ike Skel-
ton and I both view the Aging Committee as an essential forum for
examining the concerns of our senior citizens. These field hearings
offer that very important source of grassroots views on the issues
facing our older population.

There are many issues that face our country's older population, a
population that is growing:faster than any age group. Older adults
today total nearly 12 percent of our country's population and by
1900, will constitute 15 percent of that population.

As onr Nation's population continues to age, it becomes neces-
sary to closely examine the factors that will help us deal With re-
tirement and the effect it will have on our lives. Many of us look
toward retirement as -the time to spend with our grandchildren or
to work on. special projects that we've been meaning to do but
could never accomplish while we were working.

However, for some, retirement can be a very difficult adjustment
All of a sudden, we have too much time on our hands. Yet one's
heAlth and happiness depends on keeping active, whether through
individual projects or community service. Senior citizens can con-
tribute helping hands and experience to any community project.
Volunteer programs consistently need help and senior citizens
often supply the nurturing and caring attitudes needed for those
special projects.

Volunteering helps not only the community but also gives senior
citizens a feeling of self worth and accomplishment. Many senior
citizens can develop their talents into part-time work, which would
supplement their incomes. I think that's a very important part of
what we have to think about as we look at the next 20 years. While
it is difficult when we are young to concentrate on retirement, we
cannot undermine the importance of keeping an eye on the future.
Retirement age is here before most of us realize it. We must under-
stand the impact that retirement will have on our lives and plan
ahead accordingly.

7
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The Government, indeed, has a role to play hi the aging of our
country's citizen. Government has intervened to help meet the
growing needs of eldiirly in providing income maintenance, medical
care, housing, transportation, and social services.

: In the past few decades, people have been assured that they will
be taken care of in retirement through social security, which has
served as a cornerstone of incorpa security. Through the social se-
curity cliinges that were passed in March of this year, and signed
into law by President Reagan in Ap.11, Congress reaffirmed the
commitment on the part of the Federal Government to assure older

. Americans are compensated fairly for their contributions, both in
terms of what's in the fund and in terms of their work product in
their retirement years.

In preparation for retirement, it is also essential to think of how
one will supplement social security benefits to achieve. an adequate
retirement, whether it is thrbugh. private pensions or retirement
savings. One avenue is the individual retirement account about
which I spoke a minute ago. Following an aging field 'hearing I
sponsored in Omaha a,year and a half ago, I found it important to
introduce this legislation as a result of the considerable amount of
testimony from older women who have worked all theit lives but
are not treated.in the same way that people are that worked oat--
side the home. That's true. The person who decides to work in the
home, cooks, washes, cleans, sews, shops, manages the household
budget and adds real productivity to our economy. Yet, these
people neither get a quarter of credit in social security nor do they
receive a W-2 form at tha end of the year for that work. My spou-
sal IRA legislation is an idea many are supporting and, again, is a

/direct result of my field hearing. I just use this example to illus-
trate the importance of programs and events like we're participat-
ing in here today.

Finally, t very important factor, I think, in preparing for old age
was most appropriately expressed by a native Missourian and, as I
understand it, someone whose roots are right here in your congres-
sional district. Marlin Perkins, whom I think you all know, a celeb-
rity of Mutual of Omaha's "Wild 1c4 itgdom," was at the hearing
that Congressman Skelton and I has in Omaha. He talked about
how one lifestyle and health practices, will have the greatest
impact on his or her preparation for old age.

As I have been welcomed by my good friend, Ike Skelton, and; as
I welcomed the good advice of his well-known constituent, Marlin
Perkins, I look forward today to the testimony and advice that
each of the panelists and residents of the "Show -Me" State have-to
share. I'll talk about "Dear Abby" a little later and maybe I will
even talk about a little Nebraska football, if the subject should
come up.

I really appreciate this opportunity to join with you today; Ike,
and it is my privilege.

Mr. Sicnifro:. Thank you so much. We'll enter your comments
.and cut you off before you talk about football.

Mr. DAM Missouri 's always the spoiler, though, and I always
have to worry about that.

Mr. SKELTON. We have live witnesses here today. We are under a
time constraint because Congressman Daub and I,must fly to Clin-
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ton for our second hearing and then he must fly out of there, back
to Omaha, so I hope our witnesses won't ibel that I'm pushing you
along too quickly. I do appteciate your being with us so much.

, I spoke with our first witness a few moments ago, Mrs, Marva
Lubker, and I told her she was the "George Brett" of our hearing.
She's our leadoff. Mrs. Lubker is the institutional adviser in our ;
Missouri division of the aging. We welcome you and thank you for
being with us and please take the stand.

I would be remiss if I didn't publicly thank you for the interest,
and the information, and the work that you've done in initially get-
ting this hearing to where we are today. I really thank you for
your time and effort and we look forward to you adding to our
record so that we can take it back to share with the rest of the
committee.

ST4TEMENT OF MARVA LUBKER, INSTITUTIONAL ADVISORY
NURSB. 11ISSOURI-DIVISION OF AGING

Mrs LUBKER. Congressman Skelton; Congressman Daub, I deeply
appreciate the opportunity that you have afforded me to address
some key concerns that I, as a health-care professional involved in
caring for the elderly, feel very strongly about, especially in the
area of the economics of aging and the need for preretirement
planning.

With our rapid growth in the elderly population, we must, in my
opinion, address more thoroughly some basic issues that have a sig-

., nificant impact before we fragment our thinking and begin to deal
with that phase of life called retirement and the planning for such.

We must be very conscious and must realize that preretirement
planning is a very complex issue and transcends leaving the job
force and being economically prepared to do so. We must view the
teconotnics of aging and preretirement issues with multiple ap-
proaches. We must carefully examine the issues of using resources
from all disciplines. We must develop short-term goals and objec-
tives that can begin to make an impact now, if that is possible. We

rst also develop long-term goals and objectives that can have an
pact on the system 10 to 20 years down the road, when the baby-

hoom people begin to approach the golden years that everyone
refers to as retirement.

To do that, its vitally important that we understand as much as
ppssible concerning the sociological, phy

in

siolo gical, psychological as-
pects of aging. We just have to do this in order to address the eco-
nomic issues n a satisfactory way. To be psychologically, sociologi-
ally, economically, and physically prepared to accept retirement,
it appears to me that one should approach retirement planning
with the same degree of importance that one gives to planning for
life, and that life's planning includes the planning for your educa-
tion, planning for your ensuing life career.

If it is natural for a child to ask over and over again the ques-
tions daring its formative years: "What will I do when I grow up,"
-why should-it-not-be-just-as natural-for a-young-adult-in-the -proc-
ess of establishing his or her career, to ask the same type of ques-
tions: "What will I do when I retire?". Successful preretirement
planning is contingent upon understanding issues, and must have

2$463 0 11.12 9
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strong involvement from education at all levels throughout the life
cycle.

In the absence of extended family relationships in our society
today,7doesAtie school system in kindergarten through 12 have any
responsibility for changingthe attitudes of our society toward the
aging process? A resonsibility that I see that could instill all along
that educational structure an understanding that aging begins at
the time of birth. It is ongoing and must be dealt with at each
stage of life, not just something that is confronted for the first Untie
just prior to realizing that you re ready to leave the work force.

Many professionals trained today are inadequately prepared to
deal with the problem, of the aged. They do not see old people as
attractive clients and develop strong biasessagainst offering serv-
ices to them. We-all know that a number of diseases and conditions
'of old age can be treated and often turned around if they are prop-
erly diagnosed.

Preretirement planning must consider the health-care-delivery
'system. It is know that chronic conditions are more prevalent
among older persons than younger and that the elderly have a 1 in
6 chance of being hospitalized during the year than persons under

having a 1 in 10 chance.
Do the framers of public policy have responsibility to improve..

or sometimes initiate where it's not in existence the content of
basic health and mental health aspects of later life in our profes-
sional education training programs? And should we maybe not de-
velop a system that includes, for ehmple, financial assistance to .

those schools of inedicine and nursing, social work and psychology
that truly demonstrate an interest in integrating geriatrics into
their curriculum?

Without that understanding, we cannot . fulb focus upop the
issue of preretirement. How can Government become more a ively
involved in a public education campaign that aids in elmi ating
the myths and stigma of aging, myths and stigmas that lead eople
to believe that depression, senility, and old age are synonym° s, in-
evitable, and incurable? How can we change the attitude of a think
young and think thin society to really and truly accept old ple
for the value that they are? How can we instill the idea th t our
forefathers had about the wisdom, the sage wisdom of the tribal
leaders?

More than one-third of the dollars spent nationally for personal
health-care is spent for older persons and per capita health-care
costsvire nearly three times as much for older persons than those
for younger adults. Would this not indicate, then, a need for a
-stronger public health approach to dealing with health-care prob-
lems in our country, with much more emphasis placed on preven-
tive measures that develop and help maintain a state of wellness,
especially in our older citizens?

It does no good to have all the time and money in the world in
retirement if individuals are in such a poor state of health that all
enjoyment is gone.

It has been documented throughout the literature that the elder-
ly also have the highest incidence of mental illness of any age
group. Nationally, 13 percent of the elderly population havsevere
mental health problems, as compared to 7 percent of those adults
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18 through ('l. Furthermore, an estimated 50 percent of all the per-
sons in nursing homes show evidence of some type of psychiatric
impairment. Yet few services have been developed to truly address
the mental-health needs of the elderly.

Does Government have a role in the development of a service de-
livery system that includes mental health services as an, integral
part of that delivery? Preretirement planning must also consider
and begin to address longstanding sociological issues and their
impact.

How do we cope with the double jeopardy experienced by older,
minority Americans whose situation often only reflects the disad-
vantaged status of their youth? Those who are trapped by these un-
fOrtunate circumstances most often will face a bleak future unless
ramifications of the problem are more understood and responded to
by those who can facilitate change. These workers have often, early
on, been excluded from social security benefits and pension benefits
and are now in positions of having to survive on a very limited
income. Congressman Daub addressed the issue of the older female
who has spent her entire life's career caring for others in the home
situation.

In a presentation before the Ozark Regional Commission's Gown-
nor's Conference on Aging, Gary Hendricks, of the Urban Institute
of Washington, D.C., presented some,statistics'that were eye open-
ing. Mr. Hendricks projected that the growth in the labor force be-
tween the years 1980 .through 2000, will be 23 percent. Between
2000 and 2020, growth will be about 11 percent, and betwee 2020
and 2040, growth will be less than 5 percent. At the same tim , the
proportion of people who are elderly is also growing. This owth
will stay fairly constant through the year 2000. And by 201 , the
first group of postwar baby-boom people will begin to retire. By
201i3, these people will begin reaching the current retirement, age
en masse.

Currently, approximately five persons support one person WO is
of retirement age, whereas, by the year 2020, we will have about
three persons for every retired person. The implication of these Sta-
tistics is that this country, now has a large number of persons
crowded into the entry level of the labor force, creating an undAr-
employment problem. By 1990, all of these people will be moving
into the middle level of their career paths. When we reach 2015
and they reach the current retirement age of 65, the Federal
budget will be even more strained. This could mean that as much%
as 60 percent of Federal spending could go to meet the needs ofre
elderly.

it would appear, their, that the economic challenges of the elder-
ly in the 1980's and beyond, give us no choice as we begin to think
about preretirement planning for this group of citizens, that we ex-
amine carefully retirement practices, both public and private, and
study the possibilities of development of uniformity in pension
benefits and standard criteria for those benefits. Examine what
conditions .cause older workers to seek early retirement, rather
than continuing in the labor force. To continue to stress longer em-
ployment which would ease the burden on the social security
system through delaying benefits and increased input by continued
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employee/employer contributions. Encourage the formation of prer-
etireinent planning programs, both public and private.

In a recent survey that I reviewed, data indicated that 70 percent
of those people interviewed had a desire to participate in such
planning. We must examine The impact of the current tax struc-
ture on the elderly, since taxes affect each elderly individual by
either cutting into his spendable income or by providing some of
that income.

With these few recommendations, I have only begun to scratch
the surface of this gigantic issue of planning for retirement. I am
pleased that the Select Committee on Aging continues to be vitally
interested in the Nation's elderly with specific emphasis at this
time on the economics of aging. With technology of today continu-
ing to add quantity of years to the lifespan, this Nation's elderly
now enjoy, should we not generate just as much energy and re-
sources toward the quality of those years?

Mr. SKELTON. Mrs. Lubker, obviously, you have given a great
deal of thought to your tes imony. It is very, very comprehensive
and were we to have e, we could undoubtedly spend a good
part of the morning aski you questions about it. But because of
our time limitation, I am going to ask just a few, touch on just a
few items that I wish to e plore*lth you a bit further.

You spoke about the ogical and sociological problems that
come about. I think we're pro ably more familiar with the so-called
psychological syndrome that we might have. Could you tell us some
of the sociological problems.of aging, as yoilsee them?

Mrs. LUBKgR. Well, I think, as Congressman Daub, we have an
issue of older women. The economic well-being is often contingent
upon the economic successes of her spouse and liow well her spouse
planned for retirement. We have, in that same group, minority
population of blacks, who, becAuse of their very life cycle early on
and the types of employment that they have been able to be en-
gaged in, find themselves at the lower end of the economic sector.
We find the very attitude toward aging, in my opinion, is one of
the biggest barriers to developing services for, on a short term, the
elderly citizens of today. When we have our American attitude, as I
said, totally geared in oil "think thin and young," and if you
happen to be a little pudgy and a little gray, you're just not quite
with it.

I think we have a respcinsibility to begin somewherein the long
term to begin to turn that attitude around and to begin to respect
the value of being the sage of the tribes.

Mr. SKELTON. This, of course, is a good phrase in the Study of
many culturei, including, of course, the study of the American
Indian culture, is quite true.

You mentioned a few moments ago the myths and stigma of old
age and I might share an interesting experience am having, right
now, as Congressman Daub knows. I am in the process of trying to
revise the Joint Chiefs of Staff operation in the Pentagon. And,
needless to say, ieg a monumental piece of work. I'm having some
luck and I will tell you who my mentor is in this project, a Missou-
rian, 83-year-old former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
Maxwell Taylor, who literally, line by line, went over my bill and
made corrections from ,commerce, en up, and I am amazed at the
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impact of his leadership on me and his inspiration on me and,' actu-
ally, we're getting on second base* in the project. But for this gen-
tleman who I would really say is 83 years youngI would not be
having the good fortime I'm having thus far in the Armed Services
Committee do this very vital subject: So when we speak of myths
and stigmas, it's not touching that Missourian.

Have you any comments on the myth and stigma problem?
Mrs, LUBKER. Well. there are so many people who think that one

should begin to be old, that everyone wants to sit in a rocking
chair and enjoy thinking alxitit what has transpired in their age
prior to retirement.

Aging is just like any other issue. It's an individualized situation:
'Not everyone has the same aging process at the same level. Not ev-
eryone is ready to retire at 65. Not everyone is ready to sit down
and watch life gb by. Alid we have to begin to think more positive-
ly about the values of people, jiist as the gentleman you expressed
so much optimism about.

You really cannot begin to de that unless, it hegins4very early in
a youngster's formative years, In my opinion. You don't all of a
sudden begin to teach someone who has feared and dreaded the

,thought of getting old becauswgetting old means the nursing home,
getting old means all of these diminishing capabilities, whether it
be from your ability-.to compete in the job force, to-your ability to
compete athletically,, whatever. We have to change the attitudes
and that's the myth:that I speak of, the stigma of employment and
all of the issues that older people face.

Mr. SKELTON. One bit of information for you that my able assist-
ant just told me, the Office of Technology Assessment-is doing a
study on the impact of technology on aging and this study should
be ready in February 1984, so if you put that in the back of your
mind, I know that you would want to read that.

Congressman Daub.
Mr. DAUB. I vei7 much enjoyed your. contribution to the record. I

want to poin out on page 3 of your testimony, you refer to the
year 2015. However, should there be no change in current law, we
will Le recalculating our Federal expenditure figure from the social
security trust funds. These figures will It based on the fact that by
that time we will consider the age of 66 and 6? as the magic retire-
ment date for social security purposes. This is because, as you
know, beginning the year 2000, we will commence to raise the re-
tirement, age to 6'7, phased into the year 2024. This change will
have an effect on the Federal budget in terms of the amount of the
expenditure level which, if not changed, would be 60 percent. Now
I think this expenditure, level is somewhat less than 50, in the
range of 4? percent.

That is not at all to dismiss the point you made in the para-
. graph:which' is true. A giant sturi of money will be devoted to older

Americans' transfer payments.
Mrs. LU13KER. That s the point.
Mr. DAUB. The point of your sentence, to be sure, is that there

will be a major change in those figures because of the phasei: of
the retirement age, which will be increasing beginning in the year
2000.

3,-
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As this is the area of your expertise, are there any places where
sonieone can go to get preretirement counseling?

Mrs. LUBBER. There are a lot of corporations who have preretire-
ment planning programs. There are a lot,of aging specialists with
univedity systems who have the informiattnQp_ preretirement

`planning. Dr. Warren Scott, for instance, who is witlaincoln Uni-
versity, has been involved in the need to deal with preretirement-
planning. Dr. Vaughan, the Center for Aging studies at the Univer-
sity of Missouri, has been instrumental in wanting to formulate
more active involvement.

Mr. DAUB. Is there someplace where just the average person, can
get this counseling? I am not referring to senior citizens. Whatever
that means, remember, once you get there and you, haven't had
preretirement counseling it may be very difficult to do. What can
that person who is 50 years old, or 54, or 55 years old do? Is there a
place where the average person can go that's available, that people
know about to get preretirement counseling?

Mrs. Luaxxit. I am not sure.'
Mr. DAUB. If, any of the other witnesses heard that question, I

would certainly app Elate the contril ition to the record. One of
my suspicions is that there aren't enough places. anywhere in the
country where people can knock on the door.,.afid get this type of
counseling. The Association of Retired /Persons, Federal retiree
groups, railroad retirement groups, and farm and agricultural or-
ganizations from time to time sponsor seminars for older, Ameri-
cans. The topics include how to invest; what money you may have
in your nest egg, but beyond that they do not include a lot of the
soclometric things you're talking about which I do think are very
important.

Mrs. LuDKER. There is a variety of insurance companies, private
employers have dealt with it on the fringes but with no real orga-
nized approach to dealing with preretirement planning.

Mr. DAUB- I very much appreciate your contribution today.
Thank you very much.

Mr. Sxsizori. Thank you so much, Mrs, Lubker. We truly appre-
ciate your help, not just today but in assisting us early on in this

. hearing.
Dr. Arthur Robins will be our next witness. br. Robins is with

the Department of Psychiatry, tlniversity of MissouriColumbia.
School of Medicine. In fact, when I went there, it was just the Uni
versity of Missouri, but now we have to designate where it is. And,
as Congressman Daub points out, from time to time we will spoil
the good record of the Big Red from Nebraska, acid let's hope that
heliports.

Dr. Robins, thank you so much for being with us.

STATEMENT OP DR. ARTHUR ROBINS, DEPARTMENT OP PSYCHIA-
_ TRY. UNIVERSITY OF VISSOURICOLUMBIA SCHOOL OF hIEDI..

ONE
Dr. Rooms. Thank you for inviting me here. I should explain

that I am not a psychiatrist, actually a social worker by education
and I was for a time, 17 years, or so, in the School of Social Work

1 4
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at the university and then switched fields, I guess getting ready for
my retirement: , .

I have been intermittently active in research and teaching in the
field of erontology since 1958, when I was a faculty fellow at an
interuniversity institute on social,gerontology, designed to stimu-
late bright and young faculty and research and teaching in that
field. It's difficult to imagine me as bright and young now, bat I
combined my interest in the family as a social institution with
aging and then subsequently did studies in the three-generation
family, in which I became interested by virtue or experience in
India, where I was impressed with the Joint family system and its
effectiveness in meeting the needs of its family members.

My main function now is as a research consultant, to the psychia-
try faculty and some of my work includes work With the aging but
not a great proportion of it. I want to make three points: first, that
research has an important function in social planning regarding

- the aging; sound research can define the situation that the aging
people are in, and can reveal the status of the agingtheir biologi-
cal status, psychological status, and social status. It can separate
myths from realities, to borrow the term from a study done by
Harris Associates in 1974, for the National Council on Aging. I
would like to refer to some of the salient points of that-in a little
while. -

\
The second point I want to make is that even though I make my

living as a research consultant, research has a limitation. It can
provide. a picture of the level of life that is the actual situation that
the aging is hi but it doesn't tell us anything about the standard or
the level to which we should aspire. In other <words, research can
evaluate the extent to which a program achieves a goal and it may
indicate which is the most efficient -of several alternative ways of
getting there, but itdoesn't provide the goal. That goal comes from
our values which determine the quality of living that we want for
our aging population and that is really what I wanted to stress in
my testimony.

---The third point is that one value which I think should inform all
of our efforts in oehalf of the aging, namely, a commithiencto-the
interdependence of different generations. Someone said that -the
truly maf" -e person is neither dependent nor independent. He rec-
ognizes L. interdependence with other people. I would like to reaf-
firm this principle which was enunciated in a background paper
for the,1961 White House Conference on Aging and referred to in a
report of that conference. The Committee on Family Life, Family

.Relationships and Friends produced this statement which I think
should serve as a criteria by which all programs purporting to help

, theaged should be assessed:
Whenever a society and its families with support of the prevailing culture can

create,and sustain mutually supportive relationships between its youth and ita el.
dedy, old age security rests on its firmest foundations.

I don't think we've always looked at that principle in some of
these aging programs that hEivq been developed.

Now I would like to turn to some of the *general findings of re-
search relative to the myths and realities of aging, .which I draw

: s 1,
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from astudy done 1974, by the Harris organization for the Na-
tional Council on Ailing.
- Essentially, what; .they_ did was to examine. ptailicattiliTiree
toward older Americans and the expectations of the public of what
it is like to be old iu this country today and it also looked at older
Americans themselves and their personal experiences of old age.
Essentially, comparison of the responses of the public with those of
the aged reveal the great discrepancrbetween what people who are
not aged thought aging was like and W?iat the aging report about
what aging actaatly was.

It's not surprising that the public views aging as a much more
dismal time of life than older people say it is. As I become older
myself, I increasingly realize that there are a lot -of older people
around who are doing very well in many aspects of their lives. My
only intimate contact with order people was with my father and my
mother-in-law, and both of them were productive and vigorous
almost to the day they died. I had 'considered them to have:been
exceptional. .

As a social worker, when I was in public assistance 'and in psy-
chiatric hospitals, I saw older people whom I assumed to be the
rule rather than the exception and .I shared the stereotype that one
had to shout at in order to be heard and that they had to be treat-
ed like children. That stereotype still exists. My daughter was hos-
pitalized recently for a brief illness: I visited her frequently and
overheard how the nurses talked to the older patients in ways
more appropriate to dealing with a 5-year-old.

Whilesocietytendsto. view older people as a homogeneous
group, the_flndings of the Harris study emphasize the heterogene-
ity of -the aging. Most older people do not suffer so seriOusly as the

thinks, although certain subgroups of older people do haye a
difficult time. Obvlbusly, the elderly poor have difficulty getting
adequate medical care, Musing, and clothing. But the problems
with the elderly poor are the same problems with the middle aged
and younger poor. They are the problems of poor people. For exam-
ple, the study found that 44 percent of those in the age bracket 18
to 54, who had incomes under $7,000 a year, had 'money problems.
whereas only 20 percent of the 55year-old group whose income was
$7,000, or less, had money problems. So that if we have to consider,
as Mrs. Lubker saia, that older people have to be individualized. A
lot of them have probably paid off their mortgages, have more
modest needs, more modest expectations, and generally need less
%,inoney.
k In only three areas did the older people as a group appear to
Suffer more serious problems than the young, and that was in the
fear of crime, poor health, and loneliness. And in those areas,
income and race accounted for the problems more than age, itself.
In other words, older people as a group feel no more burdened than
did the younger people bout problems of not having money, not
enough medical tam, not enough education, poor housing, not feel-
ing needed, not enough friends, not enough to do to keep busy, and
not enough clothing.

Now, having said that, I want to point out that a completely rosy
picture of aging would be misldading. As the president of the Na-
tional Council on Aging pointed out, it's important to remember
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,iir that when 15 percent of people over 65 say that not having enough
' money to live on is a personal problem, that means 3 million

people have a serious problem. However, the implications for poll-
cyrpaking are that programs designed to help the aging must be di-
rected toward the 3 million who have a problem, rather than the
entire 20 million. Limitations on our resources call for setting pri-
orities, Many have discovered, to tl.eir chagrin, that the social se-
curity system is not a true pension or a self-sustained system,and
there are gross inequities in it. I think that a means test, which I
know many social workers are automatically against, may not be

. amiss:
The study has a section on preparation for old age, which is rele-

vant for the purpose of the hearing and I want to quote from that.
For every older person who feels that his or her own life is worse
now than what he or she thought it would be, there are three who
say their life is better than they expected.. In fact, as many people
under 65 feel that their current lives tall short of their earlier ex-
pectations as those 65 and over. Income. and race seem to have
more to do with how life turns out than age itself. And since
income and race are highly correlated, it is probably income that's
the biggest factor in determining whtcher aging is better, worse, or
about the, way it was expected to be. One in three older people
have been pleasantly surprised with their later years. Many of the
problems they feared never materialized. They talked about their
financial security, having more money than they expected; good
family life and marriages, good health, and general comfort. The
study asked what was the most important step to prepare for re-

. tirement. The 88 percent who thought medical care was important
had already taken that step. The 85 percent who thought it was
very important to learn about pensions and social security had al-
ready done that. The 75 percent who said it was very important to
buy their own home, had already done that. The 61 percent who
said it was very important to have hobbies and other leisure time
activities had already done that. The 7 percent who thought it was
very important to move in with children had already done that. '

--"-There are four areas in which the older public appear to be less.
prepared than it thought it would like to be; 85 percent said it was
very important to build up.savings but only 73 percent had done
that 79-percent said it-was important-to prepare-a-will-but-only-65---
percent had done that.

Planning new part-time or full-time jobs had been considered im-
portant by 26 percent but fewer had done that. The study found
that those who were least prepared for their later years are older
people with incomes under $3,000 and blacks and these two groups
overlap ,considerably, in view of the high correlation between
income and race.
i I StrOss the importance of derivi.ig program goals from what our
talues tell us about the quality of life older people should have. We
may find that planning for satisfying retirement involves more
than gratuitously advising people to do the things most of them
'have already done, like learning about their future benefits or even
advising them to do the things they know they should do but do
not like to confront like writing a will. I'm 62 and I wrote my will

Ionly last year. a very brief one. It's probably not worth very much.

I
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Preretirement planning is more than distributing a Government
phamphlet on how to have fun with powdered milk. I think plan-
ning has to deal with societal values and individual attitudes that
reflect those values. It is revealing that only 6 percent of the aged
consider the decision about living with children to be an important
one. In our society, I think we have overvalued mutual independ-
ence of the aged arid their adult children.

Now, I'm aware that research has shown that older people want
independence. Two researchers who found that older people wanted
independence asked this question: "Why plead the cause of social
patterns with a system of norms which the older person, himself,
no longer accepts?" Well, I am suggesting our task maybe is to
change that situation. In 1940, another sociologist asked the ques-
tion, which is still unanswered:

Are we to continue the attitude indicated so clearly, even in the thinking of up-
state New Yorkers born before 1860, namely the high evaluation of the aged from-7;
their family and their relatives? Must older persons necessarily be an annoyance to
younger persons who wish to live their lives in their own way? is there not opportu
mty here for new patterns of living by which the aged can live with the young and
have certnin personal independence without-mutual annoyance?

I don't think we've ever really answered that.
I do not want to portray the American elderly as isolated and re-

jected by fathilies. A number of studies have shown that; although
there is a pattern of separalp households, there is a supportive pat-
tern of family relationships. I don't doubt that a number of older
people do move hi with their kids when they have to and the chil;
dren accept them. But the point I wanted to make is to go back to
the 1961 principle. The three-generation living arrangement does
not have the support of the prevailing culture and frequently such
demonstrations of filial responsibility as three-generational living
are subject to a great deal of\strain. My point is it doesn't have to
be if we change societal value. For one thing, the middle genera-
tion has new aspirations for self-fulfillment and self-actualization
that the older generation may inhibit. Everyone wants to go out
and work for a living. It's been pointed out here that the business
of being a housewife has stigma. -

Members of the older generation often have no SoCially approved.
roles to play in threegeneration households. Then they feel them-
selves to be very inadequate and they find they have to prove their
adeiTuicy orilY -by liecoinihg-rfacddlers and -trying -to play-roles -in
the household for which they are no longer competent or which
conflict with the roles of the second generation, going around dust-
ing after the daughter-in-law and that sort of thing. It's no surprise
that studies find that older persons express the desire to be inde-
pendent of their children. Older persons reflect the values of their
culture.

I was certain, for example, that my aging father wanted to live
with my wife and me. We wanted him to -live with us and we
bought a house big enough for him to move in. But do you think he
would tell a researcher that, "I want to live with my son and his
family"? No, because in Romania, where my father 'came from, it
was OK to think in those terms and even expect it but my father
had become an American and in modern America, older persons
oreIsupposed tolive independently, whether or not it's the best or-
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ratigentent. And I think the tragedy is that so long as independ-
ence is a prevailing norm in our culture, intergenerational living
arrangements will be beset by emotional strain:The family as a

institutionnstitution has the function of providing emotional and phys-
ical shelter to its members and I think any social programs that
are developed for the aging should help to_stren-gthen the family's
-apacity to fulfill that role.

I suggest that any preretirement services attend carefully to the
reinforcement of complementarity in the relationships between the
generations. I am pot suggesting that we go back to some earlier
period in our history when three-generational living wfis prevalent.
For one thing, it is dubious that that was ever a common way of
life. I am suggesting that we need new norms. In 1912, at the first
White House Conference on Children, there was a principle estab-
lished that the natural parent-child relationship had values for
which there were no desirable substitutes, so that children should
be kept with their natural parents whenever palsible. Child wel-
fare programs moved progressively through fanning out, indenture,
care in almshouses, orphan asylums, foster and boarding homes, to
the emphasis on keeping children with their natural parents while
providing individualized services aimed at remedyhig any of the in-
adequacies of the parents. 1

I say we need to promote the, development of ;services in the
samesway for those "aging who need it, that we maximize the capac-
ity of family generations to be mutually supportive and' services
that will proyjfie family substitute care for the old person. I think
the culture must support a family role for the aged that provides
some means of feeling adequate so they don't have to resort to
troublesome roles which interfere with familial solutions to the
problem of aging.

As Bengtson and Trees, who wrote a chapter in the "Handbook
of' 'Mental Health and Aging," a comprehensive books have said:
"Public policy and practice must emphasize the ways in which fam-
ilies may be enhanced as support systems for the elderly, meeting
both the subsistence and emotional needs of aged kin."

I Just want to make a point briefly that preretirement counseling
is something for the whole family. I think you just can't expect the
adult to go in and plan without considering all of the family situa-
tion. In other words, the focus, I think, should be on the family as

-a-supportive network because 1 think that if we go to developing
Government services, we'll never have enough resources to do that
unlea we make use of an institution that is suppoied to give physi-
cal and emotional shelter to its members, namely the family.
Thank you very much.

Mr. SKELTON. Thank you so much, Dr. Robins.
I will ask Congressman Daub.
Mr. DAUB. That was just terrific testimony.
Dr. Roams. Thank you.
Mr. DAUB. We really appreciate that and I want 'our address.

How do we get in touch with you beyond this designation here?
Dr. Roans's. I will give you a card.
Mr. DAUB. I was fascinatedand I think I saw Ike write it down

at the same time I didby your suggestion. Again, maybe social
workers, with all due respects have some of the same stereotypes
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about processes that others in our society have about aging. You
said we ought to possibly think about means testing or did I hear
you incorrectly?

Dr. ROBINS. Means testing is a dirty word in social work, or was.
I haven't been active in social work. In 1971, I got repotted. It was
inadvertent but it was good for my retirement. I left the School of
Social Work to head a multidisciplinary program for advanced
study in mental health. So, I haven't been intimately connected
with what's going on in social work. But at one point, the idea of a
means test was sort of reprehensible in social work. They wanted
to establish that everyone had the right to programs and didn't
like the idea of demonstrating need. But I think we've learned that
we don't have infinite resources and that if there are 20 million or
so. aged people in this country, that they are not a homogeneous
group and that there is only, say, one-sixth of that group that
needs real help. I think that in social work; we tend to see, the
problems and think that everybody has them. I was guilty of it
myself. I used to sit down and talk to an older patient and scream
at them when I didn't need to in order to be heard.

Mr. DAUB. You know, in the social security reform package that
we just passed, it essentially, commenced to move in the direction
you suggest. That is with respect to the entitlement to social schai-
rity benefit there is now a degree means testing. We will tax one -
half of the social security check if, in fact, income subject to tax
in a singlemrson case in retirement is over $25,000, or in case of a
married person filing joint return, income exceeds $32,000. We
begin to look at he transfer payment and who ought to receive
benefits and how much everyona should receive. I think you will
also see this situation in the medicare/medicaid debate which will
rage in the next 2 or 3 years. This idea was suggested, you will re-
member, in our full committee meeting, by the Secretary of the De-
partment of Health, Education and Welfare who at the time was
Joe Califano. He very strongly suggested and recommended to the
administration then that the idea be examined carefully and that
we need to target our resources and establish greater priorities. Al-
though not accepted then, his thinking is coming more and more
into the norm now.

Dr. ROBINS. Well, a means test is assumed to be degrading. I
don't think it is. We all have to deinonstrate our eligibility. When I
go for a loan. 1. need to demonstrate it. I don't consider it to be a
degrading thing. I think old% people can deal with that very
easily. The old age assistance proj,.,am is called a pension. It's not a
pension, it's a grant, a welfare payment and yet they call it a pen-
sion and that makes them feel better and they deal with their feel;
ings.

Mr. DAUB. My last point is one that you raise, I'm a product of a
threegeneration household. After World War II, my mother's .
mother and father moved in with nly father and my mother. I was
born and raised in that household fintil grandma passed away and
grandpa because Of very severe intensive care requirements, had
to go to an instittition. I found it to be a worthwhile experience
but, quite honestlYt we had a tension problem because grandma
would follow mother around the house, dusting things that she had
dusted. like you s, id, and pointing out that my ears weren't
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washed or my hqir wasn't cut or, you know, kind of getting in the
way. .

Dr. ROBINS. You're spending money the wrong way.
Mr. DAUB. Yes, and the commentary over the years got to be dif-

ficult: I know that you really make a good point and we need to
elaborate on that subject as one by itself, because there are those
asking if we should means-test? That is to say, should we give a
credit on income taxes for taking care of a person ove 65 or 70 in
our home. Also, should medicaid, the State payment, i.se allowed to
require, at the State's option, a contribution from a son or a daugh-
ter to take care of the medical needs of their mother or father in
old age? There are a number of issues now on the table that could
deal with this sociometric living pattern of three-generational .

living in one household: I really encourage your continuing interest
in that field. You're going to hear from me in the future on that
subject. . .

The last question I want to ask is whether we should make the
cost of tuition or the payments of a fee for registration, books and
materials for a preretirement seminar tax deductible? .

Dr. ROBINS. I think that's a good idea. I think the people need to
be encouraged. I don't think, its only the financial costs of preretir-
ement planning that discourages people from going into it. But I
think there are other obstacles some people do not want to con-
front in a disc.plined way. While tax credits may encourage some
to do more planning, the poor aging who primarily composed the
group that had not planned, might not benefit much from troc cred-
its if they don't have taxable income. Also, planning presupposes
some alternative hoices which, if not available, render planning to
be an academic e ercise. This suggests that we need programs that
increase the rang of choices, for example, low-interest loans for
more renovations that facilitate intergenerational living arrange-
ments.

Let's pot overlook the fact that a lot of people have made ade-
quate' plans for preretirement. I think that you have to determine
whether you want to address the 3 million people or whether you
want to address the entire 20 million.

Mr. DAUB..Good point. Thank you very, very much.
Mr. SKEIZON. Doctor, thank you very much. The main question I

had and my friend from Nebraska already asked you, and that was
the means testing and I appreciate your comments on that.

As I was growing up in Lexington, one of my very best and clos-
est friends through the ears was the son in a I.Our-generation
household and this was through to his senior year in high school.
And being in the home literally dozens of times over the years, a
very harmonious, wonderful environment for him and I can guess
that today he is the beneficiary of not only a lot of wonderful
memories, but an awful lot of sage advice coming from his great-
grandmother, his grandmother, as well as his fine parents.

Doctor, thank you so much.
Dr. ROBINS. Thank you.
Mr. SKELTON. Our next witness is Mr. Arthur C. Terre', area con-

sulant, American Association of Retired People. Action for Inde-
pendent Maturity. .

Q
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Mr. Terre', we appreciate your being with us today. And let me
interject, if I may, sir, Congressmen always have to take the credit
for all the work that's done-and, _quite_honestly,_we_ have some
very, very able people, working on our staff. I'd like to introduce
Mrs. Toni Arnett on my far left, who is my legislative assistant in
my Washington office, who is my expert in the area of aging, as
well as health care and related issues and if I vote right, give me
the credit; if I vote wrong occasionally on the issues, blame Toni.

The gentleman on my right, Mr. Lowell Arye. who is with the
' Committee on the Aging. He is the research assistant on the Sub-

committee on Retirement Income and tmployment. We appreciate
him coming from Washington and a great deal of his recent weeks
have gone into_planning this particular day.

Mrs. Anne Kutcher, who is the young lady who is in charge of
our Jefferson City office and makes everything run smoothly, not
just in that office but today, and her very able assistant, Ts-J. Sei-
benman, who is hiding in the back of the room.

easy
just want to

acknowledge and thank you for making this so easy for Congress-
man Daub and me.

I might say that I hope we might have :None time for questions
and hope that the witnesses can maybe sql-unarize just a bit, we'd
appreciate it.

ARTHUR C. TERREL VOLUNTEER CONSULTANT. ACTION FOR IN-
- DEPENDENT MATURITY. AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OP RETIRED

PERSONS

Mr. TERItEL. Congressman Skelton, Congressman Daub, I certain-
ly appreciate the opportunity to be here today. The things that I
bring to you in my written testimony and comments I make are
things that I've derived out of my experience in business and work
with the American Association, of Retired Persons and as AIM vol-
unteer consultant (Action for Independent Maturity), a division of
the American Association of Retired Persons.

I feel that there is no greater factor in assuring better later
years than a well-designed and implemented preretirement pro-
gram, particularly in the economic area.

Over the past decade, there has been quite a bit of work done in
preretirement planning but, in my view, it has been too slow and
part of this has been because of the recession and because of the
attitude of some business managements. I feel that the larger re-
sponsibility for the implementation of complete and well-designed
retirement planning programs is in the business and industrial
community. And, indeed, many larger companies have implement-
xl their retirement programs and have resulted in a great benefit
to their employees.

Educational institutions on the college and university level could
do much in implementing retirement planning programs for the
benefit of small business and for the public at large. Several col-
leges and universities have done this quite successfully. Many of
the present retirement planning programs have been directed
mainly a the middle and upper class income levels. Unfortunately,
this procedure does not take to the low income and poverty level
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individuals education and counseling that they need. And, indeed,
this group of individuals need this type of counseling most.

Presentlyin my area, at leastsome of the charitable institu-
tions and assistance agencies have instituted counseling to the poor
and poverty level groups to help them better apply their resources
to the needs of themselves and their families.

I .,elieve it is in reason to calculate that_well designed and prop-
erly implemented retirement planning programs in preretirement
can be less costly in prevention than the cure through community,
charity, and Government agency action. And this is to say nothing
about the loss of independence, self-respect and dignity for those
who find themselves needing help.,

I believe that over the past several years, there has been a tend-
* ency to underestimate the resources necessary 'to maintain a given

lifestyle in later years. In the interest of economics, I would like to
review some of the factors. -

Housing. According to recent published information, housing con-
sumes 3$ percent of the average gross income. Many older persons
find their housing costs to be even more than this percentage.
Aside from a few' exceptions, the percentage of _retired persons' re-
sources consumed for housing is greater now than it was in jorere-
tirement. Contrary to popular opinion, many older persons do not
own their house. They rent. It is universal knowledge that/high in-
terest rates has been a major factor in discouraging the building of
housing units. This has resulted in existing properties having a
high escalation in value and caused exchanges, consolidations, and
conversion.

While this process has been a bonanza to milny, it has been dev-
astating to quite a large number. There has been a great number
of housing conversions to condominiums, and coops, resulting in
the displacement of many older persons, some to less convenient
and desirable locations and many poor and poverty stricken left
with no place-to go.

I would like to touch on health. Health is most important. We all
know that without health, one cannot live an enjoyable life, even
before or after retirement. Food is one of the main factors in main-
taining good health. A well-balanced, nutritious diet will maintain
good health. Higher food costs have caused great inroads on older
'persons with fixed incomes. Indeed, in my experiences, I have
known older _persons who have the desire for some of the niceties

or even, -from necessity, have cutback on some of Their food ex:
penditures. And in ev. v ease, I have observed that these persons
have deteriorated rapidly, particularly in mental capaoilities.

Medical costs have increased at a higher rate over the last
decade. Presently, for a couple on social security with part B medi-
care deductions and supplemental tie-in insurance will cost that
couple $100 a month. Up to the present time, this covers hospital
expenses quite completely. But in the case of physicians, in view of
the medicare reasonable charge factor, patients can be faced with
20 to 2f., percent additional out-of-pocket costs.

Transportation is another important factor for older persons.
iEven though transportation is less after retirement, it is still a

must for older persons. We all realize that the cost of buying and
maintaining an automobile is-twice as much as it was 10 years alto.
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And if a person happens to be in a position that they have to
retain their old model automobile, I know from, personal experience
that it costs as much as $100 a month to keep it up. And this in
many instances, not satisfactory.

Public transportation is often not available, not convenient and
low income people can't afford taxis and they are 'inconvenient
also.

Items of clothing., entertainment, and other miscellaneous items
' have not increased in the last several years in proportion to some
of the more necessary items. This is partly because you can cut
them back or you can eliminate them entirely.

The fixed-income situation for most older persons, even with CPI
adjustments, have not kept pace with inflationary costs and the
contention that we have cured inflation has little affect on fixed-
income individuals.

The potential increase in the population of older Americans
. makes it even more important that well designed and complete

preretirement programs be available on a universal basis, not just
here and there. I say this from experience, all older persons Avant
the oppo5tunity to maintain their independence, retain their self
respect, nye in dignity, and make a meaningful contribution to our
social, economic, and political society.

Thank you.
Mr. DAUB. Mr. Ten-el, I really did appreciate your testimony. It

is thoughtful and well considered.
Congressman Skelton will be back in just a moment. He had to

- take care of a business matter. In the interest of time I'm going to
ask you a couple of questions. I want to give you this set of four
questions the staff has prepared and ask if you would take a
minute to jot us a note with your answers. We will see to it that
those answers are included at this point in the record with your
testimony and my questions.

(Answers not received at time of publication.]
Mr. DAUB. If inflation were continuing at the rate of 1979, 1980,

and 1981, which was in the range of 12 percent, would you not
agree that that would have a very disasterous, impact on that
person who is on fixed income? Prescription drugs doubling, you
know, the cost of gas, and electricity, and telephone service, those
kinds of things that are really lifeline.

Mr. TERREL. There is no question about it, particularly in the
light of adequate instructions and preretirement planning for older
persons. There are three stages of life: one, when you're getting
ready for the working years, when you're working on a job and
during those *corking years you need to prepare for the later years
and preparing for the later years and retirement planning is an on-
going thing. It's not one program here and now only. It's today, to
morrow, and the next day, even after retirement.

Mr. DAUB. In your work in the separate Action for Independent
Maturity program of the Association of Retired Persons, do you get

iinvolved in the subject of older Americans buying too many life in- .

surance policies because they are scared, causing them to pay pre- /
miurns because of every newspaper and 'IV ad that comes along, ,

eventually ending up with 7, 8, 9, or 10 policies? Is this a part of /
your work as you try to get people to understand that a lot of those
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policies have coinsurance provisions that are not going to allow
then to get paid twice?

Mr. TERREI.. In our programs, we attempt to point-out to persons
in preparing for their later years that they buy only what insur-
ance they need, not buy the extravagant policy and listen to sales
promotions about what they don't need.

Mr. DAUB. I appreciate your testimony and I want to give you
these and ask if you would take some time to let us have the bene-
fit of you'- thinking on behalf of the people you represent so that it
is in the record..

Thank you for coming today and contributing to Congressman
Skelton's record.

Staff may have a question.
Mr. ARYE. I have a comment rather than a question. I would like

to thank the Action for Independent Maturity in helping us come
pile "A Guide For Planning Retirement Finances," and I look
foward to working with them in updating the guide.

Mr. DAUB. Let me note, we have a copy of that, too. If anyone is
interested, this guidebook prepared by Action for Independent Ma-
turity Division of Association of Retired Persons was prepared for
the Subcommittee on /etirement Incoine.,

Mr. SKELTON. Oil witness is Mr. Duane Dauner, president
of the Missouri '.capital Association._

STATP.MENT OR C. DUANE DAUNER, PRESIDENT, MISSOURI
HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. DAUNEK. Thank you, Congressman Skelton and Congressman
Daub.

I have the statement, which is in notebook form, and I will brief:
ly summarize just .a few points there. Missouri and Nebraska rank
fifth and seventh in the country in percentage of people past 65,,
and that presents immediate problems for us, not only in health
care but in serving the aging population. It has already been point-
ed out that health.care expenditures go up dramatically for the
aging population and that certainly is true. We have seen and pre.
vious testifiers alluded to social costs that sometimes get trans.
ferred into the health.care sector because of changing values in our
society.

On page 3 of the notebook statement. we have outlined a model
of continuum care and even though I work in the acute sector, we
believe that it is extremely important to see that health care is
provided in a total continuum. That is, from acute, to long term, to
alternatives. We feel that as the aged population increases, there
must be incentives and alternatives available for the aged so that
we don't end up relying on horizontal care but can concentrate oh
vertical care. \

Mr. SKE1ZON. I hope you don't mind my interrupting you. I lire
heard the criticism that we in Congress tend to skew our help
toward a nursing home type of recipient, as opposed to the acute.
care type of recipient. I've heard that criticism. I'm not sure. it's
right. Is that correct or is that wrong, as to the number of pro-
grams over the years that Congress has passed?

29-643
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Mr. Deumat. I nun not sure I would agree with that criticism. I
think that Congress- has dealt with the crises as they have arisen
and with the passage of medicare, the philosophy has changed.

Mr. DAUB. Let me state his question a little differently. It's a
very important point because this is how we try to focus what we
do in our limited tin.* with such a range of issues before us.

Does the transfer payment system of Medicare/mei:Heald tend to
pay for more expensive care more quickly than it does for home
health, hospice, respite care, and things that if they don't cut costs,
might tend to be more wholesome and more useful as our society
ages? Do you think we put too much emphasis on paying for the
expensive highcost items, for example, the heart and lung machine,
the kidney transplant, the pacemakers? Is this a part of your
thinking at all?

Mr. DAUNER. Yes; I think that putting that in context in the
total spectrum of the aged and the health care that we have re-
sponded, beginning with medicare, to certain phases of illness to
the exclusion of the slighting of others and in our business we said
we should look at the total picture with emphasis on some of these
other alternatives, which are less expensive and may, in. fact, keep
people from ending up-in-those more expensive modalities of treat-.
ment.

Mr. SKELTON. All right, Mr. Dauner, give us a for instance. I'm
going to speed you up here, but I think we might be able to get
those answers.

Mr. DAUNER. Hospice care, which would be less expensive and
more highly technicologically intensive- -

Mr. itELTON. People in the audience may not-know,what hospice
is so you'd better explain that. °

Mr. DAUNER: The concept being that there are ways to treat
people in a somewhat terminal phase less expensively but with dig-
nity and respect for their lives so that we can maximize the quality
of life but not apply these highest levels of technology that are
available in society to apply them on a day - today basis for those
people. That's one phase. Another is home health or day care. We
have ,listed a number here; respite care, all of these things will
help provide services to the aged without putting them in a hori-
zontal setting. &chose once they go into n nursing home pr hospi-
tal, that's adifferent set of living circumstances and we don't want
that to end up being the norm but the exception where they can
lead productive lives independently of the day-to-day support of an
institution.

I believe as society changes and the emphasis in our society
change, the trend will lead us toward more independenceand the
previous speaker spoke about the age of interest in remaining inde-
pendent as long as practical and we certainly support that and be-
lieve that society is moving in that direction. And if Congress can
encourage that with tax incentives, with tax reform, both for the
under65 people that may end up being family members, as well as
the over 65's.

Mr. SKELTON- Go right ahead,
Mr. DAUNER. On page 4, I've outlined four reasons why we have

the medicare situation costwise and that's because of the tremen-
dous growth in our population, life expectancy is now 73. It was 68
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when medicare was passed. The demand has increased dramatical-
ly and technology -----

Mr. SKELTON, What do you see in the future? Has your associ-
ation done some prognosis on th% future as to where we they be 10,
15, 20 years from now?

Mr. DAUNER. If we continue the emphasis on technology and
high-intensity services we think that the cost will be spbstantially
higher than 10 percent of the gross national product. We believe
that that's not going to fit in with the trend and the priorities of
this country.

Mr. DAUB. It reached that for the first time this year.
Mr. DAUNER. Yes.
Mr. SKELTON. So where do we go? What's your recommendation?
Mr. DAUNER. Our recommendation is that emphasis be.placed on

preretirement, as well as on servic.es-that-will not produce the high
deployment of moneys- to- theAlgh-intensity services. Now, there
have to be alternatives for people as opposed to replacement. The
high-intensity, high - technology services will still be needed by

__people. The key is to make sure that we prevent those wherever
possible-arid-Ma we move people out of that system as rapidly as
possible, and that there need, to be incentives for people to search
for those, under 65 as welPlas-over 65, and that can be done in Tax
Code as well as other aspects of the economy.

Health care is rationed to the exts.nt that technology is available,
historically, but we're gett 'o the point now that there is so
much technology available, higi_ -..ost technology, that we have to
look at these other alternatives and hospice is a good example of
that.

Swing beds is another one and as the Congressman from Missou-
ri knows, the Missouri Hospital Association has received .t grant to
help' in rural communities get people out of acute beds into the-
swing bed and then back into productive living.

I have some recommendations from the Missouri Hospital Associ-
ation on page 7 and 8 and, Congressmen, they deal with the contin
uum- of care, the tax incentives for families, as previously men-
tioned,,providing incentives for third-party payers, as well as pri-
vate health care. We support changing incentives for the providers
of health care services. We believe that substantial changes have
been made that are constructive in medicare and medicaid. We
think that those need to be expanded to the other, health-care pro-
viders and to the elderly that need that price sensitivity, as well, so
that we will all work toward reducing the demand on high-techno-
logical aspects.

On page 8, we think that demonstration projects with incentives
both in medicare and medicaid are important and the Missouri
medicaid program is making strides in that regard.

Finally, the last recommendation deals with options for those
that are prior to retirement and the aged. Tax reform that would
allow them to invest to cover future medical expenses, incentives
that will help them plan in advance. My parents pre past 65, my
mother had emergency surgery last month in a Topeka, Kans., hos-
pital, and as I was visiting with her, it's that unknown and even
though she has medicare,. she's always concerned about health care
costs and if we can help people plan for that through tax reform

C
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posal uld stop doctors from taking medicare assignments?

Mt. DAUNER. Slightly more than half the p:tymians currently
take assignments. I suspect that freezing medkare fees to rnysi-
cians would reduce the number that would accept i,ssignment. I be-
lieve further, though, that physicians, for the most part, will tln-
tinue to see the older people that deed medical' ca e_ I knrw that
puts pressure on the older person and there may be a compromise
war of resolving that. I am disappointed that the large number of
physicians that exist that do not take assignments. However, I can
appreciate their view.

Mr. SKELTON. What's the reason they don't, in your opinion? You
talk with a lot of them. What'is the reason they don't? .

Mr. DAUNER. I think there are two reasons: No. 1, they believe
that the amount that the Government pays is insufficient for their/
service and, No: 2, a lot of the physicians are finding that the pa-
perwork and the regulations, when they file the claim correctly,
are more than they want to cope with. It transfers that responsibil-
ity to the aged person when they don't ccept assignment because

from medicare and is reS'sonsible for the tat bill.
then they bill the patient and the patien as to recover the money

Mr. SKELTON. At this point, I want the record to reflect that
without objection that the written testimony of each of the wit-
nesses in full will be set forth in the record, in addition to the oral
testimony and, Mr. Reporter, I would hope that you would make
such a memorandum for your' files.

[The prepared statement utrr. Dauner, along with the prepared
statement of the Missouri Hospital Association, follow:]

\
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tent credits, there may be a good way to avoid the crisis
e end up facing. Lifestyle has been mentioned but more
of our health care costs are Ate to lifestyles of people.
has_to happen before we reach 65 and the educational

Must begin in grade school and work up through nreretire-
that we will not rely solely on the syst...rit tr> bat: its out.

KELTON. Let me ask ydtt this: Thr admit istration 1'A:it pro-
gazing ph sician fees for medicare. Do you believe this pro-

.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF C DUANE DAUNER. PRESIDENT, MISSOURI I IOSPITAI,
ASSOCIATION

orraonuenon

Mr Chairman and members of the Select Committee on Aging, I am C. Duane
Wiener, president of the Missouri Hospital Association (MIMI. I am pleased to
speak before you today on the economics of aging.'

Problems of the elderly are overlooked by many of us, at least until we face the
lbSIe direttly or with relatives and friends. Health care presents unique demands on
the elderly anti prowlers of health care services. My presentation will address sbv
eral of these issues. 0

The aging or "gray.ng" of the population has become a matter of major concern,
both nationally and in the state of Missouri. In n nation where the number of per
sons 6:i years of age and older approaches 11 percent, Missouri's elderly population
exceeds 13 percent As such. Missouri ranks fifth in the nation in the percent of
total population me: 65, following Florida, Rhode I: and, Arkansas and Iowa (see
Exhibit li. Today, there are approximately 26 millrm people over age 65 in the
nation. this figure is expected to double by she year 2030. In Missouri, the 65-nnd
over population givw I:h6 percent during the past decade, while tht. total population
grew only 5.1 percent (see Exhibits 2 and 3).

Since 1910, the number of older Missourians has grown five times ns fast as the
number of %age earners, age 20-61, and the Mplus age group and the number of
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older women in the state are growing even faster than the over65 population as a
whole Over the next 40 years, Missouri's 65plus population is,expeeled to increase
by another 40 percent. Much of Missouri's high.proportion of elderly *lay be attrib-
uted to the outmigratIon of young people over the past four decades and the recent
influx of retirees, particularly in the southern part of the state.

Nationwide, this growing number of aged persons is requiring a reevaluation of
the kinds and numbers of health care services and financing systems that have been
avitilable trioditiontilly. In the past, health care systems have focused upon hiirizon-
tally-onented acute care and long-term care services for the elderly. However, ac-
cording to the Missouri Division of Aging, most older Missourians are relatively un-
impaired by the aging process and require little or no care from others. Approxi-
mately 18 percent of Missouri's older citizens are considered seriously impaired
while 43 percent are considered mildly impaired in the daily activities of living.
Only one in every three seriously impaired older Missourians receives care in a
nursing home (see Exhibit 4). Most seriously impaired elderly continue to live in the
community with care, provided by family and friends. Only recently have health
care program begun to provide alternative care services as a benefit --the focus is
moving away from more costly institutional care (see Exhibit 6).

THE ECONOMIC REALITY OF AGING

The lack of appropriate financing systems for a continuum of care system may be
somewhat due to a misconception that most elderly people have limited spending
power (with the exception of health care services) and less inclination to spend. Ac-
cording to Nation's Business (April 1)81), the elderly are not a categorically poverty
grin,. The real economic power of the 55plus market accounts for (1) 30 percent of
total U.S. personal incomes; 12) nearly 80 portent of all money in savings and loan
institutions, 133 an estimated 28 percent of all discretionary money in the U.S. con-
sinner inarketplacenearly double that of households held by persons 34 years of
age or under. The real surprise is that most persons 65 and older are not poor.

The poverty rate in this group is slightly more than that of the population at
largo l5 percent. More than 70 percent of the 65-plus population own their own
homes, many mortgage-free. Per-capita income of households held by someone 65
and over is $500 less than the population as a whole (See Exhibit 7). Annual per-
capita income of older families exceed all other age groups except those in the
prime mie.dle years. the 554o-64-year-olds.

The health care spending habits of the 55-plus consumer households have long
been known, accounting for nearly $4.00 of every $10.00 in the marketplace; less re-
ported is this group's consumption of other products (see Exhibit 8). For example,
households headed by fifeplus consumers acount for: (1) $1.00 of every $4.00 for cos-
metics and bath products; i2) $4.00 ovtry $10.00 spent on women's hair care services
and beauty pnrlors; $3.00 of every $10.00 spent on food consumed in the home (40
percent of all coffee purchases alone); and (4) $1.00 of every $4.00 spent for alcoholic
beverages, including one third of all purchases of hard liquor. (Nation's Business,
April 1981)

Because expenditures for health care increase geometrically with age after people
reach 65, the financial burden becomes distorted. A small minority of aged persons
consume the bulk of the expensive health care services. For the aged who able to
pay for their care, most of their expenses are covered by Medicare and private sup-
plemental insurance. For the persons unable to pay, Medicare and either private
insurance or Medicaid cover most of the services used.

The philosophy that institutional care is covered by government tends to encour-
age high utilization and highoption care. Unless normal economic forces play some
role in patient demands, utilization and cost will continue to rise.

THE CONTINUUM OP CARE system

In recent years, attention has been placed upon the development of a continuum
of care system for the elderly which would address each person's need in ,the least
restrictive and most cost-effective setting. The continuum of care would provide an
entire range of alternative eervices for the elderly that would include acute care
services, long-term care services, and ci.:tain specific "substitute," not add-on, alter-
native care services (hospice, respite, adult day care, ambulatory care, home health
care. etc.) isee Exhibit !It The development of this medical care model system must
be teamed with home and community-based services in order to offer a more com-
prehensive, cost-effective, efficient and accessible system of care. A description of a
"model" continuum of care system, and current financing mechanisms, b listed
below:
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to or moots Duero coromp

Acute Care services inpatient/outpatient, rehabildato. *tar- Limited to Rums enrolled in Wore or mead programs,
es 1

or Omagh third party payers and prolate/MU pay.

W* ate maces
Sidled noising (Sfif) . to persons enrolled in Illtdinte or -medic programs.

or through third party payers and sell-pay Imetday prim
hosplallration for medicare beneficiaries; subject to Mika
[ion review. Ilospitalased kiddies paid separate rate.

o Private/3644y
Inlamediate case (IKt) . tinted to persons enrolled in the medicaid program, some

thirdarly paps and private/self pay. few incentives for
romproterrorve ambled therapies.

Custodial cave mixes residential core, booroing home care . _ boated to persons emalled ho Use medicaid program and

Pirate/selfpay.
Swing-bed seroxes, skilled nursing, intermediate are iturseg .. toted to small, rural hospitals of 49 bedf or less foe persons

enrolled in the medicare or medicaid programs and third.
party payers. Skilled are limited by mecricare SNF "condi.
Ions of partKpation." thretday prim hospitaizatiot and-
limited number of avaistfe covered days. ICE permitted
under htle XIX, but low pot diems discourage provider -
portico*.

None Rea lh Cate Seances home tank day cart respite are limited to persons enrolled in the rodeo or medicaid
propos, Mirth:tarty payers (Wed number covered-
_serves). and.pdrate_seltfiay,

limited to persons wiled in ined,--carefilluoCoss..or_ihtd:-
party payers. No (unclog available foe Missoori medicaid in
fiscal year 1984. Regulations and reimbursement proposed is

the August 22. 1983. Federal Register limit entry W
providers and access ty the terminally

Rehatulitative woes broiled to persons enrol& in the medicare and medicaid
programs, third -arty payers all sett -pay. Sabject to medical'
ly necessary Infanta* and certification of approved
*(wbidalia providers.

Menlitele rommumly.tased sauces. Congregate housing. federal block grants for commundybaged providers provide
meals. troosportatim. protective services. counseling and hotel access to these stokes for_ medic* and herciolly
emergency SenneeS, PerSong are homemaker/chore int- indigent. tinted to persons enrolled in the Massed medicaid

rose management program, through federally waived long-term care channeling
demoratatton project, and priate/sellay.

novo

THE FINANCING SYSTEMS PAST AND FUTURE

Financing of health care services for the elderly has been limited primarily to
acute and long-term care services through' the Medicare program, Medicaid, state
programs and private insurers (see Exhibits 10 and 11). In 1966 when the Medicare
program was irnplow.mted, the federal government paid hospitals their costs of pro-
viding care to Medicare patients, but the architects underestimated four things: 1)
the growth in our elderly population (resulting from more people reaching age 65,
longer life expectancy a ad new technology); 2) the tremendous "demand" that would
result from offering "free" health ,care services; 3) geometric growth in technology;
and 4) inflation (see Exhibit 12).

It is important to note that 70 percent of Medicare payments to hospitals cover
services rendered to elderly beneficiaries during the last year of fife. Fifteen percent
of all Medicare Ikymcnts to hospitals are for care given during the last two weeks
of life (see Exhibit 13). The cost of dying and use of highcost technology are major
issues which must also be addressed as the age population grows.

Historically, medical care was rationed by the extent to which technology was
available. The explosion of new technology and knowledge, which has successfully
lengthened life, is forcing a widening gap between the expectations of individuals
and the limitation on financial resources available. Per-capita health care costs
for 198'2 reveal treme us differences between people age 45-65 and those over age
63 (see Exhibit 14) e annual per-capita health care -costs are $837.00 and
$3,336.01) respectively for the two age groups.

Today, the elderly think their hospital bills are paid entirely by Medicare. The
truth is that Medicare pays hospitals approximately 80 percent of the cost of caring
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for Obese patients The Medicaid program, which also reimburses providers at less
than cost for acute care and long term cure services, has faced increased demands
for limited state financial resooi ..es. In fiscal year 1982, state and federal funds pro
vided nursing home care for approximately 28,270 older Missourians, at a cost to the
Medicaid program of $142,666,000: In fiscal year 1982. nursing home care accounted
for $9 percent of all public spending for long-term care for older Missourians. Over-
all. more thnn 70 percent of all nursing home patients are covered by Medicaid and
state programs.

Nursing home expenditures have diverted funds away from alternative care serv-
*:es that often are most cost-effective. The Division of Aging estimates that 16-38
percent of all nursing home applicants can be cared for more cost-effectively nt
home. In fiscal year 1982, the average per-client Medicaid expenditure for nursing
home care in Missouri was more than twice the cost of the equivalent home services
($805.00 and $368.00 respectively).

Wkile meeting the need for hospital and nursing home'based services, both Medi
care and Medicaid have only recently expanded eligibility and benefit coverage to
the ' alternative care system' on a limited scale. Home health care and hospice are
covered benefits for Medicare and Medicaid eligibles, with the hospice benefit be
coming effective November 1,1983. However, these services are restricted by the
number of visits per eligible, the payment rate for services rendered, and the types
of individuals who qualify fog the services; and they are becoming more regulated
by federal and state agencies.

hi 1980, Congress enacted Section 904 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
to provide for "swing-bed" programs in rural hospitals. The 'swing.bed" concept
allows a rural hospital of 49 or fewer beds to utilize existing acute care beds for
longrm care services to Medicare, Medicaid, privately insurcd and self-paY PR;
tients reimbursemeiftils iiiiired-tailirstate'raverage-Srur
per diem for the prior calendar year, the "swing .bed" concept allows small or rural
hospitals to provide needed long-term care services and utilize existing bed opacity
in a more optimal fashion; the latter enhances the financial stability-of the institu.
lions. In Missouri, eligible hospitals are limited to $45.18 for SNF patients and
$30.98 for ICF patients.

In 1981, the Missouri Hospital Association was one of five state hospital associ-
ations to be awarded grants from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to develop
the "swing-bed" concept in eligible hospitals over a four-year period. If it was not
limited by law to small or rural hospitals, the "swing-bed" concept would provide an
opportunity for all hospitals to optimize their existing bed capacity and facility re-
sources at a fraction of the cost for newly constructed nursing homes. MHA current-
ly is providing technical assistance to 23 eligible small or rural hospitals and will
submit an application on behalf of all large and urban hospitals for financial aid
from the Foundation later this year. We urge this Committee to support expansion
of the "swing-bed" concept and other innovative demonstration projects to all hospi-
tals. regardless of size or location.

Several major trends will influence the direction of health care for the elderly
during the remainder of this decade (see Exhibits 15 through 17): -

the need for long-term solutions to replace short-sighted, short-term expendiences,
greater emphasison selkeliance by the elderly and their families;
growing iinportance of multiple options and choices to individuals;
the increasing number of aged Americans;
convenience care and nonnstitutional care;
reduction in institutional capacity;
retrenchment in payment incentives for horizontal care;
home care, ambulatory ;are and outreach services:
information systems available to individuals;
gatekeeper case management (whereby one provider manages the total care of a

patient. receives total payment for the patient and determines what portion of that
payment will go to all others involved);

conipeting financing and delivery systems;
corporate restructuring of providers, diversification and vertical kegration of de

livery systems;
growing number of physicians and health personnel; and
jurisdictional disputes among health care professionals.
Trends such as these call for a bask. shift in philosophy. James Schulz, author of

The Reanimates of Mum. notes that "the significant, semi-bidden story in the federal
budget a that America's public resources are increasingly being mortgaged for the
use of a single group within our country, the elderly." We must recognize that it is
impossible to provide to nil people the highest level of care that is techncally possi'



ble. A sense of appreciation for limits must evolve. Individuals must become in.
volved in decisions which influence their health care (see Exhibits 18 and I9). Alter-
natives in health awe delivery and health care financing must move in the direc-
tion bf major societal trends. Several alternatives have been -proposed which are
compatible with our society of the future. They include

choice of competitive health care plan- for the elderly covering a defined level of
benefits;

latitude for providers to offer selective services to publicly-sponsored patients;
greater individual responsibility in selecting health care providers;
out-of-pocket financial participation by the elderly at the time service is demand-

ed;
prepaid systems which introduce price sensitivity and place insureds, providers

and third parties at risk;
individualized case management programs; and
competitive delivery and financing systems such as health maintenance organiza-

tions (HMOs) and preferred provider organizations (PPOs).

MHA RECOMMENDATIONS

The U.S. Congress cnn assist in promoting long.term effective utilization (and
cost) of health care services for the elderly. Some possible actions include:

developing tax incentives for families to-assume responsibilities for elderly re's.
lives and for Medicaid beneficiaries;

appropriating adequate funds, administered through appropriate marketplace and
incentive programs, for expansion of substitute services to the elderly and publicly.
sponsored recipients, including Medicare, Medicaid, swintbeds, hospice, home care

-- -----
developing incentives for providers and third.party payers to olierow-option cire

and less costly substitute care as alternatives to high.option/high.intensity services;
revising medical professional liability laws to keep the frequency and severity of

claims at a reasonable level;
requiring Medicare and insurance companies to furnish insureds data which wii

increase their level of sensitivity to prices of services they demand;
eliminating barriers to alternative care and marketplace systems, including:
elimination of the 49 -bed ceiling for swing-bed hospital programs,
elimination of 'Medicare cost allocation process for hospital-based.long-term care

facilities;
elimination of the number of days or visits under certadTitle XVIII and Title

XIX covered services (limits on visits by certified home health agencies and on days
of skilled care provided in certified nursing homes, etc.), and

requirement that insurance plans provide for alternative care services ani in-
clude costsharing provisions (copayments and deductibles) with upper limit; for
catastrophic coverage (cost sharing amounts could be tied to individual or family
income for greater equity);

developing model demonstration programs for a continuum of care system for the
elderly, including capitation, prepaid health and lock-in programs for Medicare and
Medicaid beneficiaries (provide federal and state financial assistance for develop-
ment and implementation of "modeling" systems);

eliminating reimbursement and legal barriers for hospital-based hospices until
1980 and requiring the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services
to study the hospice program in anticipation of a prospective payment system for
hospice care;

providing financial incentives to health care providers who care Tor the heavy-
care/total-care patient to recognize differing levels of long.term care; rind

offering options to the aged (including those approaching Medicare eligibility
status) to invest in insurance and estate planning programs, allowing people to pur-
chase insurance or annuities to cover future medical expenses, with any net pro-
ceeds accruing to his or her estate (such a plan could be supported by tax credits
and increased deductions).

The above alternatives are not exhaustive. They represent ideas which can '
change the incentives for all parties on both the demand and the supply sides of the
health care equation. Competition, marketplace incentives and individual initia-
tives/responsibilities are basic to America and democracy. Efforts to change empha-

. sis in health care will be more successful if they take into account these principles.
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SUMMARY

iisilig health care costs are being addressed with more intensity than ever tvf;..-
The new :dodicare prospective payment system which will pay hospitals a pre-set
rate, depending on the diagnosis, and private sector initiatives are changing the in-
centives for providers and patients. The development of preferred provider organiza-
tions and health maintenance organizations in Missouri is evidence of marketplace
ronipetitive flictora as the health care industry enters this transitional phase.

Change rilready is evident in many areas where health care providers are compet-
ing on the basis of price as well as services-altered. MHA supports,competition and
marketplace incentives and is willing to assist in any way that we can to improve
the delivery of health care in a cost-effective manner.

We congratulate the Select Committee on Aging for its interest in the economics
of aging. We thank you for the opportunity to share our perspectives on the provi-
sion of health care for the elderly, and we pledge our support in drveloping solu-
tions to the problems which challenge our aging society.

Thank you for the opportunity to present this statement.

PREPARED STATEMENT or Tug MISSOURI HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Select Committee on Aging. I am C. Duane
Danner, president of the Missouri Hospital Association (MHA). I am pleased to
speak before you today on the economics of aging.

Problems of the elderly are overlooked by many of us, at least until we face the__
issue-directly-or-with-relativist mut friontic Haeltku:are-presents_unique.demands.on

the elderly and providers of health care services. My presentation will address sev-
eral of these issues.

The aging or "graying'; of the population has become a matter of major concern.
iboth nationally and in the state of Missouri. In a nation where the number of per-

sons 65 years of age and older approaches 11 percent, Missouri's elderly population
exceeds 13 percent. As such, Missouri ranks fifth in the nation in the percent of
total population over 65, following Florida, Rhode Island. Arkansas and Iowa (see
Exhibit I). Today, there are approximately 26 million people over age 65 in the
nation; this figure is expected to double by the year 2030. In Misspun, the 65-and-
over population grew 15.6 percent during the past decade, while the total population
grew only SI percent (see Exihibits 2 and 3).

Since 1910, the number of older Missourians has grown five times as fast as the
number of wage earners, age 20-64, and the 75-plus age group and the number of
older women in the state are growing even faster than the overe5 population as a
whole. Over the next :0 years, Missouri's 65-plus population is expected to increase
by another 40 percent. Much of Missouri's high proportion of elderly may be attrib-
uted to the outmigration of.young people over the past four decades and the-recent

iinflux of retirees, particularly in the southern part of the stnte.
Nationwide, this growing number of aged persons is requiring a reevaluation of

the kinds and numbers of health care services and financing systems that have been
available traditionally. In the past, health care systems have focused upon horizon-
tally-oriented acute care and longterm care services for the elderly. However,
according to the Missouri Division of Aging most older Missourians are relatively
unimpaired by the aging process and require little or no care from others, Approxi-
mately 18 percent of Missouri's older citizens are considered seriously impaired
while 43 percent are considered mildly impaired in the daily activities of living.
Only one in every three seriously impaired older Missourians receives care in a
nursing home (see Exhibit 4). Most seriously impaired elderly continue to live in the
community with care provided by family and friends, Only recently have health

4 care programs begun to provide alternative costly inAitutional care (see Exhibit 6).

, TFIE ECONOMIC REALITY OF AGING

The lack of appropriate financing systems for a continuum of care system may be
somewhat due to a misconception that most elderly people have limited spending
power (with the exception of health care services) and less inclination to spend. Ac-
cording to Nation's Business (April 1981). the elderly are not a categorically poverty
group. The real economic power of the 55plus market accounts for 1)30 percent of
total U.S. personal incomes: 2) nearly 80 percant of all money in savings and loan
Institutions: :31 an estimated 28 percent of all discretionary money in the U.S. con-

4.
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sumer marketplace nearly double that of households held by persons 34 years of
age or under. The real surprise is that most persons 65 an older are not poor.

The poverty rate in this group is slightly more than That of the population at
largeIS percent. More than 70 percent of the 65-plus -population own their own
homes, many mortgagefree. Per-capita income of households held by someone 65
and over is $500 less than the population as a whole (see Exhibit 71. Annual per-
capita income of older families exceed all other age groupr except those in the
prime middle years, the 55to.64yeavolds.

The health care spending habits of the 55plus consumer households have long
been known. accounting for nearly $4.00 of every $10.00 id-the marketplace: less re-
ported is this group's consumption of other products (see Exhibit 81. For example,
households headed by 55-plus consumers account for: di $100 of every $4.00 for cos-
metics and bath products: (21 $.1.00 of every $10.00 sperft of on women's lair care
services and beauty parlors; (31 $3.00 of every $10.00 spent on food consumed4n the
home t40 percent of all Coffee purchases alone); and (41$1.00 of every $4.00 spent for
alcoholic beverages, including one third of all purchases of hard liquor. (Nation's
Business, April 1981i

Because expenditures for health care increase-geometrically with age after people
reach 65, the financial burden becomes distorted. A small_mmority of aged persons
consume the bulk of the expensive healthcare services. For the aged whceare able
to pay for their care. most of their expenses are covered by Medicare and private
supplemental insurance. For the persons unable to pay, Medicare and either private
insurance or Medicaid cover most orthe services used.,

The philosophy that institutional care is covered by government tends to encour-
age high utilization and highoption care. Unless normal economic forces play some
role in patient demands, utilization and cost will continue to rise.

THE CONTINUUM OF CARE SYSTEM

In recent years. attention has been placed upon the development of a continuum
of care system for the elderly which would address each person's need in the least
'restrictive and most cost-effective setting. The continuum of care would provide an
entire range of alternative services for the elderly that would include acute care
services, long-term care services, and certain specific 'substitute, not add-on, alter-
native care services (hospital, respite, adult day care. ambulatory care. Lome health
care. etc.I (see Exhibit 9). The development of this medical care model system must
be teamed with home and community-based services in order to offer a more com-
prehensive. cost-effective. efficient and accessible system of care. I description of a
"model" continuum of care system is listed below:

TYPE OP SERVICES

.

Acute Care Services: inpatient /outpatient; rehabilitation; ancillary services.
Longterm Care Services: skilled nursing (SNFI; intermediate care (ICF1.
Custodial Care Services: residential care: boarding home care.
Swing-Bed Services: skilled nursing; intermediate care nursing.
Home Health Care Services: home health: day care; respite care.
Ilospice.
Rehabilitation Services.
Alternative Community-Based Services: Congregate Housing; Meals: Transporta-

tion; Protective Services. Counseling and Emergency Services; Personal Care /Home-
ntker/Chore Services: Case Management.

Integrated, cost-effective financing systems should be provided through the public
and private sectors for government-sponsored and privately-sponsored patients re-
spectively. Currently, unsponsored individuals should become the responsibility of
government or the private sector, depending on their status. In either event, the pill-
tients should be influenced by marketplace forces to the degree their economic
statps permits.

THE FINANCING SYSTEMS-*PAST AND PUTURIC

Financing of health care services for the elderly has been limited primarily to
acute and longterm care services through the Medicare program, Medicaid, slate
programs and private insurers tsee Exhibits 10 and I1). In 1966 when the Medicare
program was implemented. the federal- government paid hospitals their cost of pro-
viding care to Medicare patients. but the architects underestimated four things: 1)
the growth in our elderly population (resulting from more people reaching age 65.
longer life expectancy and new technology), 21 lite tremendou, "demand" that would
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result from offering "free" health care services; 3) geometric growth in technology:
and 43 inflation ttiee Exhibit It.

It is important to note that 70 percent of Medicare payments to hospitals cover
services rendered to elderly beneficiaries during the last year of life. Fifteen percent
of all Medicare payments to hospitals are for care given daring the last two weeks
of life see Exhibit 13). The cost of dying and use of highcost technology are major
issues which must also be addressee as the aged population grows.

Historically, medical care was rationed by the extent to which technology was
available. The explosion of new technology and knowledge, which has successfully
lengthened life, is forcing a widening gap between the expectations of individuals
and th&limitation on the financial resources available Per-capita health care costs
for 1982 reveal tremendous differences between people age 45-65 and those over age
65 (see Exhibit 140. The annual per Ate health care costs are $837.00 and
$3,330.00 respectively for the two age gnaws.

Since 1965 when the Medicare law was enacted, giwernment overpromises and ex-
panded benefits have led the aged to expect'the best of all services availableat
public expense. In recent years, however, government has cut back on payments to
providers as an expedient way to reduce overall federal budget deficits. Congression-
al policies are being driven by budgetary pressures with little regard for the impli-
cations of arbitrary cutbacks an payments to hospitals and other providers.

With the enactment of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982
(TEFRA and the Social Security Amendments of 1983 (SSA of 19833, Congress re-
duced payments to hospitals and changed the economic incentives pertaining to
acute institutional care. Overlooked in TERRA and the SSA of 1983 are patients and
other providers. Alone. hospitals cannot change the system rfor can hospitals modify
the expectations and behavior of Medicare beneficiaries.

In 1982. Medicare and Medicaid paid Assouri hospitals $250 million less than the
actual cost of caring for Title XVIII and Title XIX patients. These "contractual al-
lowances" create-treinendous burdens on hospitals, particularly rural institutions in
Missouri having a high proportion of Medieare patients and certain other hospitals
that treat a large share of the Medicaid population.

Today, the elderly think their hospital bills are paid entirely by Medicare. The
truth is that Medicare pays hospitals approximately 80 percent of the cost of caring
for these patients. The Medicaid program. which also reimburses providers at less
than cost for acute care and long-term care services, has faced increased demands
for linuml slate fininicml resources In fiscal year (fiscal year( 1982, state and fede
al Wilds provided nursing home care for npproximately '28,270 older Missourians. at
n cost to the Medicaid program of $142,660,000. In fiscal year 1982, nursing home '
care accounted for SO percent of all public spending for long-term care for older Mis-
sourians. Overall. more than 70 percent of all nursing home patients are covered by
Medicaid and state programs.

Nursing home expenditures have diverted funds away from alternative care serv-
ices that often Aire more cost-effective. The Division of Aging estimates that 16-38
percent of all nursing home applicants can be cared for more cost-effectively at
home. in fiscal year 1982, the average per-client Medicaid expenditure for nursing
home rare in Missouri was more than twice the cost of the equivalent home services
($805.00 and $308.00 respqtleelA

While meeting the need for hospital and nursing home-based services, both Medi-
care and Medicaid have only_ recently expanded eligibility and benefit covemge to
the "alternative care system' on a limited scale. Home health care and hospice are
covered benefits for hiedieare and Medicaid elitiibles, with the hospice benefit be-
coming effective November 1, 19e3. However, these services are restricted by the
number of visits per eligtble. the payment rate for services' rendered, and the types
of individuals who qualify for the services; and they are becoming more regulated
by federal and state agencies.

hi 1980. Congress enacted Section 904 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
to provide for ''swing-bed" programs in rand hospitals. The "swing-bed" _t ,onv11)1
allows a rural hospital of 49 .or fewer beds to utilize existing acute care beds for
longtertn care services to Medicare, Medicaid, privately insured and self pay pa
tients on n limited basis. While reimbursement is limited to the state's average SNF
per diem for the prior calendar year, the "swing-bed" concept allows small or rural
hospitals to provide needed long-term care services and utilize existing bed capacity
m a more optimal fashion; the latter enhances the financial stability of the lastittl-
lions. In Nlirsouri, eligible hospitals are limited to $45.18 for SNF patients and
:,430.98 for ICF patients.

In 1981. the Missouri Hospital, Association wac one of five state hospital associ
ations to be awarded grants from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to develop

.4 11..
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the "swing.bed" concept in eligible hospitals over a four-year period. if it was not
limited by law to small or rural hospitals, the "swing.bed" concept would providelut
opportunity for all hospitals to optimize their existing bed capacity and facility re-
sources at a fraction of the cost fot newly constructed nursing homes. 5111A current-
ly is providing technical assistance to 23 eligible small or rural hospitals and will
submit an application on 'behalf of all large and urban hospitals for financial aid
from the Foundation later this year. We urge this Committee to support expansion
of the "swing-bed" concept and other innovative demonstration projects to all hospi
leis, regardless of size or location.

Several major trends will influence the direction of health care for the elderly
during the remainder-of this decade (see Exhibits 15 through 17):

the need or longterm solutions to replace short-sighted, shortterm expediencies;
greater emphasis on self.reliance by the elderly andTheir families;
growing importance of multiple options and choices to individuals; r
the increasing number of aged Americans;
convenience care and nortinstitutional care;
reduction in institutional capacity:
retrenchment in payaiient incentives for horizontal care;
home care, ambulatory care and outreach services; -
information systems available to individuals;
gatekeeper case management (whereby one provider manages the Iotal care of a

patientb
competing financing and delivery systems;
corporate restructuring of providers, diversification and vertical integration of de-

livery systems;
growing numbers of physicians and health personnel; and
jurisdictional disputtiiiimong health' professionals.
Trends such as these call for a bask: shift in philosophy. James-Schelz7stutho-re

The Economies of Aging. notes that "the significant, simelsidden story in the federal
budget is that America's eublic resources are increasingly being mortgaged . .'or the
use of a single group within our country, the elderly." We must nize that it is
impossible to provide to all people the highest level of care that is teclanically-.possi

ible. A sense of appreciation for limits must evolve.*Individuals...apiat become in.
volved in decisions which influence their health care (see Exhibits Itliaricri.9). Alter-
natives in health care delivery and health care financing, must move In the direc-
tion of major. societal trends. Several alternatives have been proposed which are
compatible with our society of the fliture. They include:

choice of competitive health care plant, for the elderly covering a defined level of
benefits;

latitude for providers to offer selective services to publielyoponsored patients;
greater individual responsibility in selecting health care providers:
out.of.pocket financial participation by the elderly at the time service is demand-

ed:
prepaid systems which introduce price sensitivity and place insureds. providers

-and third parties at risk;
individualized ease management programs; and
competitive delivery and financing systems such as health m aintenance organize.

tions (HMOs) and preferred provider organjzations IPPOst

SUM RECOMMENDATIONS

The U.S. Congress can assist in promoting longterni effective utilization (and
cost) of health care services for the elderly. Some possible actions include:

appropriating adequate funds, administered through appropriate marketplace and
inceptive programs. for expansion of substitute services to the elderly and publicly-
sponsored recipients. including Medicare, Medicaid, swingbeds, hospice, home care
and adult day care;

developing tax incentives for families to assume responsibilities fo elderly rela-
tives and for Medicaid beneficiaries;

developing incentives for providers and thirdparty payers to offer low-option care
endless costly substitute care as alternatives to high.option/highintensity services:

revising medical professional liability laws to keep the frequency and severity c.
claims at a reasonable level:

requiring Medicare and insurance companies to furnish Insureds data which will
increase their level of sensitivity to prices of services they demand;

eliminating barriers to alternative care and marketplace systems, including:
elimination of the iD.bed ceiling for swingbed hospital programs,
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elimination of Medicare cost allocation process for hospitalbased longterm care
facilities,

elimination of the number of days or visits under certain Title XVIII and Title
XIX covered services (limits on visits by certiffed home health agencies and on days
of skilled care provided in certified nursing homes, etc.), and

requirement that insurance plans provide for alternative care services and in-
clude cost-sharing provisions (copayrnents and deductibles) with upper limits for
cataetrophic coverage (cost sharing amounts could be tied to individual or family
income for greater equity);

developing model demonstration programs for a continuum of care system for the
elderly, including capitation, prepaid health and lock-in programs for Medicare mid
Medicaid beneficiaries (provide federal and state financial assiptance. for develop-
ment and implementation of "modeling" systems);

eliminating reimbursement and legal barriers for hospital hospices until
1986 and requiring the Secretary of the Department of Health nd Human Services
to study the hospice program in anticipation of a prospective payment system for
hospice care;

providing financial incentives to health care providers who care for the heavy-
care/totalCare patient to recognize differing levels of loniktermeare; and

offering options to the aged (including those approaching Medicare eligibility
status) to invest in insurance and estate planniir, programs, allowing people to,pur-
chase insurance or annuities to cover future medical expenses, with any net pro.
reeds accruing to his or her estate (such a plan could be supported by tax credits
and increased deductions). -

The above alternatives are not exhaustive. .They represent ideas which can
change the incentives for all parties on both the demand and the supply sides of the

ealth are tquatioompetititair-niarketplace=incentiees and individual-initia-
tives/re are basic to America and democracy. Efforts to change empha
sis in health care will be more successful if they take into account these principles.

SUMMARY

Rising health eare cost are being addressed with more intensity than ever before.
The new Medicare prospective payment system which will pay hospitals a pre-set
?ate, depending on the diagnosis, and private sector initiatives are changing the in
ceatives for prdviders and patients. The- development of preferred provider organize.
(ions and health maintenance 9rganizations in Missouri is evidence of marketplace
competitive factors as the health care industry enters this transitional phase.

Change already iseviderit in many areas where health care providers are compet-
ing on the basis of price as well as services offered. MHA supports competition and
marketplace incentives and is willing to assist in any way that we can to improve
the delivery of henIth care in a costeffetivo-manner.

We congratulate the Select Committee on Aging for its interest in the economics
of aging. We thank you for the opportunity to share our perspectives on the provi
sion of health care for the elderly, and we pledge our support in developing soli
Lions to the problems which challenge our aging society.

Thenk you for the opportunity to present this statement.

i;
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Exhibit I.

DISTRIBUTION OF 65+ POPULATION EKITATE: 1980
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Exhibit 5

--
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From. "Health of the Elderly and Use of Health Services,"
Pablir IlealthReports (January - February 1977),
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Exhibit 7
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Exhibit 8
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`EVOLUTION IN HEALTH CARE .
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Mxheilt 11

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT IN CARE FOR THE ACED

Since World War LI, a variety of explicit public policy enact-
ments and events have been directed toward the issue of long-term
care for the aged. A brief chronology of major executive and
legislative decisions will show the extent and direction of
national policy.

1948 Tne Federal Security Agency (predecessor to the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare) set up a task
force on aging.

1950 Oscar Ewing, Director of the Federal Security Agency,
called the first National Conference on Aging.

1953 Federal participation in the cost of assistance paid to
indigent persons in private institutions was authorized.
The.prohibition against payment in public institutions
continued.

States seeking federal participation in -'the cost of
payments made to _persons in private institutions were
required to establish standards for such institutions.

1954 The Hill-Burton Program, for the first time, was given
authority for aiding, through direct grantsp public and
other nonprofit sponsors in constructing and equipping
nursing homes and related facilities.

1958 The Small Business Administration was authorized
through the Small Business Act and the Small Business
Investment Act to provide loans to nursing homes.

1959 The National Housing-Act was amended to ptovide for
mortgage insurance to private lenders to facilitate
construction or rehabilitation of qualified proprietary
nursing hates. {Subsequently this was extended to
provide the same kinds of benefits to nonprofit facilities.)

1950s Improvements in Social Security benefits were provided
through significant increases and extensions of benefits
to the disabled and through improvements in the earned
income limitation provisions.

1960 Congress passes t'to Federal Assistance for the Aged Act
co pravilde-x-program-af-ftdEra-fsnanefal asststa ce o
the states to furnish care for the indigent and the
medically indigent for a very wide variety of institu-
tional and noninstitutional programs. Activities for
the White House Conference on Aging were initiated and
undertaken throughout the United States at local and
state levels.
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1961 White House Conference on Aging was held.

1965 Title 18 of the Social Security Act (Medicare) was
passed, providing for, among other things, payment of
posthospiral care in eaten d care facilities.

Title 10, the Medical Assis nee tirle, was passed,
requiring states to include rheir vendor payment
programs inpatienr and outpati nr hospital services,
laboratory and x-ray services, 'skilled nursing home

,,,tare, and physician's services. Amendmenrs to the
Social, Security Act were passed providing for grans to
the states to aid in meeting the cost of care for
persons 65 and over receiving the equivalent of skilled
nursing care and acrive treatment in state hospitals
for the mencally ill.

The Older Americans Act was passed, setting forth
congressional policy concerning older Americans,
defining the responsibilities of the, state and federal
governments, and providing for demonstration projects,
research, and training programa.

1968 Congress authorized the President to call a White House
Conference on Aging.

Intermediate care facilities were recognized as,another
type of facility that qualifies for federal participa-
tion in paymenrs to indigent persons.

The Social Security Act was amended ro srrengthen rhe
enforcement activities of the individual stares in
regard ro nursing homes. The amendment provided char
no federal matching funds be paid to any nursing home,
not fullymeering state requirements fur licensure. In

% connection with the medical assisrance program for
'skilled nursing home care, rhe acr was amended to
provide rhat srares require a medical evaluation of
each patient's needs prior to admission, followed by
regelar and periodic inspeerion (by an independent
review ream consisting of physicians and other health
and social service personnel) of care' being given to
medical 'assistance patienrs in nursing homes.

1969 Presidenr Nixon called the White House Conference on
Aging and initiated planning activities.

1971 The White House Conference on Aging was held. The
Sccrerary of Healrh, Eduearion and Welfare appointed a
special assistant on nursing homes to deal wirh the
problem.

972, Congress passed the Nutrition Sill for the elderly,
authorizing an expendirure of $100 million to improve

t
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the nutrition of elderly Americans during fiscal 1973
and $150 million diking fiscal 1974.

1973 Older Americans Act amendments:
o to proviZt $543.6 million for fiscal 1973-75
o to provide "such sums as necessary" for various

federal programs
o shifted the AdmInistratiou on Aging from HEW's

Social and Rehabilitation section to the Office of
HEW Secretary

o established National Clearinghouse for Information
on Aging

o created Federal Council'on Aging
o authorized grants for training and research in the

field of aging
o authorized funds for the establishment of gerontology

centers and for special transportntion research
projects.

Social Security Act amendments:
o extended Supplementary Security Incoma (SSI)

coverage and increased benefits
o altered distribution of Social Security payments

to increase old age and survivors payments and
disability and hospital insurance

o extended Medicaid coverage to SSI recipients.

1974 Actions by Congress:
o increased nutrition funding
o authorized S35 million in grants to states for

transportation programs far the elderly
o expanded the authority of the National Institute

of.Arthritis. Katabolism, and Digestive Diseases
to "advance the attack on arthritic."

1975 Health Services Program begun:
o required that new and existing mental health

cehters seeking financial aid provide specialized
services to,the,elderly

o authorized grants to establish, operate, or expand
programs prqviding health care at home: priority
areas were those with large number of elderly

o Established national commissions to study mental
health problems of the elderly,

Congress urged states and communities to provide health
care-services to the elderly at home to prevent undue
intitutionalization.

1976 Supplementary Security income eligibility was
broadened.

1977 Food Stanip program clanged to alloy some recipients to
receive stamps without paying for them.
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. 1978 Older Americans Act amendmenrst
o aurhorized funding for home-delivered media

o eproramsxpanded purpose of rhe act ro include providing
"a oonrinuation of care" for rhe "vulnerable
elderly."

1980 Swing-Bed legislation enacted. Long-Term Care
Channeling Demonstrarion Programs iniriared by rhe
Health Care Financing Administrarion.

1981 The Federal Block Grant System. Enacted Hospice
benefirs (effective 11/1/83).

1982 The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982
o flat rate payment per inpatient care
o limits on payment per case
o hospital -based physicians
o outpatient physician services

1983 The Social Security Amendments of 1983
o Medicare Prospective Payment based on Diagnosii

Related Groups (DRGs)

.1*
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MEDICARE
EXPENDITURES IN

. HOSPITALS

70% spent on the last year of life
15% spent on the last two weeks of life
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. PER-CAPITA COST
,_______,_____,_OF--HEALTH CARE'

1982

i
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w *.,,.. ..,...................r.....

Age 0-19 20-44 45 -64 65+

Average annual cost over the lifespan: $1,241
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Mr. SKELION. Congressman Daub.
Mr. DAUB. Just a brief question. Do you -know what the precise

figure is, on physiciankin Missouri who accept assignments?
Mr. DAUNER. I believe it's 58 percent.
Mr. DAUB. Then you're over the national average here in Missou-

ri.
Mr. DAUNER. Yes.
Mr. DAUB. I commend your state for that because the national

average, I think, is just reaching 49 or 50 percent. You're doing
better here. I'm delighted to know that.

You didn't touch on it, but in your testimony, you do address the
new provision of the Social Security Reform Act, which will pro-
vide for 467 DRGS, the new alphabet soup that all older Americans
amsoing to have learn about. That "Diagnostic Related Group,"
wffieh affects the medicare portion of in hospital reimbursement
for services or procedures.

Is it going to work?
Mr. DAUNER. It changes the incentives difectly, for hospitals and

I believe that it has some positive aspects And has the potential to
be successful.

Mr. DAUB. Is that going to force a cost shift to the younger and
working patient?

Mr. DAUNER. Partially for the short term and the reason for that
is that, during the adjustment, the 8-year transitional phase, as hos-
pitals convert to diagnostic-related payment from medicare, they
will be scrambling, changing, and trying to readjust the way they
operate and the way they price services. But 50 per-cent of the days
in Missouri hospitals are medicare and the hospital will not end up
with ultimately two approaches providing servicesitra -pricing of
services. We are moving from a perday; per-ancillary service
system to case-management care. And once that occurs, we will
phase out of the soalled short-term price shift.

We see in the private sector in Missouri PPO's, HMO's, IPA's,
and a number of other competitive models developing, that will
also move toward case-management and we will eventually end up
then, toward the end of this decade, with prices for diagnostic-relat-
ed groups. In other words, for the 467 DRG's, we will have prices
for those and they will be inclusive, is opposed to the piecemeal-
pricing mechanism that has been promoted, by the way, over the
years from medicare, as well as private insurance.

Mr. DAUB. Let. me elaborate briefly and quickly for those who
are attending the hearing today. The diagnostic-related group was
a very responsible action on the part of Congress because we recog-
nized the political problem with curing what will soon be if it is not
already, perceived as a crisis in the funding for the medicare pro-
gram, which ig a part of the payroll tax and the social. security
system. We are commencing to deal with this problem now- rather
than when the system gets to the brink of financial difficulties,
which is projected to be about 1986. We have established the DRG's

-to try to get a headstart on the insolvency question and provide
proper reimbursement. The responsibility for the success of this
idea is going to rest upon ,,the providers and those of you out there
on the front line dealing with, for example, a cataract operation.
What we want you to know is that it means that if your priceand
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this is a price-fixing process, if you will is $1,000 for that procedure
and service, which is common for elderly illness, it will be classified
in one of these diagnostic-related groups. The price will be set by
what that hospital's prevailing rate for that operation has been for
a year and it will be tested against the area and regional price for
that same procedure and/or service. If the hospital .can do it for
$900, they get to keep the extra $100 as profit. If their charge is
$1,100, they can't bill the patient for that extra $100 and, techni-
cally, because of the audit procedures, should not be allbwed to cost
shift that. to someone else. That's going to leave competition in the
marketplace, so we continue to get the best quality care-we can
get. There is no system better but, at the same time, it puts a lot of
stress on you, as you just pointed out, in the hospitals to go to this
case management procedure rather than looking at cataract oper-
ations as something we can just charge $1,000 for and not really
justify that cost. So I think it's a start and I'm glad to hear your
positive view of that on behalf of the hospitals in Missouri.

Mr. DAUNER. We realize that there will be more changes in hos-
pitals between now and 1990, than have occurred in the past 50
years. We accept that challenge and we are doing our best to try to
respond because we realize that we have the problems of health-
care costs, accessibility, technology, and we can't do it alone but
we're doing everything Ave can and that's why we said that the
marketplace health-rare system, we believe, is constructive over
the long term-and that must involve the other providers.

Mr. DAUB. Its pretty hard, you know, when inflation is 4 or 5
percent to read about medical-care costs going up by 14 or 15 per-
cent. Whether or not that justifies the percentages, somebody in
those systems isn't doing enough to level those costs. So the
monkey is on your back, to a large extent.

Mr. SKELTON. Mr. Dauner, thank you so much. I really appreci-
ate your being with us. Your oral statement and written statement
are outstanding. We appreciate your taking time to prepare it for
us.

Mr. DAUNER. Thank you.
Mr. SKELTON. We're running 3 minutes behind schedule but

we're doing well.
Charles Braithwait, executive director of the West Central Mis-

souri Rural Development Corp. This gentleman has long beeri a
friend of mine and when I refer to development corporations, as

-Isuch, in my conversations with people in Missouri and ut of Mis-
ouri, I always use the West Central, Mr. Braithwait's, as an exam-

ple. I think he does and has been and is doing. an outstanding job.
We appreciate your expertise and thanks for joining us.

STATENIENT CIIARI,F;S BitAITIIIYAIT, EXECUTIVE.DIRECTOR.
%VEST CENTRAL MISSOURI MAI, DEVELOPNIENT CORP.

Mr. 13R1ATHWAIT. Thank you, Congressman and Congressman
from Nebraska.

We very much appreciate you taking the time out of your busy
schedule to be here in Missouri, and as

in
well know, Congress-

man, Missouri being one of the highest n regard to percentage of
elderly and percentage of need of the elderly in regard to consider-
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ing the Nation. We also feel that your emphasis and interest in the
elderly population speaks well of your tenure in Congress and
speaks well of the areas that you represent. So we, your constitu-
ents, thank you very much for this concern and for this interest.

Mr. DAOIL Excuse me, but we'll give him some more time.
Mr. BRAITHWA1T. I'm executive director of the West Central Mis-

souri Rural Development Corp., which is a ninecounty rural area
in western Missouri, in Congressman Skelton's district. It covers a
very, ver, wide area, some 6,500 square miles with almost 175,000
population.

would like to make my particular remarks toward the needy in
regard to the elderly. I think-that we're still at that level. It's in-
teresting that we have heard some four very expert witnesses tes-
tify to this point, in regard to the needs of the elderly and I think
that that speaks for itself as toihis particular testimony today and,
of course, the needs that we have more than possibly the services
that are available in regard to the need to the elderly. But in
saying all of that, not to ever forget that there are thoseand
many of thosewho are capable, at least financially, of taking care
of themselves and yet have other needs, also.

Pit I think this Natioq is still to the point to where we are
speaking mainly to the needy elderly in regard to legislation, ap-
propriation, et cetera. Medical facilities, for one, in the rural area,
is very, very difficult if no other reason, in regard to specialty serv-
ios and the ability to transport to those specialty services, not only
for the individual but for the family and we've talked to the socio-
logical aspects of this and how for the needy and for the family of
the needy elderly, this is very difficult to do when they have to go
to Columbia, and the city of St. Louis, or even another State. Also,
for the elderly, the trauma that we sometimes set aside because
we're so interested in those direct needs of the cost of all that the -
elderly must see and the gentleman previously spoke to this. It is a
major concern to the elderly that affects their mental stability at
that time. There are very, very few ways in which the elderly have
additional incomes, again the needy, and so the trauma of worrying
ah ut how they are going to pay for costs directly affects their
mental and physical health.

Also an increasing area of concern for the elderly is in
regard- -

Mr. SKELTON. ,What you're saying ties in very much with what
Mrs. 'Aker so adequately explained to us earlier.

Mr. BRAITIIWA1T. That 'S correct and it has a direct bearing in
regard to the medical costs in that we're speaking to with the pro-
fessionals.

Another major that we're seeing that I. have not heard a great
deal addressed this morning is our energy prices. We are all very
conscious or---

Mr. SKEI :roN. Or try the coming telephone rate increases.
Mr. BRAM1WAIT. I am afraid to try to even project that one be-

cause I'm not sure we've got enough information yet, except it's
going to be considerably higher.

Mr. SKELTON. Congressman Daub and I have. touched on that in-
dividually and its a great deal of concern us and the record
-shows and reflect our continuing concern with it.

*
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Mr. BaArruwarr. I appreciate that because that's one that we in
the field have not even addressed at this point that will be a major
concern again for this special group.

I have one brief letter in regard to energy that I would like to
quote and I will do it quickly:

I am 69 years old, paralyzed, have used a wheelchair for 20 years, still can't walk.
I would appremte it if you would help me with some of my fuel bill. I have paid
$101.5:1 for heater oil this winter and owe $214.43. Didn't have the money to pay for
the oil when it was delivered. I will still need to buy more before spring. My (laugh
ter and family live with me to hell . to bed and out of bed. There are five of us \
that live here. If a representative ,,, on me, please come to the south door. We
don't live in the front room in wii , as we don't heat it. Heater fuel is so high,
sometimes we don't hear people thattome to the front door. I live the first building
north of the grocery store that is a black building. I do not draw Social Security. I
would, indeed, appreciate some help if you feel that you can give me some.

End of letter.
This is typical. We have many, many even worse than this, if you

would, in regard to the plight of the elderly poor, especially in the
rural areas and especially minorities.

Needless to say, these letters and others cause our people in our
agency and other agencies to strive as hard as they can with the
resources available in order to assist these individuals who are des-
perately in need. -

The assistance which you asked me to speak to, CongressMan, in
regard to what we presently have in the field: West Central pro-
vides to all poor persons, regardless of age. The particular Federal
and State programs that are involved, such as health, employment,
education, food, housing, to as many as we possibly can, and we
find ourselves heeding to the elderly because, again, of their special
needs. Clinics are provided through. many organizations for the
basic medical such as blood pressures, the basic things that need to
be tested so that they would not have to go into the highpriced pro-
fessional situation, such as hospitals or doctors offices.

The weatherization program has been well within the help and
assistance that is necessary to help elderly citizens conserve the
energy costs, conserve fuel, and others, in regard to installing
storm windows and doors, minor repairs to foundations, and roofs,
and caulking, et cetera. 1

Butand I would say this at the end, alsothis is only for a few.
We have not begun to speak to the major percentage of the popula-
tion, but only to a few and so quite- -

Mr. SKELTON. And these are the few that contact you that are
some way or another directly or indirectly seeking assistance, is
that correct? .

Mr. BRAITHWAIT. And we seek out those that are most needy.
But it's still numbers. There are still so many dollars and so many
numbers that can be involved in a weatherization program or
whatever we're speaking to.

Also, we have had opportunity in regard to organization of senior
citizens who are beginning to get into the legislative arena. And so,
whether we like it or not, whether our elected officials like it, or
not: 1 am glad to sdy that you do because, Congressman, you've
spoken to many of our senior citizens groups such as our Silver-
Haired Legislature that we have statewide here in Missouri, such
as the Gray Panthers, who are a more active organization, if you
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would, in regard to legislation and in regard to priorities. I think
were going to sce more and more but, again, this is only for a few,
not for the many that are involved. We also have developed craft
shops where they might supplement their income with crafts that
they have, either- in their homes, such as antiques or crafts that
they have made themselves. YOU see this in many of the nutrition
sitf es

ew.o
f the Area Agency on Aging and things like this but only for

a
We are now develch.igand the president from the hospital as-

sociation previously spoke to this, in regard to home health
agencytype organizations, in regard to inhome service pro-
grams, the title XX of the Social Security Act now provides finan-
cial assistance for. But again, we are just beginning to develop
these in our particular area.

Also there are programs for nutrition, there is the retired senior
volunteer program, RSVP, the Older Adults Transportation System
PATS]; there is the University of Missouri Extension which /pro-

, vides many of the training and forum--:type discussions that senior
citizens have. But even with the multitude of services that these
and others, State, Federal, private, not-for-profit, public, for profit,
whatever the case may be, -organizations, when you put them all
together, we are still only serving a minimal number of the needs
of these senior citizen's.

Now, all of us who can hear or read have known for sometime
the major deficits that we are now in as far as our Nation is con-
cerned. We know of the priorities that this Nation has in regard to
defense, in regard to the national debt, in regard to many other
things that we have but I think if these organizations which are in
place and which I feel are reasonable delivery systems, both the ex-
perts, the professional hospital, the university and the other for-
profit or not-for-profit organizations that are involved in the deliv-
ery system to senior citizens have some priority, have some appro-
priation that can assist more of the senior citizens, have some pri-
ority, some appropriation that can assist more of the senior citi-
zens, or we are actually., going to lose ground. -

So briefly summarizing my testimony, I appreciate the opportu-
nity to come and say these things to you today.

Mr. SKELTON. Congressman Daub.
Mr. DAUB. I appreciate your taking the time to focus our atten-

tion and submitting to the record the significant contributiOns the
West Central Missouri Development Corp. is making. It is unique
in the country, I am advised by Congressman Skelton, and it ought
to serve as a model for our other committee members who need to
be informed about.it.

iThe prepared statement of Mr. Braithwait follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES BRAITsIWAIT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, WEST CENTRAL
MISSOURI RURAL DEVE4OPAIENT CORP.

Thank you for inviting me to testify before you today, I very much appreciate the
opportunity. Your willingness to receive testimony from professional service provid-
ers in the field of Aging. especially 1,vith the demanding and difficult schedules you
have. is a high nark of your sincere interest and dedication in regard to the needs
of the elderly, especially the elderly poor, throughout the United States.

My name is Charles Braithwait, Executive Director of West Central Missouri
Rural Development Corporation, a local Community Action Agency serving resi-
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dents of Bates, Benton, Cass, Cedar. Henry, Hickory, Morgan, St. Clair, and Vernon
Counties in Missouri.

The area served by this Community Action Agency encompasses 6,110 square
miles of west central Missouri. Census information 0981indieates a population of
159,700 The counties served by this community based organization are rural in
nature and are faced with those problems inherent in rural areas: lack of industry,
absence of public transportation, higKunemployment, and migration of youth into
metropolitan areas and away from the rural setting, which results in a population
consisting of a large number of senior citizens living on fixed incomes.

Industry is slow to develop in an area lacking utilities. transportation, and skilled
labor What industrialization has taken place has been in a very few population con.
tors and has made an insignificant impact upon the total area labor force.

Faced with these realities, youth abandon the area and leave a population of
which approximately 28 percent are elderly (55 years of age and over) and a total of
70 percent of the population earn lets than 6,1,860 per year (pre-1980 Missouri
Census Statistics). These figures readily expose a major problem in our area; that of
being both a senior citizen and low-income.

Medical facilities are few and far between within the area. Major medical care
requires transportation of patients to metropolitan areas (Kansas City, Springfield,
or Columbiat For the poor, proper medical care is non - existent. Proper rare costs
money and for these people, food takes precedence over medical care.

Thi logic that residing in a rural area is less expensive than an urban setting is a
fallacy due to the fact that the amenities of life are more scarce and located geo-
graphically further apart in the rural area; thereby often making their cost of ac.
quisaion higher Especially for the elderly, the trauma and cost of obtaining needed
goods and services is overwhelming. In reality, fewer businesses and the resulting
lack of competition in a rural area often result in bight' costs of goods and services
under the free enterprise system.

An increasing area of concern for the elderly Jiving on fixed incomes is the many
problems arising as a result of the energy crisis. With virtually no public transpor-
tation available in the rural area, fuel for automobiles, for those persons who can
afford to own them, is becoming a luxury rather than a necessity. Needed trips to
purchase such basics as food, clothing, drugs, and to secure medical services must be
canceled or postponed beyond the point of actual need. Buying gasoline for recre-
ational activities. for which years of planning and saving have occurred, is becoming
practically nonexistent due to the exorbitant cost of gasoline. .

The cost of heating homes and supplying homes with the other essential utilities
has also become an increasingly heavy burden upon the elderly. In many of our
communities, the last five years have seen doubling and tripling of utilities costs. To
persons living on fixed incomes with no corresponding increases in incomes, the
effect has been devasting. The elderly are especially volnerable to rapidly rising fuel
costs as the spiraling rate of inflation has eroded their.

i
discretionaryincome and

prevented them from making needed repairs on their homes. This, in turn, has
caused these homes to fall into a state of disrepair requiring large amounts of fuel
to maintain at least a minimum comfort level.

To demonstrate the frustrations facing older Americans in rural Missouri, let me
read you a few excerpts from some of the unsolicited letters received by our agency.

Dear Sir "I am 69 years old, paralized have used a wheel chair 20 years, still
can't walk.

I would appreciate it if you will help inc some with my fuel hill. I have paid
is101.5:1 for heater oil this winter and owe $214.43. I didn't have the money to pay
for the oil when it was delivered. I will still need to buy more before spring.

My daughter and family live with me to help me to bed and out of bed. There are
five of us that live here. ,

If a representative calls on me please come to the south door. We don't live in the
front room in winter as we don't heat it, heater fuel is se high. Sometimes we don't
hear people that conic to front door. I live the first bldg. north of the grocery store
that is a black building. I "do not draw Social Security. I would' indeed appreciate
sonic bel if you feel that you can give inc some."

Dear Sirs "1 am 76 years old, live alone, on a little used road I do not have trans. .-.,

isolation to come to your office I do have a phonebut not always dependable in
severe windstorms & etc. Your reply appreciated."

Dear Sirs. "Would like very much to know if I am eligible to receive help with my
gie; heating bill.

My gas bill was over 89.00 higher from Dec 11 to Jan. I I and as it has been
colder since Jan. 11 till now know my gas bill will be even higher than before.

_65a
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My Social Security check is $135.70 a month and I get $65.10 SSI. Which helps
pay my Dr. and grocery bill.

I'm juSt not able to do uny work if I could get a job." (She is 69 years old.)
"Will you please let me know if you can help me."
Needless to say, read'og many letters such as these received by our agency cre-

ates a desire within our staff to strive to do more in meeting the needs of low
income elderly persons residing in our area. West Central provides services to all

ipoor persons, regardless of age, in such areas as health, employment, education, and
housing, but because such a large portion of our population is elderly, we find our-
selves keying our emphasis on the needs of our area's elderly.

Clinics provided by the agency check blood _pressure in an effort to promote an
awareness that might circumvent major health problems, The weatherization pro-
gram, as implemented by West Central, provides our area's elderly with the instal-
lation of storm windows and doors, minor repair of foundations, windows and roofs,
caulking, and insulation so that the area's elderly will have warmer and more
secure homes.

A mechanism has been generated to bring the priorities of the elderly into the
legislative area. Currently our local area is fortunate to have a Senior Citizens
Senate with approximately 4,500 members. This many people in a united effort has
had noticeable effect on local policies and priorities at the community, county, and
state levels.

West Central has also been instrumental in developing five senior citizens craft
shops which provide elderly residents a method of marketing handmade handcraft

iitems which in turn provide a attach needed source of supplemental income.
West Central employs 54 half-time home service aides in the InHotne Service

Program. This program is designed to allow older persons to remain in their homes
and avoid an unwelcome move to a nursing home or rest home, These services
would include light housekeeping. ooking, personal care, arranging medical rm.
pointments, transportation, and simple home repairs. Many times assistance in just
one of these areas could make the difference between being able to continue living
at home or being forced into institutionalization, Because most recipients of the In-
Home Service Program live in rural isolated areas, transportation to available medi-
cal and social services facilities is the single largest expense.

The agency is currently entering into a certification process with the Missouri Di-
vision of Health whereby West Central will ,officially be designated as a Home
Health Agency with the capability of providing skilled nursing service, physical
therapy, and home health aide services.

Other agencies and/or programs which provide services for the elderly and which
compliment the services provided by West Central include the Area Agencies on
Aging's Nutrition Programs, Retired Senior Volunteet Programs, Older Adults
Transportation System, etc. Even with the multitude of services, man-hours, and
dollars spent in trying to meet the area's need. West Central is only now serving a
small portion of the area's elderly population. To meet the ever increasing needs of
the elderly, more manpower, more dollars. and more or expanded services are re-
quired.

Once again, thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today. I appreciate
pow shared concern of the inequities imposed upon the olderly population today.

Mr. DAUB. Volunteering local government support may tend to
be out of the budget constraints that, we're going to face. It's not
going to be just for the short term. wish it could go away but it-
isn't going to, it's going to take a long time and we don't want to
throw the baby out with the bath water by overreacting. With re-
spect to those budget deficits, trying to tighten that all at once is
impossible because when you do that, you re going to jerk the rest
of the system somewhere else. .

Try to take a' moderate and well reasoned approach to it. What
programs, at the Federal level, should we be spending more on?
Also if you'd care to risk saying, what programs should we spend
Jess on?

Mr. BRAITHWAIT. Being out of time, as many of you good Con-
gressmen say, due to the fact I have a plane to catch, answering
the latter first, there is always some waste. There is waste whether
we sit down and eat our food today, or whether they are Govern!
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ment, or whether its a forprofit hospital, or whatever the case may
be. But I do not know of any social service program for the elderly
of magnitude, of major national size, that we should do away with
or decrease.

Then from there, I think we'have to ^arefully look to the basic
need the individuals may have which, of course, is the food, shelter,
clothing, transportation, medical expense that we have. So I think
if we stick to the basics and do away or cut down on the frills; yes,
they are nice. Yes, it's fun to go to Disney world or whatever the
case may be and people sheuld be allowed. to do this if they so
desire. As far as Federal subsidized programs are concert?, stick as
directly to the basics as we possibly can.

Mr. D4un. So do what your organization does, then. You use the
word "needy."

Mr. BRAITHWAIT. Yes, sir.
Mr. DAUB. And it almost seems to me like somehow you deliver

services based upon maIing an assessment of that person's condi-
tion. If they are a little bit better off than most, they don't get any
help -from your group, right?

Mr. SBAITHWAIT. I was interested in the means discussion that
had earlier in regard to social security. That is a bad word but,

no, its not when we are prioritizing dollars and when we have a
national debt of $200 billion, it's not then a bad word.

Mr. DAUB. Thank you very much.
Mr. SKELTON. Thank you so much. Actually, you have answered

the two questions I would pose to you.
Mr. DAUB. We think alike.
Mr. SKELTON. Thank you so much for being with us. We're going

down to your neck of the woods very shortly and look forward to
having discussion with you down there.

I would like the record to show without objection the insertion of
the testimony of Lorna Wilson, Janice Sondberg, Lauren Harmon,
Alice Jones, Sol Moleny, Rev, David Henry, and as you know, we
did not have time for all these folks to testify but they have some
interesting testimony.

Lorna Wilson is with the Cole County Health Department,
Janice Sondberg is with the Heisinger Lutheran Retirement Home,
Alice Jones is with the Foster Grandparents program and we ap-
preciate their testimony.

(The statements submitted by Representative Skelton follow)
COLE COUNTY HEALTH DRPARTMENT,

Jefferson City. Mo.. September 6, 1961.
I fon. hat Swaim.
Member of Congress.
Washnigion," D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN &sum I am pleased to be asked to submit testitnony to the
Select Committee on Aging I am Director of a county health department which
serves a population of 55,000 people. We are very much involved in services to the
zking. specifically in health counseling of families regarding health care for their
elderly members, home health bermes, hospice care and hypertension moritoring
services.

Because my experience is in coorimunity health services, I will address those
it.sues of 4lifing that have to do with the economics of health care and the availabil-
ity of health care to the aging.
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Physician tare fur in and out-patient services is readily available to medicare
patients in our area Costs to the patient for physicians' services do not appear

to be an inhibiting factor to obtaining such tare.
The cost of medicines to outpatients and to nursing home patients is however a

senous problem. Many patients have monthly drug bills in excess of $100.00 per
month. If these patients are living on social security benefits alone, as many are,
they cannot afford to purchase their medicines in addition to paying for food, utili-
ties and housing.

I believe that the cost of medicines needs to be studied at the manufacturing and
retail level as well as the prescribing situation. The elderly patient is subject to
chronic conditions requiring long term niedications such- as diabetes, arthritis, by
pertension, cardiac arrythinitis, and other vascular disorders. It may well be that
medicines for these conditions me the ones with which the elderly need assistance,
rather than over-the-counter medications or short term prescriptions. Whatever
benefits are considered in the area of medication they should be done so with the
philosophy that "fewer is better" rather than promoting more and more medicption
usagea problem which now exists and a problem which causes more difficulty
than it iilleelates.

The enigma of safety of medication distribution in nursing/boarding homes versus
cost of unit dose packaging could also stand scrutiny. I can argue both sides of this
question but I feel there could be sonic middle grdund which would permit the lower
cost use of stock medicines for patients who are on the same medications. The in-
creased cost of skilled medication distribution versus the decreased cost of media'.
tom will have to be considered.

The second problem.of health service availability related to cost is the hearing
aid. Hearing aids, in this age of the $9.99 transistor, are remarkably high priced. I
believe tins market also needs to be studied at the manufacturing and retail level.
There is ito reimbursement for this expense to my knowledge but the level of ex-
pense is far beyond many elderly persons' needs, exaggerating their isolation and
subsequently, their ability to cope with their environment.

Third. and similar in cost and lack of reimbursement, is dental care. The cost of
dentures to elderly i Attents is often prohibitive, compromising their nutrition
status, not to mention the losses in appearance and communication.

Transportation to medical care continues to be a problem, for the rural elderly
particularly. Our county has several small villages and cities which have no public
tninsportatioti. Although the OATS service has been a great help, it has not solved
all the needs. particularly for the handicapped patient,

High utility costs are creating and exacerbating existing health problems for el-
derly people. As community health nurses, we frequently see patients who do not
use their air conditioners in summer or keep their thermostat turned down in
winter because of their fear of high utility bills. These very low or very high tem-
peratures add to the seriousness of chronic cardio-vascular or pulmonary problems.

Finally. I would add a comment about the recent medicare Hospice regulations.
Although I have studied only a summary of these regulations, two things anise im-
niedeite concern. First. I find it restrictive that medicare Hospice services will be
available only to patients who are physically competent and able to sign an election
form. Tins prevents needed hospice services to many elderly whose families have
elected to care for them at home. Social and psychological support services are tril-
lion:int to the family care givers of dying patients. Secondly, financial responsibility
of in-liospeal set vices has been given to the Hospice agency which may work very
well for large agencies, but will prevent the small community Hospice from partici-
pating. The Hospice in our community connects with three hospitals and several
home health agencies to provide their volunteer and social services to dying patients
uhether in or out patienq As the regulations are now proposed, an agency such as
ours .ould not participate and the regulations appear to be encouraging further du
plication of services by requiring Hospice to supply all care services, rather than to
contrast for services they do not have,

Any federal medicare regulation which encourages further multiplication of serv-
ice agencies is not desirable hi my view.

Again. I thank you for the opportunity to express my views on elderly, health
problems. I have a real concern for these problem, as a public health professional,
as a tax payer and as a future consumer.

Waifs very truly,
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SrATi.somi or JAIvicE SONNENBERG. ADMilviSTRATOR. HEIRINGER
lairitERAN It writiEmicNt

Tllla iAlltiLatieS Oi At4N.. A NItEn PRE-RETMEMENT PLANNING SPECIAL CONCERN
LONG-TERM IMALTR CARE

it is impossible for individuals to make specific long-range plans for health care
during retirement beemise nu individunl knows when or if he will need expensive
long-term health care. The Federal Government's roll should be to encourage pri-
%ate enterpnse to offer a full continuum of service at a iv 'noble price so that in-
dividuals will be able to find the services they need when -wed them. The Fed-
eral Government should not be in the business of assisti..g individual citizens to
make choices about how they will spend their retirement years or even prepare for
their retirement-years.

At the present time the Fed.nal Government is heavily subsidizing nursing homes
due is beginning to subsidize home health care. The result is that these parts of the
continuum of long-term health care (such as miring home care) more and more
people are drawn to that particular part of continuum are expensive and readily
available. Other linos of the continuum such as care by relatives and adult board-
ing facilities or residential care are still relatively inexpensive but frequently not
used ornot available. When the Federal Government subsidizes one part of the con-
tinuum. There must be a more balanced approach to the entire continuum of long-
term health care to discourage the overly heavy usage of the most expensive types
al long -term health care.

liecaus people are living longer and the birth, rate has gone down, it is becoming
even evil.. important to lower the costs of long-term health care. Future generations
will not be able to continue the expensive types of health care which we are financ-
ing at this time The ratio between taxpayers and retired people will become less
and less. Those taxpayers will also have to par the interest on the huge deficits we
are now acquiring. If we cannot pay for the care of the elderly now, haw can we
expect them to pay for it then?

When both the state and Federal Governments are governing the long-term
hi alth care industry it is very difficult to make 'changes. I believe the only way to
find more innovative ways to deal with rising costs is to give a number of states
block grants to cover Medicaid for long-term health care. I think it would be really
exciting to allow Missouri and several °thee states to try it first and then analyze
how much money was saved and how people were cared for. Certainly state govern-
ments can make.- mistakes, but the Federal Government can also mnke mistakes.
And the Federal Government has the disadvantage of being far removed from the
problem.

Here are some ideas for providing a more balanced and less expensive program td
care for the frail elderly:

Nursing home care. Change the complicated Medicaid payment to 'nursing honies
to one flat rate. The present systeto encourages newer, fancier buildings and fre-
tiaent ..lunges of ownership and management. People do not necessarily get better
care in newer facilities but they always get more expensive care It is the only in-
dostra I know where I. w facilities arc built so that the product can be produced in
A more expensive Any rasher than n less expensive, more efficient manner.

We should also require children to help support their parents who receive Medi.
tam for lung -term health care. Certainly this would not be east to enforce in our
mobile society. but it mild have some beneficial results. It could help to strengthen
the family by recognizing the permanence of family ties. Families that are ablb
might decide to care for their loved one at home.

I tome health care. Medicaid has only recently begun to pay for home health care,
but the costs have already begun to go up drnmatically. A visiting nurse costs
around :MO and. n our area, and much more in some other areas.. The price
timi't bother a' i long as someone else is paying for it.

Homo health is ve.., beneficial for some people bat tight caps must be eta on its
cost and usage. One fairly low flat rate for earl. Kind of home health service would
du a lot to keep the program under control. It would also help to require the 'family
to help with the cost of this program also.

itding home or residential care. This is one part of the continuum that is being
most negiectetl in must slates. Miwouri has encouraged the development of residen-

.: hal cape facilities and adult boarding facilities with very good results.
Adult boarding fa.ilitaes ocresidential care facilities are homes Where elderly and

hand tapped residents reetti. persodiil core such as medicines given, meals pre-
pare.). help with baths an oilier personal care, and housekeeping services. There is

,
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.1 iiiiiiii iaaa of uue.iui, kaall Of Lourse, these homes are only able to care for anibu-
1 ttun. mentally %011110l tollit NUPIt who uin t Inc alone can come into a

Lore or adult boarding faulity and maintain a high level of functioning
sonicfor quite c time so that they don't need to enter a nursi me.

In a needs assessment of Missouri's nursing home residents, 12 percent of alt Med-
itaid subsiriared nursing home residents did not require a nursing home level of
l.try- Missouri has developed a pomt system which will uelermine what level of care
a resident really ;te& It is hopid that this perm:Map will gradually go down, as
residents are moved to appropriate levels of care.

Must of the people inthided in this 12 pertent would find .t difficult to live alone.
They would, however, be able to live with someone else or in a residential cnro fa-
cility or adult boarding Iliciiity.

The biggest bonus of all is that ti 'se tower levels of care are much more socially
desirable. Residents are able to continue to function in a much more normal way.
_rather Than becoming dependent on nursing care which they really don't need.

It has been a big slow process to get this program in place because the Federal
Cll:nun t does, nut partiLipate in payments for lower levels of care. tOur legisla-
tors 1;1s_, bring as mush Federal money to Missouri as possible.i But it has been
twin hat even though the states bears the lull cost of this program, it sjill costs
the state substantially less to care for the people in adult boarding-facilities and
resubatial care than in nursing homes. The state gives monthly grants to low.
imonie people in Adult Boarding Facilities of up to $126 and monthly grants to low-
income people in Residential Care Facilities of up of VA.' The average monthly
imntik expenditure fur nursing home care in Missouri during 1982 was $805.

To encourage use of this Im expensive level of care it would help to allow the
iesidents a monthly amount for spending money. At the present time people on
Mediund iii nursing homes are allowed to keep $25 of their Social Security for
spending motley eat h month Residents receiving the state grant in Residential Care
or Adult Boarding Facilities do not get any spending money. -This is especially diffi-
cult, because these people nre ambulatory and mentally competent.

Residents who are fortunate enough to have curing families have usually received
clothing. otLasional spending money, laundry, etc, from their families. But not all
residents are so fortunate to have curing families. It would be helpful to require
families who are able to depiisit a certain amount for spending money and the gov-
eniment could deposit a cerfifin amount for residents with no family.

('arc by relatives and fnenda. At one time this was about the only type of care
available, but it is becoming less frequent. This is partly because our society is very
mobil and many womem have found employment outside the home. It is probably
also ...assert partly by "they fact that Medicaid will pay the full cost of nursing,,home
care, but pays families nothing for caring for an aged parent.

One way to encourage care by the .family would be to give a tax credit to those
people who care for a relative for the major part of a year who would have been
eligible for Medicaid in a nursing home.

In tontlusion I have several general comments about the importance of cost con-
tainment and reduction in programs for the Mealy.

If any relatively young person were to ask me what they should do to plan for
retirement, I would tell them 'Sate your money."Because of the demograpahic con-
figurations of our country. when uur children and grandchildren reach retirement
age. there will be no chance that they will be taken care, of the way we are taking
Lary of the elderly now I am not a detnogmpher, but I am sure that the House
Savo ('usnmittev has studies available which show how the ratio of taxpayers and
retired people will be becoming less. If such figures are not available to you, please
commission such a study It doesn't do any good to hide from these facts.

Certainly we need to be helping the elderly, but the Federal Government should
not be l'xpetivi to do the entire job. In my opinion, the Federal Goveniment should
be Lonterneti only with income maintenance. Social programs should be funded and
uirrieel out br loud and state groups. We simply cannot afford the mammoth beaur-
aLraLy of theFederal Government. Our legislators should remember that the pover-
ty level fur elderly people in 19s2 was actually less than for the rest of the popula-
tion

Unfortunately. this testimony probably gives the idea ,that I don't like elderly
people. but that is Lertaigly not true. I care very deeply about the elderly and I love 4(
working with them. but I also tare about the fUture of m children and grandchil-
dren. and about the future of our country as a whole. 1 erefore I nm willing to
sound like a &rouge until we an rind .weeptable ways co reduce costs to a level
Mitch Ike can expect to maintain
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li oua legiatois an about the future of out country as much as they care about
, own nature. th. e v. di take the necessary steps to 'educe cost to a level which

can be inattitained for gem: nitwits

1)14 P d.F ik Si. . 1.N1 A1.1 L thiNi. .,. roSILIt PIWWIAM Ton,
Mi -."ot VALI RESottecl: 111.:44:1.01,MLNT CMG'.

L PREItrIIIIIIMENT PLANNING POIt'AGING

A Should haw begun ue Juana and Sena; High School through required studies
in courses sucK as "Personal Finance."

1- Too late for those already considered to be elderly.
2. Usually only offered to college students.
a- Many ao not take advantage of this course.
b A large number of people do not go to college.
B. Could possibly be done in the form of "Retirement Counseling' now for the

aging.
I liy meow of sossions arranged by Social Security Administration employees at

the time 4eisiore, sign up for Social Security benefits.
2. As a requirement for participlitun in all Welfare Benefit Programs.

II. ATTITUDES TOWARD AGING

A I agree wi th Dr. Robert Butler, Chairman, Geriatrics and Adult Development
Ikliartment. Alt, Sinai School of Medicine, when he says the most damaging myths
of AI age are that:

Lit
2. It is mindless
:1. It is useless.
1. it is powerless.
:i. it is a disease. not a natural continuing process.
6 All old people are nlike.'
B Sonia of my thoughts on Attitudes Toward Aging.
1. Many people think the elderly become forgetful because they are elderly.
a. The truth is. there just isn't room in the conscious mind for all the things they

have learned in their lifetime.
2. It 1 s otter not realized that older people are as in need of demonstrations of

affection through hugging. touching. etc., as people of any other age.
.1 Many people are unaware that most elderly folks are as young emotionally as

anyone of any age, that only their outward body ages.
a. The more we see a person as being elderly, the more "elderly" that person be-

comes.
1 Many do not give elderly people credit for having any intelligence.

- a. They tend to ignore, or condescend, to them.
b Often at meetings where the needs of the elderly are being discussed, anfl solu

tio».s. sought. the elderly are the last to be consulted.
People tend not to realize that the needs, fears, and desires of the elderly are

mostly no different than those of people of any age.
A great imbiber of people do not realize that an older person's existence is af-

fected by IA erinspei.t to social structure, which is created by our attitudes.
C. Sonic speufic problems faced by the elderly as a direct result of the attitude of

ninny are listed below
1. Health needs.
a. Frequently o% er- medicated causing mistaken diagnosis of illnesses.
1. A re% iew of all medication being taken -preseenption and nonprescription -

should be made during every visit to the doctor-
b Dikter:, do not realize the iroportnnce of doing a health-check for more than

neplumN prompting the elderly*/ make appointments fur incdical treatment.'
1. The aged should receive complete physical examinations regularly.
c- Training in Gerontology is not considererd toile important.
1 Accohltng to course requirements of most medical schools.
d. Inademinte or NO1 information is provided fir tea often as to.

Lathe. flume Altlrhill. August, tan, Woos Volume C NO K, *Old Before Her Time,' by
Xathentio,lhorrett. (pp 114 IS, Eti.)

C.
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1. Possible side effects of away medications.
2 The fact that some medicines are incompatible with certain other medications

and some foods.
.

3 That sonic health conditions preclude the taking of certain medicines. 4
e Many doctors land other people) overlook the fact that a seemingly minor

injury or illness can be bcrtraurnati to the elderly as to send them into a state of
shock which should be treated medically.

2. Loss of physical strength;
a Causer the elderly4isolate themselves in their homes due to a fear of becom-

ing victims of crime Cev6ti in rural areas).
1. Seldom are they financially able to move to a safer area.
.1). Makes many areas inaccessible to th&olderly due to:
1. Heavy or fast reviving doors.
2. Curbs.
3. Steps ton busses and to/in buildings).
. Lack of transportation.
c. Makes it difficult for the elderly to go shopping because of;
1. Purchases too heavy or bulky for transporting.
2. Jostling by impatient younger shoppers.

AI. ECONOMIC ISSUES OP TIM ACING

A Heavily inter-twined with Numbers I and II for meeting the needs of the aging
in ninny areas.

1 Ilea MaPhysical, Mental, Emotional, and Nutritional.
a Sky-rocketing costs keep the /wed from seeking proper medical care.
1. Through visits to the doctor as needed.
2. Due to the inability to afford some necessary medications
2. !lousing.
a. The elderly cannot afford home repo .
b, Affordable alternate housing is frequently unavailable.
3. Transportation.
a Older persons unable to afford purchase/upkeep on an automobile if they con

drive. . .
I They can not afford alternate transportation whether they drive or not.
a. Often no alternate transportation available; especially in rural areas.
4. insurance.
a Cost for Medical. Homeowners, Property, Automobile is beyond the means of

far too ninny seniors.
I Policy Inngunge generally too technical to be understood by most.
2 Too many unscrupulous individuals taking advantage or the elderly through

the sale on insurance.
5. Legal Seivices.
a. Seldom are they within the price range of the elderly:
6. Utility Costs.
a. Usually are not in the budget range of most olderly.
1.1 For energy needs winter and summer.
2 For telephone service, especially with the new system that is going in soon.
i. Respect of others.
a Most people tend to have and demonstrate a low regard for the elcterly who are

unable to afford;
1 To dress well
2. To afford adequate housing in a good location.
a Unavailability of income increasing opportunities.
a. Forced retirement due to age. I
b. No one will hire the elderly because of their age.
1 Many do not believe they have potexitial ns employees.

I am sure the many things stated herein only begin to touch on the many prob-
lems faced by the aging It would he impossible for one person to be able to address
their every need.

Perhaps one of the greatest obstacles to hurdle in overcoming the myths of aging.
that the elderly themselves have been brought up to behave them, thus they per

petuate the problem.
Extensive education is needed for everyone, 111 all areas. to bring about an under-

stand'ng of the position of the elderly, regardless of their financial situation. if
there is to be any meaningful chnnge in their circumstances. -4,

I appreciate the invitation to alr my vie- point.
Thank you.
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Putrattea iicsagsrr 4** INV DA Ina A. HENRY, VMS/ WAS, Mo.

I want to express my appreciation to you for this opportunity to express my view
on the economics of aging and the need for preretirement planning.

What I am testifying to today is the fact that there are people that ever Though
they Wive planned and secured their own future with a savings program they can
fluid themselves in a nursing home whose costs are far beyond what they ever an-
licipated and that thesiii'vavings is quickly gone. It is eaten by the cost of the
high let-el of care that heed that requires them to be in a nursing home. The
result Is that after their life-savings has been depleted they then have to turn to
other sources to pay for their care. Th 4ir family might bear the cost, but more often
than not it is the governinent who bears the cost, especially through the Missouri
Division of Family Services arid through the Supplemental Security Income pro-
gram FSSIi Their basic needs such as food and shelter are met, and so are a part of
their personal needs. But there is an area of injustice in this program that I person-
ally feel needs to be rectified and this is what I want to focus on today.

Beyond the needs of shelter and food, provided by the state, the SSI program gives
each individual $25 each month for personal items that are not provided at the
nursing home This includes personal gifts. cards, stationary. permanent waves for
women. cigarettes. beverages, etc. Though I do not know the total history of this
program I do know that the $25 was the amount that people were getting in the
mid-1970's, Inflation these past seven to eight yea" has reduced the purchasing

. power of this amount to about 60 percent of what it was in 1977. Almost every
person employed its this country has experienced some increase in their wages or
salary during these years to offset inflation. Yet this small, powerless segment of
the population may well be the only group who has experienced no increase in their
income.

Let me point out that it is true that there are those in nursing Mines whjJ not
tise this amount They perhaps do not need to buy clothes because they are in
hospital gowns, they may not need new shoes because they do not walk. I heard the
story of one man who actually made money on the $25 per month. But those that do
get out and are participating more fully in the life of the community need these
items I ani here today to say that there are people who because of unfortunate and
unforseen circumstances are living in nursing homes dependent aeon the govern-
ment and this $25 is an inadequate amountThey have active minds that need
items such as stationary and stamps to keep in contact with loved ones. They have
families that want normal rememberances such as gifts and cards and visits on oc-
casion And where possible. they have need to be away from the nursing home from
time to time.

For clarity and because it is the htuating factor for my testimony today I wnnt
to share with you an example of such a situation that I am personally acquainted
with.

/t woman crippled with arthritis was taken to the nursing home by her husband
and then later divorced by him She has no resources to pay for her care nor does
her family She was placed on welfare and given $25 per month from the SSI pro-
gram She needs the care and therapy provided in the nursing home and yet this
woman has an active mind, participates in her church and tries to be involved in
other activities as her physical limitations allow. She has a daughter and three
grandchildren. Iler father is almost 90 years old. Both parts of her family live in
'different cities over 100 miles away. When she goes to visit them for a few days she
must pay over $25 each night over her two allowed days each quarter to the nursing
home to keep her bed When her grandchildren have birthdays she likes to send
them small gifts and cards She has need for clothes, shoes and personal items such
as make up, devotional material, stamps and so on. her personal needs are model.-
ate mid yet you can see that the $25 amount has to be stretched over a great
number of items and is not adequate.

No matter how much planning a person may have done, they could not have for-
seen these circumstances 1 appeal to you on behalf of these individuals who are
caught in such cirmnstances and where the need is very real, to consider an in-
crease in the SSI program (ruin the $25 per month figure to at leost one that would
have kept up with inflation over these past years.

'Thank you for your flaw, attention, and consideration of this important issue.
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Mr. SKELTON. For our final comments before we adjourn to Clin-
ton at 2 o'clock. I call upon our friend from Nebraska to tell of his
interesting conversation and correspondence with the lady that has
innocently created a problem for us-.'

Mr. DAUB. First, I want to say to those who have submitted writ-
ten testimony this is not at all unusual. We do appreciate it. I will
read your written testimony with interest. The record will reflect it
and it s appreciated that you took the time and made the effort to
bring this information to further amplify the record.

You can't explain this notch problem in 2C words are less, so I'm
not going to try. I will try in about 250 words.

How many of you are aware of the so-called notch baby problem
that was raised by Ann Landers in "Dear Abby's" column a week
or two ago?

[No response.]
Mr. DAUB. See, that's the problem. Whenever you tell people

about a problem they didn't know existed, you create more pi.ob-
lems. But if you haven't heard about it, you will, in 1972. Congress
adopted ar. automatic: indexation formula called the cost of living
adjustment which has, up until this year, been paid every July 1
and will now be paid every January 1. The COLA takes into ac-
count inflation based upon the consumer price index and automati-
cally adjusts the fixed benefits or the defined benefit of the social
security check upward monthly by whatever inflation was. A new
formula is used based on the decrease or increase in January to
March of the previous year. That change essentially got Congress
out of the political problem of having to deal with whether or not
they were going to vote on raising social security every year. Con-
gress, instead. went to the formula which automatically adjust
benefits preventing them from having to vote on it.

When Congress did that, they failed to look carefully at the fact
that social security benefits are calculated based upon three
thingsand they still are todayhow much you paid in, the in-
creasing wage Levels, and the cost of living. That's why we go to the
high 5 years or 60 months, and the cost of living indexes. Those
three things are still the way in which everyone s social security
benefit is calculated.

When they went to the CPI and at the same time used the wage
level. wages out in the economy were also affected by inflation. So
in 1978, when the social security program was again perceived to
he on the brink of financial insolvency, you will remember there
was a large tax increase. The contribution of worker and employer
was raised . of only in amount but against the base. Another part
of that rerorm bill was to take away the double inflation benefit,
the payment for inflation twice, first in the wage level formula;
second, in the clause.

In 1978, a transition period of 5 years was allowed, called the
notch, tor those who retired at age 62 or at age 65. Beginning in
the year 1979 the phase in extended to the year 1984. This involved
people who would have been born in the years 1917 through 1921
or the notch years, to receive benefits adjusted downward. These
benefits were phased in on either the old formula or the new for-
mula, whichever would give them the higher benefit during that
phase-in period. Therefore. all who retire after 1984, will receive an
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inflation factor based on the COLA clause but won't get .a windfall,
or a double benefit, in the calculation of inflation.

People who did retire in those 5 years, 1972 through 1977, have
received that second or dual inflation benefit adjustment. Bills
have been introduced in Congress to give back the decrease to all
who have retired from this point forward. There is a lot of contro
versy about it because people think it's unfair. The fact of the
matter is, "Dear Abby's" letter said that all those who were going
to retire from now on were going to get cut $100 a month. That's
not true at all.

As a matter of fact, what might be the case is you won't get as
much of an increase as you might have expected and/or there may
be a reduction in the increase. However, there is not going to be a
cut of $100 in anybody's social security check. Congress, therefore,
applied that adjustment to everybody fairly. They didn't single out
people just born in those 5 years but found out that a mistake had
been made. There were a lot of people who were going to get a
double benefit from inflation and that's not fair to others, so they
corrected that error in the 1977 act. In addition, ladies and gentle-
men, if you went back and tried to give back everything that some-
one might argue they didn't miss but they didn't get, it would cost
us about $8 billion for the first 3 years and who knows how much
it would cost in the future. Of course, that money isn't there and
was one of the reasons Conga ess courageously had to bite the bullet
and take a look at that double benefit that no one ever expected or
counted on Yet, these benefits ended up generously treating them
and taking benefits from others or causing taxes to be raised on
the working person. "Dear .Abby" called me personally because I
said to her, "I got 300 phone calls in my office. I am sure you're
pleased to know how widely read your column is but the letter you
printed is sadly error and you need to correct it."

I got involved with "Dear Abby" last week, and helped her write
her correction column, which I have, yet to see but pray we will be
able to handle this very technical. and complicated but very fair
decision that was made in Congre* in 1977.

Mr. SKELTON. Hopefully, then, will be a corrective article that we
can understand,

The chairman of the Social Security Subcommittee took the floor
in an explanatory minute yesterday and discussed and explained it
in much moremuch more technically than our friend from Ne-
braska did. I do not see any change in the offing as a result of his
ccminents and also in light of the fact of the tremendous potential
cost But an explanation is due the American public and as a result
of the "Dear Abby" article, I hope that people will receive explana
tory answers from that congressman, Congressman Daub and
myself.

Mr. DAUls The point is, no one is being cut and that's where that
article was very misleading.

Mr. SKI:LTON. She did point out, as I recall, $100 cut.
Mr. DAUB. Sure. If $1,200 of somebody's money was cut a year,

I'd be upset, too-
Mr. SKKLTON. Ladiestiand gentlemen, we're only 8 minutes behind

schedule. We will be able to get the airplane and fly to Clinton.
. :
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We will adjourn this hearing until 2 p.m., when we will again
take up in Clinton, Mo. k's great of you all to be here, I appreciate
the interest and the witnesses have done a tremendous job, you've
helped us a great deal and I would hope that those of you who have
comments or thoughts that come to mind would feel free to write
me in my Washington office, so we can further address the prob. 11
!ems that have been raised here.

[Whereupon, at 11:04 a.m., the hearing %/as adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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THE ECONOMICS OF AGING: A NEED FOR PRE-
RETIREMENT PLANNING

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16; 1983

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Clinton, Mo.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:00 p.m., at the Clin-

ton Civic Center, Third and Green Streets, Clinton, Mo., Hon. Ike
Skelton (acting chairman of the committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Skelton of Missouri and Daub
of Nebraska.

OPENING STATEMENT Or REPRESENTATIVE IKE SKELTON

Mr. SKELTON. We will convene the second part of our committee
hearing today. This is the Select Committee on Aging. My name is
Ike Skelton. I am the Congressman from this district. With me
today is the Congressman from the _State of Nebraska, Congress-
man Hal Daub.

1 want to thank you all for attending. this hearing. We have two
panels of witnesses who will testify and we, of course, hope to keep
an eye on the clock because Congressman Daub has to catch an air-
plane to Omaha, his hometown, and a bit later, I go to Blue
Springs.

Before we go any further with my opening remarks .and Con-
gressman Daub's opening remarks, I would like to mention people
in our audience that I would like to introduce to you, a young lady
that I've known all my life, and another young lady from Marshall,
Mo., both made the Foster Grandparent national poster. Hazel
Thomas from Marshall, Eva Saunders from Lexington, would you
stand up, please.

The topic this afternoon ;s a coatinuation of what we were doing
this morning, the "Economics of Aging: a Need for Preretirement
Planning." It may well be the most central issue to be faced in our
Nation's efforts to cdine to grips wi 1 increasingly elderly popu-
lation. Now, aging, as you know, is daily prodess. We tend to
always think of ourselves as being young.. And while, a youthful at-
titude is something we always hope to maintain, it mustn't blind us

' to the realities of the changes in our personal finances, the changes
in our physical capabilities, the changes in our medical needs and,
of course, the attitude of ourselves and our family and our friends.

iIt is said that knowledge is power. This in a way, is the purpose of
our hearing today. If we can familiarize ourselves with the predict-
able changes essociated with the aging process and learn to pre-

(13)
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pare for that, we can give our society the power to overcome the
fear and concern of growing older and give our -senior citizens the
opportunity to enjoy their retirement years. .

A special word of thanks to my friend from the State of Nebras-
ka, Congressman Hal Daub. Congressman Daub and I serve on two
committees together, the Select Committee on Aging, as well as the
Committee on Small Business. He is one of the experts, in my opin-
ion, on problems dealing with aging and with senior citizens, as
will become apparent to everyone here, as a result of the very ex-
cellent questions he will ask our witnesses.

I might also say that a numbe-r of you probably have seen the
Ann Landers, "Dear Abby" article, dealing with the notch problem

,in social security. He will undoubtedly mention to you his personal
phone call and letter to "Dear Abby" to correct a mistake that she
has made causing many people to think that they are going to get
less social security, than they will, so he will a bit later touch on
that.

Let me tell you that we have two panels of 'witnesses today. I
wish it would be possible to have many, many more people to tes-
tify but because of our time constraints, we must limit ourselves to
two panels of four witnesses each. . ..

The first panel is Mrs. Mary Fran Cleary, who is the Director of
the Retired Senior Volunteer Program- in Clinton; Mrs. Grace
McFarland, Marshall, Mo.; Mr. Harold Bradshaw of Clinton; and
Mrs. Elberta Kuper. I will ask that this panel prepare itself to
come to.the table in a few moments.

The second panel is Mr. and Mrs. Leo Porter of Warsaw, Mo.;
Mrs Ethel Mikels of Marshall; Mrs. Julia Taylor of Marshall. So in
that order, we will proceed in just a few moments.

iasli ow, it is a real pleasure to introduce for his opening comments
ngressman Daub.

STATEMEgT OF REPRESENTATIVE HAL DAUB

Mr. DAUB. I don't often get applause at a field hearing. It makes
n. even more appreciative of thq very warm hospitality that has
been shown to me. J have thoroughly enjoyed myself this morning
at our first set of hearings. It is not only a pleasure to be with you
this afternoon, but I want to personally take a moment to thank
your congressman, Ike Skelton. He's a good friend of min&

I first got acquainted with Ikeas a matter of fact, after having
watched him when he gave a talk to our Thursday morning prayer
breakfast. He gave us some insights at that time into his back-
ground and sonic of the things that challenged and motivated him.
I was fascinated by that story, and since that time I have become
better acquainted with him. As he said to you, we serve together on
the Aging Committee and your Member of Congress, Ike Skelton,ls
one of the senior and more respected members of that Older
Americans Committee. He is so very much involved with the fund-
ing, for example, of senior. citizens nutrition sites, other programs
that are important to you like Foster Grandparents, ACTION and
Green Thumb. I know him well and you should be proud of him.
lie is a great Member of Congress. I would also like to extend my
appreciation to him, because he attended a hearing that I held in
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Omaha and I am happy to have this opportunity to reciprocate. It
is semethingthat I've been looking forward to.

As a member of the House Select Committee on Aging, Congress-
. man Ike Skelton and I both view the Agino Committee as an essen-

tial forum for examining the concerns of our country's senior citi-
zens. These field hearings offer a very important source of grass
roots views on the issues facing our older population. This kind of"a
get-together is not just for show. I value the contributions I get a
chance to hear here today. Actually, in most cases, I value regional
hearings more than the information I pick up in a formal hearing
in Washington, D.C. The reason is, a lot of the hearings in Wash-
ington are for show. When the hearing witnesses come from all
over the countryand I am not saying that those hearings aren't
valuablebut I get about 2 or 3 minutes with them because there
are 40 witnesses and everything has to go so fast.

So this is a chance for your Congressman and for me to listen
Carefully to very important views of the people on the front line.
They are either consumers of aging programs and/or have con-
cerns about things we're doing right or wrong or are directors of a
very important program. So this is key, as far as I'm concerned.
Congressman Skelton and I will share the printed testimony in the
record with all of the, other members of our committee who can't
be here today. This testimony is going to make a meaningful
impact on how we view the isstrevthat we will have to face.

These are many issues that our country's older population has
faced, a population that is growing fast than any other age
group. Older adults today total nearly 12 percent of our country's
population. By 1990, it will constitute 15 percent of that population.

As our Nation's population continues to age, it becomes neces-
sary to closely examine the factors that will help us deal with re-
tirement and the effect that it's going to have on our lives. Many of
us look to retirement as a time to spend with our grandchildren or
to work on a special project that we've been meaning to do but just
could never quite accomplish or find the time while we were work-
ing.

However, for some, retirement can be a very difficult adjustment.
All of a sudden, we have too much time on our hands. Yet, one's
happiness and health depends on keeping active, whether through
individual projects or community service. Senior citizens can con-
tribute helping hands and experience in any community project,
volunteer programs consistently need help and senior citizens often
supply the nurturing and caring attitude needed to make that spe-
cial community project a success.

Volunteering helps not only the community but also gives senior
citizens a feeling of self-worth and accomplishment. Many senior
citizens develop their talents into part-time work, which will help
to supplement their incomes. While it is difficult while we are
young to concentrate on retirement, we cannot undermine the im-
portance of keeping an eye-on the future. Retirement age is here
before most of us realize it. We must understand the impact that
retirement will have on our lives and the lives of people around us
and we've got to plan accordingly.,
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Thai', the purpose of this hearing, to help us focus on what gov-
ernment should or shouldn't do to help develop that focus on the
economics of aging: A need for preretirement planning.

The Government, indeed, has a role to play in the aging of our
country's citizens. Government has intervened to help meet the
griming needs of the elderly by providing income maintenance,
medical care, housing, transportation, and social services. In the
past few decades, people have been assured that they will be taken
care of in retirement through social security, which has served as a
cornerstone of income security. Through the social security
changes that were passed in March of this year, Congress rear-
firmed the commitment on the part of the Federal Government to
assure older Americans that they will be compensated fairly for
their work in their retirement years.

In preparing for retirement,. it is also essential to think of how
one will supplement social security benefits to achieve an adequate
retirement income, whether it is through private pension or retire-
ment savings. One avenue is an individual retirement account,
which allows for tax-free savings in retirement years. 1 use this as
an example because I introduced a bill in Congress as a result of a
field hearing just like this one, held in Oinaha, Nebr., a year ago.
At this hearing we focused on the problems of older women and
many witnesses told me that they found it very difficult to live on
social security and they wished there had been something more
that, as a housewife, they would have been able to do to plan for
retirement. The joint income of the family was attributed to the
husband who worked outside the home. He had a pension but for
their contribution to the real growth of the economy in that house-
hold through the cooking, cleaning, washing, sewing, shopping, and
frugally managing the household accounts, they were not treated,
in the customary and conventional way. As a housewife that nur-
tured the family relationship, they didn't get a W-2 form and
didn't, earn a quarter of credit for social security. And, thus, my
spoused IRA bill is gaining great support in Congiess. This legisla-
tion will, perhaps prevent us from having to rely upon food stamps
and other forms of assistance as much in older years.

Finally, at very important factor in preparing for old age was /-
most aporopriately expressed by a very distinguished Missourian.
In fact, I think his family has roots in your congressional district, a
constituent of yourssomeone we all know as Marlin Perkins, the
St. Louis Zoo director. Marlin Perkins is famous for his "Wild
Kingdom", program which is sponsored by Mutual of Omahaa
company headquartered in my hometown. He appeared at the
heating that lke Skelton and I held in Omaha several weeks ago
and at that hearing, stressed that one's lifestyle and health prac-
tices will have the greatest impact on his or her preparation for
older age.

As I welcomed that good advice from a very well-known Missou-
rian, I look forward this afternoon. to the testimony and advice
from residents of Congressman lke Skelton's district. It's good to be
in the "Show-Me State." Now, I might talk about "Dear Abby"
later if I'm asked, and I certainly wdialdn't mer.tion Nebraska foot-
ball.

Mr. SKELTON. 1 think we can rule that out of order.
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I would be remiss if I didn't introduce the coordinator who has
been very helpful in putthig this together, on my staff in Washing-
ton, Mrs. Toni Arnett at my far left. On my immediate right is
Lowell Arye. Also with me is T. J. Seibenman and Bob Hagedorn. I
might say that there might be a couple of you that might want to
say something to me about a personal matter, such as social secu-
rity, and Bob, if you will raise your hand, feel free to talk with him
because he is our staff director here in Missouri. His office is in
Blue Springs and it might save us just a bit of time sometime this
afternoon before we leave.

At this time, I call the first panel: Mrs. Clary, Mrs. McFarland,
Mr. Bradshaw, Mrs. Kuper.

1 will recommendand I will withOut objectionrequest flat the
prepared testimony of the witnesses be inserted in the record ex-
actly as you prepared it but that yon summarize your testimony so
that it will leave a few more minutes for Congressman Daub and
me to ask questions, and that would probably be the best proce-
dure. We will begin our comments from Mrs. Clary.

PANEL ONE, CONSISTING OF MARY FRANCES CLARY, DIRECTOR,
RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM, CLINTON, MO.;
GRACE McFARLAND, hIARSIIALL, MO.; HAROLD BRADSIIAW,
CHAIRMAN, HENRY COUNTY COUNCIL ON AGING, CLINTON,
MO.; AND ELBERTA KUPER, CENTERVILLE, MO.

STATEMENT OF MARY FRANCES CLARY

Mrs. CLARY. When preparations were being made for the 1971
White House Conference on Aging, was involved in some of the
group meetings and discussions which were held here in Clinton.
That was before anyone had thought of the retired senior volunteer
program and many of the other programs which were supposed to
lead to the better life for older adults.

It seems to me, as I look back through the years, the name,
White House Conference on Aging, was really a misnomer. It
should have been White House Conference on the Aged because
most of the recommendations coming out of the conference did not
deal with aging but with those people who had reached a certain
age; 60 seemed to be the magic numbe. if tine wanted to benefit
from many of the programs evolving from the 1971 conference,
And 'IP same seems to be true if one looks at the results of the `

1 cvI:erence.
a thing that I remember most from my involvement in the

19;1 conference preparation, and what I believed was a high prior-
ity was, if we had enough money, we could take care of ourselves.
It seemed to me that this '"as interpreted as asking for a handout.

And that is exactly what they were offered. With the passage of
the.Older American t Act, :puny programs were started: transporta-
tion, nutrition, information and referral, supportive services, volun-
teer programs, employment training, et cetera. -

Here in Henry County and in all 13 counties of district 3, W6
have an excellent record as far as establishment and management
of an of these programs. And many older adults have benefited
from the prograins. Life has been more meaningful because of the
gresence of the senior center. Nutrition, needs have been met by
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the nutrition components in inost of the centers and the companion
good health has been appreciated and some of the participants
have enjoyed the social activities. One did not have to get out of
bed in the morning, looking forward to nothing but loneliness.
Those receiving meals delivered 5 days a week also had something
to look forward to. Subsidized transportation on the OATS bus
solved many problems for lonely, isolated people. And the other
programs were just as effective. Those programs made- it possible
for older persons to remainin their homes and enjoy their
independence. Really a line record and a great accomplishment.

But let's go back to that word "aging.' What are we going to do
about that? How do we interpret preretirement planning? Can it be
included under the Older Americans Act? In order to plan, we
must be educated. Where do we start?

Recently, in southern Missouri, a survey was conducted by mem--
bars of the task force on aging of the Missouri Catholic Conference
Social Concerns Department. The survey sought to determine if the
subject of aging was included in any subjects taught in the schools.
Both public and private schools were contacted and the answer was
negative in all instances. The concern was there but the curricu-
lum lacked reference to the subject.,

Aging- related subjects should be taught and I think it should be
taught in our schools. This cannot be accomplished overnight; great
care should be exercised in developing such a curriculuth.

The elementary and secondary schools would be ideal places to
start educating individuals so that they can understand the aging
process as it relates to themselves, and the accompanying prob-
lems.

Universities might offer adult education subjects relative to pre-
retirement planning and I believe that this is already being done.
Social security seems to be the preretirement planning most folks
do.

The Social Security Administration could do much to educate
persons about the importance of preretirement planning. Since all
peOple in the United States have social security cards, contact
could be made and involvement in such training could be encour-
aged.

Television is an excellent media for reaching persnns of all as
and could be the means for education for planning for retiro....ont.
Stimulating and motivating middle aged persons to become inter-
ested in preretirement planning is a goal which is very challenging
and, I hope, achievable.

President Kennedy once said: "It is not enough to add new years
to life; our objective must be to add new life to those years." We
can do that by preretirement planning. I congratulate this commit-
tee for considering this very complex subject.

. ,
STATEMENT OF GRACE McPARIAND

My name is Croce McFarland, age 77 years, 992 West Thomas
Street, Marshall, Mo. I am a fr ter grandparent. First. I want to
emphasize my love for my country. It is the best land on Earth
Our Constitution is one of the flit at articles of Governmsnt, guar
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anteeing freedom of religion and other inalienable rights. What
price freedom,

Now, I feel there are, so many ways- in wida we can improve
conditions as they exist todpu Crime and drugs is our worst
enemy, and should be punist more severely. Police bring in
criminals and the judges turn taem loose Elderly people are hard
hit, are aim., to get outside the door, or to go to the grocery
store. They keep their houses locked tight and some have smoth-
ered to death because they were afraid to open a window. They are
even being raped and beaten in their own homes.

Lawyers draw the laws upon and !eave loopholes so they can gut
their clients out. Offenders are put in jail overnight or a few days
and then let loose and out on the prowl again.

Another item is the tci situation. Sales tax is the only fair.tax
there is. Property ,,ax is very unfair. The young adult is having to
pay so much out for tax to keep all the rest fed when some need it
and some don't. There are people on, welfare able to work who
,won't when they could .for fear their welfare will be taken away. I
believe there should be some way of Government subsidizing a man
so he could work and help keep himself. I don't ever want to see
anyone going hungry, but we should all be willing to work feit a
reasonable wage. I do believe there is too much waste h Govern-
ment. .

The Gosternmunt must come to the aid of the elderly_ in regards
to gas, electricity, and te/ephone. We dove to keep warm in the
winter and we need electricity for so Many things. The telephone is
a must for protection. We are on fixed incomes, yet get sick like
anyone else. The doctor, medical, and hospital bills are so high and
we can't afford insurance to pay. them. Many times it is a_caiestion
of eating what we need or paying these necessary bills. We need
clothing, transportation, eyeglasses, and dental work, Something
must be -done to stem the tide of rising costs, perhaps price con-
trols. If something isn't done about the price of food, low-income
i*ople will suffer.

Educationhow in the world did so many teachers get in oUr
schools that can't teach reading, writing, and arith..letic? Teachers
should be screened and good. I think its about time we ge back to
the old way of teaching reading, writing. and arithmetic. Now, I'm
not saying that all teachers are like this but there are all too
ninny that are and It hurts. A really smart, bright child can get a
teacher like that and they get behind and stay behind until they
get disinterested and it hurts. I think there should Ile something
done to take care of this situation. We have a lot of wonderful
teachers who have worked and earned their title. If I were young
pgain. I would work. save my money, and make it through school.

Taps for the elderlydon't worry about getting old.'It is a natu-
ral thing antra' we don't die, we all get there, it's as simple as that,
And you notice it when yon stdrt feeling sorry for yourself. As long
as ylti can get up, it. out, and keep busy doing something, maybe
far somedue else, t will make you feel. better and you will just
forget.about,getting old,

Don't let-strangers in your dour. My neighbor, 86, let one in. He
was supposed to be a termite-control man. He made the investiga-
tion for free. Dad he walked off pith $300 and she never saw him
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ugpin She didn't have any information on him at all and the was
nothing anyone could do to get her money back. Remember, there
are all kinds of fraud arki it looks promising. You have good
friends, you know them, ask them, or your clergy, and don't ever
trust a strap er about anything. She was afraid of having "turtle -
mites" as sh called them.

I'm in fa or of the Government giving assist e to the low-
income eld ly to Itt p them in their homes as s they-cap
an it woi d be cheaper than keeping them in nursi,,, nibs. )

Now 1 ave a few tips for ail elderly-0T older people.
Self- ntiatol and credit cards ur appetite for anything harmful

to ?wel -beingOur temperit can cause us lots of trouble, ner-
vousness, heart trouble, et cetera. Our habit of bad talk or taking.q.
God's name in vain. Attitudes toward other people and things. We -"""
all have a right to our own opinion of anything.

I'm not in favor of credit cards. I think it haii& ruined a lot of
young people and some older people. Theyi spend too much' and
then end up in such deep debt they can't get out. I think it should
be outlawed or discouraged.

Thought lifeif we can control our thoughtk;ind think on these
things, we will be happy: First, things that e honest; second,
things that are just; third, things that are pure; fourth, things that
are lovely.

1 appreciate this opportunity to testify.

STATEMENT OP HAROLD BRADSHAW\Mr BRADSHAW. I am not going into detail on this, although the
testimony I have relates to various phases of the economies on
a ring and I present an actual case which covers several those
p ses.

is particular female of 77 years started teaching-in a county
sell° I down here En the hills. Later worked for two tobacco firms
in the East, then worked for a brokerage firm until retirement at
age 62. She had fallen on an icy sidewalk and broke her back, and
later developed osteoporosis of the spine. At no time did this
woman make $600 a month. But in that t N she was able to accu-
mulate approximately $10,000, and I thh . ist of that was done
when she was working at the brokerage ho,..

When she retired her social security amour, Id to $249 a month
and was later increased to $383. Keep thkt in mind.

Last February, she entered a hospital ibr a break of four vter-
brae in her back. Later te 's showed the carotid artery, left, and
right, had blatickage. After sufficient r, she was placed by a
doctor in a nursing home.

I'm not going into details on this because it that statement I
gave-you, she went tahrou 0,000 in 8 months; $8,124 for caw,
$63:3 for medicine, $973 fo es d her hospital not covered.' by
medicare was $239. And $1 for a second opinion on a particular
phase.

At the time of discharge, she had used $10 108 of her savings,
'plus accumulated social security from March I '; a tember.

Now, this is all set out here; $383, she has $60 too much for med-
icaid She can't get medicaid. She had less than $500 in the bank at
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the 'present time, And the doe-or discharged her to attemptto live
at home which, evidently, the Government is trying desperately to
get people to live at home if they possibly can.

She was discharged SepteMber 30,.so $60 is too much for medic-
aid and the only way she can get medicaid it' to gio back to the ,
nursing home. And going back to the nursing home, she loses her'
Blue Cross and Blve Shield, which costs $74.76 each 2 months. So .

we have a 7.7 -year old woman, weighing 90 pfounds, sitting alone,
worrying ilecause all her money is gone and'she doesn't know what,
is to become of her.

Last night, she broke her right hip. She's in the hospital. They
are repattmg that now. When she gets out of there, she will have
to go to arnursing home and start all over.

Than ky.oul gentlemen.
[The prepared statement,of Harold Bradshaw follows:] \

PRKPARED STATEMV.NT OF HAROLD BRADSHAW, CilitiltNIAN, HENRY COUNTY COUNCIL
1. ON AGING, Currrort, Mo. .

Gent/men, in compliance with your request for testir -iy relating to the viirions
phases of the economics of aging. 1 presepi on actual ca.... which coversirvezalifif
the phases.

The case i point covers a female age 77. Ohe started teaching in a country sChool,
later worked for two tobacco firms in the east then worked for a brokerage firm
until retirenient a *age 62 ef"ount of health. She had fallen on an icy sidewalk and
broke bets back, tins later developed into osteoporosis of the spine At no time in her
working life did her salary amount to as much es sno.oa per month. Hcr Social,
Security amounted to $249.00 per month to start, various increasesqirought it up t' .,
the present level or $383.00. By strict economy she was able,to accumulate nearly
$10,000.00 overter working life.

Las. February -she catered the hospital for an additioLal break of feur vertebras
in her back and by later tests found to have blockage of the Carotid artely right and .
left. After sufficient was placetl in a nursing home by her doctor From the
time of entry. March , h, to the nursing home, to &whinge September 1st, she was .

billed $8.121.75 for care', $653.64 for medicine, $970.50 for tests at the Cliniceflospi-
tat mom no.t eneered 1,, Medicare in the hospital $239.00 and $18.00 for a second
opinion froth another phy icinn on one particular phase.

The physicunt who disc urged her did so to try her out on living alone At the ..."
time of her discharge she had used up $10,008 of her savings plus the accumulated
Social Security.from March to September. . .

She was able to hold onto her apartment for one month when she went totho
hospital. rent $:11.00. When she could not return to the apartment it was If cessary '
to puck and store her furniture: cost .$266.00, storage and ins rune $2131) per
month then to have her furniture moved to an apartment, in * -4iclized hodsing,
$94.00, deposit "50.00, rent $52.00 which left her vial less than $r 0 Since then
shi, has received bills of $36.0o tro the nursing home, $21.00 fro the clink and .
$43.00 from the pharmacy, that should be all of her outstanding bills. After her dis-
charge from the hospital w the nursing home A, paid ail of her bills. No help front
any source. .

Now if she has to return to al nursing home she would have to apply for medicaid
That would mean that she would have go give up her Blife Cross and Blue Shield t
then if she would ever be able to leave the nursing home,she would never be nFo o
pick up her hospitalisation attain.

On Social -Sycu ray 41383.00 her expenses would be rent $52.00, gas and electric-
ity average $43.00. telephonic e8.50, medicine $50.00, checkup by doctor $15.00, hospi-
talizations insurance $74.76. &..- two months that would leave about $175;00 for kod,
clothing and any emergency that inight come-u : - ...../

One of the strange things the nursing home does is, when a patient is tru (erred
to the nursing home, the Clank; pharmacy automatically puts 30 day suppl c f medi
cone the patient has -been using in the hospital to the pharmacy in the nursing
home. In this vase it amounted to $157 00 worth. Another peculiar item is, while
this lady went to Lowry City Nursing Home for three 'reeks and did not like it, shb
bought a flotation mattress, cost $9.00, She brought It to Clinton when she came
back, thiacwas in June, on her August bill there was anItem of $21.00. When they
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were asked the butakt.q) said it was rental- for it flotation mattress. The reason
oaten was that these mall esses were sent to the laundry anti often had to be re-
placed If that is so, why wasn't It on he; July bill as well? This lady states that
durin4July and August she male her own bed and at no time was a new flotation
mattress Installed. tIlere is a late where the lady attempted to be financiaili, prepared, her Social
Sei.u:g.s. is..Sfiii.00 Aim: the health tArt: alternative people would normally (urn to,
Iw knows of no other available res,ource. So we hate a 17 yenr..oId, 90 pound
woman sitting at home worrying beLause all .4 her ilivIIVY is gone and she does not
know what is to become of her.

Last night she fell and broke her hip and is sack in the hospital.
fs, . ..-.

- TATEA11.:1IT OF ELBERTA KUPlat -- -
..

Ms. KUPER. I will try not to read this but I will use it as notes.
My name is Elberta Kuper and I am 71 years old and I live on

the rural route of Centerview, Mo. I am currently employed with
the Johnson County Community Health as a homemaker coordina-
tor and I'd like to say this is a very rewarding position to be in to
be able to help senior citizens and those that are really in need.

I was married to Roy Kuper for 47 years. We lived part of the
Writ, on a farm and part of the time we had a construction busi-
ness, which we both contributed our services. The- IRS, of course,
treated us as one and our taxes were paid as one individual.. How.
ever, social security treated us as two separate individuals.

Now, as my husband was older than I and lie had to retire be-
cause of ill healthhe retired at .62 -his social security was less
than mine. At the present time, my sociarsecurity is $381 a month.

, My husband's, of course, was less'than mine.
I would like io_cite an incident in a, book that we have called

"Eitimating Your Social Security Retirement Check."
Couple A. Both husband and wife drawing social security on

their An work record, which is comparable to my husband-end I.
We both .worked. Each have an .average earning of $4,000. There-
lore, their entire household milting are $8,000. At sage 65, each
will draw $296.?0 per month, for a totalof $592:40, total income.

couple 13, Only one spous.J nai been a wage earner covered by
so(Tfig secukity.. His annual income is $8,000. The contribution is the
same as couple A. However, when they reach 65 their benefits are
much larger_than couple A.

Using the same pamphlet, a wageearner with $8,000 average
income would receive a payment of $-182.60, and the spouSe, having
made no contributions to the program will receive $241.30, Couple
B will receive household social security of $723,A.

Using the to.souples, when both husbands are deceased, the
widow in couple A will receive her monthly payment of $296.20.
And the widow in couple B will receive $482.60.

Now, this is my question. Wl.cn two people work and they bothi,
pay in and their earnings are the same as a one wage earner, why
does the family with the one wage earner receive more benefits
thin with the two wage earners?

I would like to make a suggestion. Since the IRS treats you as
011 person, one individual account, why should not the social secu-
rity ul the two people, one wage earner be applied equally to the
four ::47L4i4 security numbers? Then when the spouses are deceased,
each widow would receive her f: it share.

4' .
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With the plan that we now. have, at the age of 65, or at the death
of the one spouse. the widow of the one wage earner, this widow
s ill be receiving more than the widow of the spouse where they
have both worked.

. And, to me, this doesn't seem fair that we have two wage earners
in one family and one in another and, yet, there seems to be a
teasou. for some reason. that the one widow is given more than the
other widow. In other words, she receives as an inheritance, her
husband's social security, where couple A's widow does not.

Thank you, gentlemen, for letting nie testify. This has been a
sore spot with me for a long time. There are a lot of things that we,
as senior citizens, like to have and a lot of things we like to do 'for
other people but sometimes our social security doesn't go that far.
So I think it's our privilege, if we prefer to continue to work so
that we C411 do these thingk for other people, I don't think we
should be deprived from soma ing that other people receive when
they stay at home.

Thank you.
!The prepared statement of Ms. Kuper follows:)

BrrecrAnee STATI.::46:er Or calszaya Kochi

NI/ IMMO ia Kuper l amt 71 years old and live at Rural Route # I, Center-
view, Nfetoure 6:1019

I alit turretith employed with Johnson County Community Health as a Home--,maker coordinator
nw preobient I .1*.nti to address deals w tth Sotial Security. i am Currently receiving

Social,Secunty based upon my ono wont 'record of S:011 per month.
, I w,c, married fin. 17 years to Roy Kuper. Ile died?in 1976. During the 47 year
marriage we worked as .0c.uti. ea,h of ustontributiraequally to the up keep of our
home ,ltd the rex gag of our aIutdren. Sometancs,lie making more but all monies
going Intl/ sung husk attotint and sweet for necetsities of the family.

flee Axial Set ut tty Administration, buweter, treated our social security accounts
ti t,t were eatit senv.t auto ideals crediting each A our Accounts with the contri-

bution., paid on tair individual salaries.
During -ett cal yars. of the marriage we lived on a farm mutur ..t owned 'oar

et% n tmtrut bun teuNrotem., During that period the Social Securt ysontribution all
em toward husband . 1: though pruilts from the'business was

our joint effort
Itta:.nruvir a.. 'iv. Inu.barul w.i. ulehl that) I and his health failed during the later

year., of our pre-renreittd my woos were larger and consequently my Social Sect,'
my eui.tibutions were larger than my husbands

%hen reful/regal tenuf tome: my .crustal &cunt) -heck was slightly larger than his
!men'e h as my p.v. net.nt %as based un age el and due to health Ste had had to
retire at I:2

h all of the wagl, that %%WV pod on by vur household had of been credited to one
$41t141 Securitt ottount. os a is m those laltisliesmith one wage ei.rner, the amount
payable un ti).,'d ait timid plus the of hie benefit payable to the spouse. would hay.?
been much greater than the amount'we received

na t he Small :Ica ors* Adursrust ian Publii.,Itiun No. 0.1-109001,:anuary 198:0
pamplei. entitled Einsating your Sue. Jul SturiO, Retirement Check", I use the
tolitrwrog example

OVI: A
!loth huband and tif.ht AutialSctatrity un their own work record Each have

arogo .inesuul eariong of ;Onto Therefore, their touschold has paid on an aver
Jr:4"4 f.11")11 Per 'war Al age rat. h would ret,IJtv $290 20 per month for a total of

houNehold incotto
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OW.) one spouse has been .1 wage earner covered by Social Security. If his average
mutual intim* is SNOOK this fanidt's Social Security contribution would be the
same .is Couple A Huse:ter, when they readied ti their benefits were considerably
terger Csing the same pamphlet, a wage earner with '0.000 average income would
roc. ite .1 payment of $ 04160 and the spouse. hating made no toraributions to the
look/rani. would recent a monthly payment of $21l..10 Couple B would receive a
household Social Security payment of $723.99.

Using the hypothetical couples oboe. couple A being ,cry similar to my win situ
atiuu, ,then both husbands are deceased the wither. of ..opple A will receive a month-
ly payment of $296.20 and the widow in couple B well restive $482.60.

My question to y oa Congressman is when both couples have contributed the
same amount...1" the program etlit dues couple B receive $I31.:Al more per month in
benefits thten couple A while both are living and widow B receive.* $186A0 more
than widow A after their husband's are deceased?

My suggestion to re nicely this inenuit) is that the combined contributions made by
both partly: of a marriage be credited to their joint account and in turn each be
cradled to benefits based on of that joint account. There would be no additional
widow's benefit under this plan.

Thar plan would also dumnate the situation where a person married to a number
ol different wage-earners for tilt. specified length of time el0 years or at deaths can
s house. which &ceased spouses Sot cal Security benefit she wishes to draw on. Under
els plao I have su4gested an individual's annual contribution would be figured on
' th ..nebentli earwigs of the husband and wife for each year they were mar.
rod Th., rt, wo.ild be similar to the joint income tax plan for married couples.

I A., other widows who hate net er worked under Social Security drawing twice as
much Social Security as I do. I know women who have their choice of as many as
tlire form. r liosliands of uhali they can choose the higher Social Security pay-
ment. Why do these %watt* receive, benefits from their deceased husband's accounts
and I get no credit fur the many years my husband contributed to Social Security?

Itealitine, that the money in the. Social Security tr,ist funds is limited any bonus
out seymient of the population must be taken from the bundles of another, I

rennt the iota tilt the I wage-earner couple receives far greater monthly benefits
and tit KC as much Medicare coterage in ratio to t F money paid in as the 2 wage
varner-couple does

I &al you fur the opportunity to present my clews and opinions and will answer
any questions to the best of my ability.

Mr. SKELTON. You see why we're here? To hear these problems
mid I just leaned over and told my friend, Congressman Daub, this
is really hea.ing from America. You know. we often turn the tele-
t ision on, you listen to radio. you read in the newspaper that such
and such happened in Washington, D.C. Well, let me tell you right
now, rural America is right here and what we do in Washington,
hopefully, reflects the good and best of our intentions and here in
the heartland of America, so wt, do appreciate your being with us.

will ask in just a minute our friend from Nebraska if he has
some questions. L can't help but comment, Mrs. McFarland, on
your closing, remarks where, if my memory serves me correct,
Paul's letter to .he PhilippiansI think it s the 4th chapter

I wherein. he %role to the PlulippianS whatsoever things are honest_
whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatoever
things rare lovely if there be any virtue and if there be any praise,
thank on these things and its so important what we think. And I
think that's probably one of the best pieces of teething of all times
aad I appreciate your mentioning that to us.

Congressman Daub.
Mr. DMA. I enjoyed the testimony very much and I think it is

dear that you took time to prepare yourseltes to gite us an a cu-
rate point of %lett. I think what you said is reflective of a lot of
feelings. and you summarized those well. Mrs. McFarland, you did
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take a shot at lawyers and both Ike and I are goini to have to
plead guilty to that. We understand that we are one of those types
of animals. Yet the credit card thingas you mentionedprobably
is a story that has not been recognized by America. We have con-
siderable personal debt accumulated because it's so easys,We're so
impatient, we want it yesterday, and we're going to use our plastic
to get it tomorrow. I start to wonder if the government ought% to
ban credit cards.

Ms. MCFARLAND. I think they out to be outlawed.
Mr. DAUB. But the point is, we don't want our Federal central

system to be interfering with those kinds of things and telling us
what we can and can't do from the cradle to the grave. You quoted
the Bible. Well, I will tell you that I think when the Lord put us on
this Earth he do.in't say it was going to be easy. We're supposed to
use our heals because the gate is pretty narrow. So I don't think
the Federal system ought to get involved in banning credit cards.
The point is that educating people about their dangers is some-
thing I think we ought to spend more time doing.

Let me ask a question of Mary. You talked about the first White
llote Conference. We have had two White House Conferences
duty.

Were you try ing to say something else when you made the dis-
tinction between aged and eina, sa, .1g that maybe we deal with
people's problems once they get old but you forget to help us deal
with our problems before we get old.

Mrs CLARY. Help prepare us for them.
Mr. DAUB. Is that what you were trying to say?
Mrs. CI ARV Right.
Mr. DAVB. I appreciate that very much because that is a good

point.
I want to conclude my comments to this panel in a question. Let

me air-1%er 4out question. Alberta. if I can. I am not sure I can, but
1 i4 i a try.

You can't. just cap that since couple A and couple B, have the
sant gross income in the .,ear in v.htth they retire they ought to
,.,ct the same benefits. The social security entitlement or the. bene-
fit ithelf, is. and alwtt has bet ii calculated. based on three things_
These three things atclude the contribution to social security, or
the contribute, ..leth the worker al-1 the employer if the/ were
not .eif-emp; .ed, the v.ao,e level ant' finally thi. cost of living in.
creast v.i,,ch the automatic intex for 'Option each year. It la
the second item, the wage level. tat makes these two cases differ-
er The average of the hidlest 60 months may be different on both
tale. Nrhar ...we worked. longer, had higher incomes or
fomm in..omes than the other family and ,- different arr-Yunts.
,.a pause the table is based upon these ,verages and the high 5
years or 60 months. they may b, a different. At times, the contri-
bution of the one-half cmploti oie-half etnp;oyee may have been
higher .'r lowu Its very nceivable that tf,sse two entitlements
should be Efferent because one paid in '1-A4c than 914 ether. That's
the ealy reason why tht., are different and I know what also
5trit..s people sr metim, us unfelr is when the rviving spouse,
vvt/i.h up until nuts 1.01... normally been !he woman, sees her table
raised only a link bit if her bus1-..ind shoald prematurely passed
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allay. lie has paid into the system at a higher rate all those years,
yet she doesn't get the benefit of that.

1 want to give you some good news. In the Social Security Reform
Act that Congressman Skelton and I voted for the ninth provision
of the compromise was to raise the benefits, starting January 1, for

,the widowed and single female. Those benefit tables are going to
hurease. The reason for this increase is that up until now, most of
the credits for social security have been male credits. Although
we re starting to see more women in the work force, it is still not
going to average out until about 20 sears from now. I think some
changes have been made that solve part of the problem you point
out and thank you all very much Tor your line contribution to our
record today.

Mr: SKELTON. Thank .you very, very much.
Would the second Panel please step forward, Mr. and Mrs.

Porter, Mrs. Mikels, and Mrs: Taylor.
While these folks are coming forward, I want to pay special

thanks to our friend, Alice Jones, who is the director of the Foster
Grandparents program and a long, long time friend of mine. Thank

Mt for assisting us in our hearing today and helping us get wit-
nesses. I would like to thank those who have been alternates, who,
should some of these witnesses not be able to testify, have made
theinsekes mailable, Mrs. Leona Carter, Mrs. Selma Rinne, and
Mrs. Ethyl Stowell.

Mrs. Porter has just given her time to her husband and Mr. and
Mr.. Porter have been friends of mine for a long time and I must
.s.ay that's a first, isn't it, Leo?

Mrs. Rinne, if you have some comments, 4,ou may join us today
because Mrs. Porter has given her time. Or if you have some writ-
ten testimony, we will be glad to receive it and put it in the record.

PANEL TWO. CONSISTING OF LEO PORTER, CHAIRMAN, DENTON
COUNTY COUNCIL ON AGING; ETHEL MIKELS. FOSTER GRAND-
MOTHER, MARSIIALI MO.; RUA TAYLOR. MARSHALL, MO.:
AND SELMA WNW IIIGGONSYILLi R, MO.

STATEMENT (W LEO PORTER
Mr. PoirrErt. It is a pleasure to report my findings to this commit-

, tee for Bentoti County.
Mu. Sitht.ioN. Let me interrupt just a moment. Tell Congressman

Daub the position you hold in Benton County relating to senior
citizens.. p lease?

Mr. Puma. I am cocnairman, along with Dorothy, for Ike Skel-
ion's senior citizens in thpt county and I am chairman of the
Benton Counts I JImcil on Aging, and that takes care of the nutri-
tion sites, et cetera.

We Kist. sorn 3,000-plus people in Benton County, of thtt 12,000
cowl., that are owl GO years of age. NOWiituU've quoted sume per-
entages awhile ago, but down in Benton County, about 3? percent

of them are over (lo Years of age.
I slid submit to our once a week paper to all of Benton Counts to

me stoo.:.tions and complaints and also rrom the Benton
roam% Council. I asked fur their suggestions, likes, dislikes. what-
vt.er ilotseNeri it was no surprise iu me that after about 2 weeks, I
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only received two small letters. Now, these people are survivors.
Down in my country. they will live through anything that happens
between now and eternity without griping or groucntng. I actually
believe that most of would starve to death before they would
go next door and ask for a crust of bread. Very proud people.

However, due to some experiencesand I am going to make this
in general statements Because I have some statistics tt.. bring
forthbut without exception, I think most of the complaints have
to do with medicare. Now, most of the people recognize that the
medicare program is the most beautiful thing they've ever seen.
However, to a person, they complain about overcharging, duplicate
charging and having to take ei.,...,ainations that they can't see any
reason in the world for.

The last prime example I have of that is the lady that was in for
a 1 week's stay. After she was in the hospital about 3 days, they
found out what her complaint was that she had to go to th4. hospi-
tal (or. However, she had to spend another 3 days with CAT scans,
bone scans and urinalysis, GI's, various other examinations that
had nothing to do in the world with what was her ailment.

In other words. you go in there with an ingrown toenail and you
go through all o. these examinations. And you wonder why the old
people are so stupid as to allow this. But you take a person 75, the
old lady goes in a heelchair and she's in so much pain, she would
sign her life away to any document that's shown her at the en-
trance desk. And N ou have to go through the entrance desk or you
don't get into the liospital. That's all there is to that. Unless you're
breathing your last breath. you got to sign in down at the entrance
desk in the wheelchair and in pain. And the old man, he's so
:stupid. he'd sign anything, so they wind up signing these release
sheets that allows the hospital to go through this whole series of
etery piece of equipment they have in the hospital. I know they
are expensive and they have to be paid for.

But ..be main question the people have to ask is why? And the
answer is. if course, malpractice suits. If they fail to find some-
thing while pitere there, then when you leave and you come down
with a Serious ailment, then there is d malpractice suit with the
high price of malpractice insurance.

I }lave ro way of proving any of this. It is strictly by word of
th of the indis idual that have had the experiences. They get

duplitate (barges. The first week they are out of the hospital, they
get a computer readout as to what you have had done and what
pat own Generally it states down at the bottom, regardless of
wha: the insurance pays for. you owe this amount.

New. older people like I am talking about, they want to keep
theh bill. paid so they will sit down and write a check for that
amount. N.- t week, they get another set. It says you owe t its
nakh with nu meat d of what the insurance has paid. It's easy for
them to write another gheck, especially if they ve gut a couple of
thousand dor.ars in the bank because they .c.41011 their insurance
won't pay.

So I II a leer lig from this, ind maybe ..,ou alreach have a feel-
ing, too, that somewhere here the fox is in the chick'en coop. I do
know the Got rumen! has /many trays of itisestigatini, this and the
(oinplaint of the people lb wh) don't the Federal Government
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police this more seriously? You may tell me in a minute that the;
are doing the best they can, I don't know.

Several people feel that the medicare thing should be extended
to other things than what is now. One of them I'm sure Ike is
working on now, that you're tIlread working on, optical aid and
other people can't understand why you can't buy hearing aids and
teeth to eat with. And I think probably the answer to that, and we
know we have to see to get around. If we can't have good dentures,
maybe we can gum it; I don't know.

In closing, I've never seen a time when old people have been in-
fringed upon so and taken advantage of at almost every angle.
Take an older person into a store and they can't read good and
they have some clerk or manager helping her, they can go to the
highest bottle of catsup here for $1.89 and they've got the black
and white bottle over here for $1.29. If you think the manager is
going to give her the $1.29, then you're foolish. And the manager
would be foolish because he's in this thing to make money. They
are taken advantage of in the store.

Another thing is this high-pressure selling of supplementary in-
surance. So many of them are being endorsed by-our friend, Danny
Thomas, and in his endorsement, he says, "I'In glad to be paying
for this endorsement for this company. He doesn't say he's got it.
But he's proud to endorse this insurance.

Mr. SKELTON- Let me stop you right there. The majority staff
member has a comment on this.
, Mr. AKYE. At this point in time, the staff director and I have,
begun tc investigate what is called the medigap insuranceprivate
insurance plans to supplement medicare benefitsand that is ex-
actly what you're speaking about. We also are concerned that ce-
lebrities such as Loren Greene and Art Linkletter are endorsing
these plans which may take more money out of the elderly's pock-
ets. We are planning to examine these plans in the 'near future. So
what you're bringing up right now is of concern to the staff.

Mr. PORflR. You just saved yourself about 3 rnifiutes of conversa
tion.

In closing, the natural question, of course, is why are old people
so stupid, as to let these things happen? This is something all of
3 ou lounger 1...ople should be concerned about because if you're
lu.ky? you re going to be faced with the same problem, which can
easily become much worse.

Thank you.
IThe prepared statement of Mr. Porter follows:]

STATEME:41` or LEO PORTER

Nit Chao rum. mid Honorable Members It IN my pleasure to report to you of my
in rgard to Economic Problems of the aging of Benton County.

Ott. r .e.kiro, for itspilt the form of ..omplionts or loarigetron... that I could
preo Ill to tlie...sirottet for their i.orisoderation. with regard to the 1090.hological

finamos: ht alth .ilternatows., and moldable rebourcee.
1 .e.1%,41 lot help from Ili! 11, nton County I outwit on NAM. also 1 had an item

ri ihroogh out total toiedoo. osk lag t h. people .4 Benton County to send on
ivoigo....tatrie. or ..ourplaint that could be used in you in your work.

'tower :LIMO plu. powpit, Itnt.in Count!. <ner the age 4/1. tin year:.
It ...ono all se. 1. me, loot 1 re,. hard ari 141:. ievonse. The.r people are

. /whit 11141eineloto on i of [Ind.. Lorgel% utal ,nal .4101 tir ii, 1..14 .1 them
1 nt wool.' roll. thou to .ottepr or OMIT hint that need* a help. and to
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ask for anything that hinted of chanty. It would be out of the question. I did how-
ever get the feeling that most of them feel that Medicare is absoutely wonderful,
but nearly all of them 1 talked to feel that the Hospitals & Doctors are over charg-
ing, duplicate charging and worst of all feeling that they have examinations forced
upon them, *hey absolutely do not need. This seems highly unlikely but many old
people upon entering a Hospital are asked to sign papers as they are entering. re-
leasing the hospital of any and all responsibility and gives them permission to use
every piece of equipment in the hospital to determine the patients problem. Many of
these old people enter a hospital on their own, with no children or advisors and in
their pain or discomfort will sign anything they are asked to. Tiiis,allows the hospi-
tal to give Upper & Lower G.I. Series, Urinary. Kidney exams. Bone Scans, etc-,
even though the patient might have only in-grown toe nails or something as simple.

They wonder why the Government doesn't police this handling closer.
I'm sorry these statements have to be general in nature because I have no way of

investigating or documenting them with proof. However. I'm sure the Government
basalt the means necessary to check these out. Most of the bookkeeping and billing
is done by compute and statements itemizing charges are sent out at regular inter-
vals after the patient is released at least within a week. All of them giving the
amount due to be paid, people desiring to get their bills paid as soon as possible
could easily pay the same bill one or more times. The hospital is quick to assure

r them if thiy overpay their money will be cheerfully refunded.
Several people feel that Optical, Dental and Hearing expenses should be taken

.are of by Medicare. One lady was telling that she has to go to the Doctor every 3 to
6 months to be told her eyes are OK, to come back in 3 to 6 months to be checked
again Thus costs her $35 to $55. Another person needing Dentures, has had to use
ohl ones because they Just could not afford new ones. One man is using an eight
year old Ileanng Aid that hardly works because he can't afford to buy a new one.

In closing I muit say I have never seen a time when old people have been so pres-
sainted and taken athantage of through High-Pressure selling and scare 'tactics in
selling to them insurance and some of it is absolutely worthless. The use of .Cam-
inercials using people such as Danny Thomas, Loren Green, Art Linkletter, Arthur
Godfrey and many others is cruel to, many of the older people. These people are like
Saints ar.d can't possibly do wrong A Doctor we had in Warsaw was released be.
tatise he wasn't referring enough patients to the hospital, the reason given for his
release was he would do better in private practice.

fig. also rumored that Doctors get a $50 kick-back for each patient referred to a
hospital. No proof, no smoking gun, but as the saying goes where there is Smoke,
There could be lire.

The natural question as of course, why are old people so stupki as to let these
things happen, This is something all younger people should be very concerned
about because if they tire lucky they to. will be faced with these same problems.
which can easily become much worse.

STATEMENT OF TIIEL MIK ELS
Mrsi.114ims. I am Ethel ,Mikels and I art) from Marshall. I am

em/A0 past 7. years. I have been a foster grandmother for Marshall State
School and Hospital for about 81/2 years. I really love it.

My father was a farmer near Slater for several years and then
later, we moved to another farm, also near Slater. I was,reared in
a family of five girls, no boys. My father worked hard and we girls
were expected to help with anything that we could around the
house. We helped with housework, churned butter, gathered eggs,
and we helped with meals. We use coal oil lamps and we pumped
water from a well for household use. My mother made all our
clothes and I guess we looked as nice as any of the ether neighbor
hood children, who went to the littl country Sc' tol, where 30 or 35
other kids attended. We were a happy family.

Nov that I'm older, I am concerned' with.p sent clay problems. I
think it's only natural for people, as they grow other, to thinkbow
they will manage in later years. This is the time when we have
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health and financial worries. As soon as they can, they should get
legal advice Lind get their property in order'.

Mr. SKiwroN. May I interrupt you for a moment? Two of our
staff members are leaving to fly back to Washington and they've

.done literally weeks of work. Congressman Daub and I pill stay to
hear the balance of the testimony because Congressman Daub
doesn't have to catch an airplane for a few more minutes.

Mrs. MIKELS. Inflation is a big topic of conversation today. Prices
on everything are too high and this is something we.all know but
nobody can do anything about.

Social security is such a big help to all who are eligible. I thilik
it's one of the best things that has ever been done for us. What
would v.e do without our monthly checks?

I know them 9re many problems in the system but I don't be-
lieve the problunb are any worse in this system than any other
place. Those who are eligible have paid in for years, so they de-,
serve to have it. I know our wage-earning children have to have
dollars taken our of their checks every payday and that's sad but
because they have growing filmilieg and children in school, and
they need it. But this is the source of social security funds and they
have to hope that they will live to someday get theirs. I am so
happy to be in America and enjoy getting my check each ranth.

There are several other concerns of low-income and other people
in this United States. Some concerns are medicare, high hospital
costs, doctor bills, increase in fuel and telephone bills and especial-
ly the high cost of food. Doctors and hospital charges are extremely
high. Medicare does not pay as much for things as they used to and
this is because the doctors' charges are too high and medicare
won't allow it. Every few months, they raise their prices, the doc-
tors raise their prices.

it's the same about drugs people have to have. Prescriptions are
very high and I expect many people neglect their health because
they just don't I ave the money to buy what the doctors prescribe.

'The Government could look into this problem.
Along thisline, there are other areas that I would like to see get

some help from medicare. I'd like to $e low-income adults get
some help with eye problems, surgery and glasses. This would be a
big help.

'Another area which needs help is dental work,, dentures. Both
are problems connected with health and need consiairation.

Medicare is a great help, also, but it doesn't allow as much as
they used to. I realize this is partly due to doctors and hospital
costs. There has to be away to control the high prices they charge.
I'm hoping this new plan they are talking about will help.

The tie-in plan of the insurance companies, they help; Blue
Cross/Blue Shield, they help some but even that isn't enough, con-
sidering the premiums we have to pay. Another comment is the pa-
perwork we have to have after a stay in the hospital. That's'very
hard for older people to work problems out. When the checks for
medicare come in, the patient has to fill out another form and send
an explanation back before Blue Shield will send the money.

I do not have any solutions to these problems but I wish they
didn't exist. I think we need time and wise, honest people who care
to get things back on the track. In .my family, we were happy to
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have social security and medicare for they were a blessing to our
family when a few years ago, my husband had to have acute, emer-gency.surgery. It was wonderful and makes me so happy to live in
America and to be able to receive such benefits. No where else in
this world could we be so lucky.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Mikels foilows:j

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ETWJ. MOMS

1 think it is only natural for people who are growing older o be concerned about
how they can manage in their latter years. This is the time when health problems
arise and financial worries develop. They are limited on funds to keep their bills
paid, and they can't solve the problems that confront them. Infiationas a big prob.
lem for every one. It is this tinie in our life when we hear about Social Security,
Medicare. high hospital costs. doctor bills, food prices, eye problems, dental bills,
telephone bills Just to mention a few of their worries.

These re mostly the same people who have lived thru the deep depression days
and theylknow, from experience, what its like.
- All doctors and their assistants charge extremely high prices, Medicare doesn't
allow even as nine,. as they once did, and the tie-in insurance plans help some but
they too have problems. I think, if you have tie-in insurance like Blue Cross-Blue
Shield they should receive the explanation of Benefit from Medicare and send the
amount they owe the patient right away. Instead they send WB'papers to the pa-
tiont who then has to lilt out the form and send back to Blue Cross-Blue Shield.
After all this is finished the patient may receive what. is due them. These tie-in ire
surance plans need looking into. They are very high in price and go up real offer.

However. Ed like to say a good word about Medicare doing a good job in many
cases. We had experience two years ago when my husband had emerger.cy surgery
We were pleased with what they did for us then, and the speed in which it took

I would liVe to see some aid given thru Medicare to people who have eye-surgery.
This is an area winch would benefit many people. It, and some dental help would be
wonderful. Many people delay going to take care of their eyes and teeth because it

4 costs so much.
Another big problem for every one not only the elderly is the high cost of food. l-

ost can't believe that prices on foods need to be marked up almost every day or two
like you see going on in the stores. We all have to have food not only the old- popula-
tion, but the young with growing families. I don't see how, they manage. I know the
stores have high bills too, but they don't seem to be able to do any different. The
food stores are just like the hospitals they raise their prices any time. There isn't
any one to stop them, I think there should be controls on them. I wonder if the
government could freeze their prices at a certain time withou the news getting to
them before they could, up their prices.

I'm mall!r happy th we have Social Security. There are lots of problems with-in
the system, but,it helps so many. Lots of people couldn't do without their social se.
curdy checks. I. know large sums have to come out of our ehildrens cash earnings,
but I hope we will always have social security checks. What would we do without
Social Security/ It provides the money so we can have better living conditions and
more peace of Mind. When I was a little girl I lived in the country and I was happy
as any little girl could be. We pumped our water into a bucket ftan a well out in
the yard, we were live little girls and our mother and father. The parents both
worked hard every doy while we girls played, after we finished our own daily tasks.
Today, the children have nothing to do and the parents work out all aay. This is not
too good but its the way it has lobe, It didn't take much to entertain us in those by.
gone days but we were hnppy as a family. We had to do without lots of things but
then we didn't mind.

Much progress has been made in thejnstifirty or zeventylive years. Each person
has his own ideas as to whether we areThetter off or not. 1 guess it depends on the
person.

Mr. POUTER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to interrupt to let you
know that Dorothy did submit a written testimony.

Mr. SKELTON. Let the record show that Dorothy Porter has sub-
mitted a written testimony and without objection it will be part of
the record. Thank you so much.
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[The prepared statement of Dorothy Parker follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP DOROTHY PARKER

Most people of retirement age usually reach that time of life with no idea of what
it means to retire. Most of their life has been working and paying bills and there
never seems to be enough to save for anything. Most people have little or no savings
and are afraid to spend for the necessities like teeth and hearing aids, also Insur-
ance Old people are very 1. ulnerable when it comes to buying and sales people take
advantage of their lack of knowledge. Most supplementary insurance they pay for
years, and when they needle. they find out it does not start until the 61 st. day. No
one who has Medicare gets by with nothing to pay out of their own pockets.

Another problem with retiring is that with no money to spend to travel or shop or
visit other places, there is a problem of keeping busy. So many people end up in a
rocking chair and gralkually become so weak they can't even walk. One of the most
wonderful things that has ever happened to the elderly is the establishment of the
Senior Centers It is not Just a place to eat and get a well-balanced meal, which in
itself is really great, but they can see other peoplemake friends, and have lots of
interest that they can follow, like music, dancing, painting, quilting, ceramics and
sewing crafts. etc On a daily basis these people, some who have no families, have a
ready made family, who eat together daily, and learn to look forward each day to
see the people they have learned to love. There is very little you can do to plan your
life in retirement years because your circumstance change. People lose their
spouses, and like children, teens, middle aged people they need love. Just some one

-efto care about what happens to them. They need God in their lives and a lot of them
don't know God They also mad the Civil Authorities to care. When the government
does not care about the elderly it makes the ordinary people unconcerned with their
plight People who are rich or well off financially have no problems, but everyone is
not as fortunate as to be able to buy a house, or save money and so they depend on..
Social Security entirely to support them. God must have loved the poor because
there are so many of them and please don't take the Nutrition Sites and Senior
Centers ray from them. That is all some of them have to look forward to, I have
heard Imlay young people say they can't wait to get old, because we seem to have so
much fun But just remember the fun is what you and I make it.. My husband and I
give many hours that is not required of us to plan and organize and help people. By
helping others you also hen, yourselves. It keeps you younger, by your keeping busy.

justust dorit forget our Senior Citizens, they need your love and concern.
God Bless You.

Mr. SKELTON. Mrs. Taylor.

STATEMENT OF JULIA TAYLOR

Mrs. TAYLOR. I'm' Julia Taylor. I am 76 years old and I liv,e in
Marshall, Mo. I am not very good at speaking, so I will jusread
my testimony.

It is estimated in the year 2000, there will be 42 million :Led-
cans over the age of 65. We need to look forward and prepare for
our elderly now and then, also.

The elderly may be living in a rundown neighborhood, where
living conditions are deplorable and. rime runs.high, but on a lim-
ited income. There is nothing they can .do about it.

Some may have children ifith whom they could live but would be
very unhappy to give up their home and possessions. They would
go through a very trarnatic period, be very unhappy and depressed.
They might go in a nursing home, except they are so expensive and
where they would be very. lonely, depressed and coniiised.

So we need funds now to take care of these people. Will there be
social security? Will these people be heard? Will society recognize
them as existing? Will there be race discrimination? Will there be
programs available so they can be self-sufficient? Will they be able
to feel useful and wanted?
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Now is the time for more funds for housing, heat in the winter,
utilities, especially the. telephone to summon doctors, police, fire-
men, to check on other elderly or sick,..to obtain food, medicine, et
cetera. Much has been done on transportation, but we still need
more funds for transportation: For medical social workers, home-
makers and live-in companions, law care, legal services, jobs and
programs to involve the elderly, like the Foster Grandparents pro,
gram, and other's. Without the Foster Grandparents program, I
would be Oil the mercy of my childten or on welfare. So I feel very
fortunate,I could pton the program. I am glad you have met our
director and hope you can meet our coordinator.

Mr. SKELTON. What's your coordinator's name?
Mrs. TAYLOR. Rita
Mr. SKELTON. Is she here?
Mrs. TAYLOR. Yes; the young adult barely earns enough to sup-

port his family. What about the senior citizens with much less
earning power? Something must be done about the rising Cost of
livinrani:leomething needs to be done about crime in the United
States. Our tax dollars are being wasted, the criminal is being
tried, judged insane and turned loose. Whenever he is sentenced,
he is paroled in a few months and out on the street committing
crime again. The elderly are afraid to go, about their everyday
living. They are keeping themselves barred in their homes because
of the terrible crime. They suffer from isolation, loneliness, fear,
depression, heat prostration and, in some instances, starving. And
they don't have to be living in the ghetto.

Jobs mist be provided. Unemployment and idleness is hurting
our country. It affects the young, as well as the elderly. Jobs should
be provided and a method of seeing that every able-bodied person
works. The crime rate would go down, welfare would diminish, our
social security system would be sound and our country would pros-
per. ,

I have a 'little note here on the notch. They said if you were
drawing social security--

Mr. SKELTON. That's the item the Congressman is going to cor
rect. That lady is .wrong. I know that's a real concern and Con-
gressman Daub has been in contact with "Dear Abby" on that, so
we'll letabim tell you about that. He'll explain that as soon as we're
through with questions. Even "Dear Abby" makes a mistake.

Mrs. TAYLOR: The rehab programs run by the cities should be in-
vestigated. The elderly are being taken in lots of cases. Huge
amounts of our tax dollars are being wasted. The contractor taking
the job does not oversee his crew. He hires men without any skills
and the work is poorly done. They put on new roofs and the roof
leaks and keeps leaking. -

Something should be done about our health insurance. It's get-
ting so high that we cannot afford to have health insurance.

Lib tv be put on the price of medicine. It's out of reach of
many andasome probably have to do without food to get their medi-
cine. Thlospitals are charging huge sums for services that they
do not render and for material that they do not use.

Medicare needs to revise their forms and billings so the elderly
person can understand them. I also think medicare should inform
you if your claim was sent to Blue Shield and in case you've been
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hospitalized, let you know they have +paid your hospital bill and.
save the elderly three or four months of anxiety before you finally
write to be reassured.

Medicare does not pay for X-rays but AI some cases, they say you
have to be X-rayed before they will pay. So then your other insur-
ance has to :my the bill for the X-rays that they required. There-
rote, insurance has skyrocketed. It is to the point where the elderly

' cannot pay for this insurance. I think medicare should raise their
premiums and do away with Bice Shield and take complete gharge
coLour health insurance. Blue Shield is so long paying op your
clhim, you forget if you were paid, or not. Getting copies mOde and
transportation is also a probleni for the elderly. /

Never go into debt more than 15 to 20 percent of your w ges ands

try to have your home paid for before you retire and b y wisely.
Start early to save on a small scale with passbook sovin that you
can draw out for emergency without penalty. A lesser/percent is
paid on passbook so when your savings has grown e ough, you
should convert to a certificate of deposit or a money m rket which
pays mare interest.

When able, set up a trust or retirement fund, therelly saviiiK tax
dollars. Life insurance is a good investment if taken oat early. This
can be' et up as a trust and when it has cash value, ym ..mn rein-
vest in something more profitable. Burial insurance phould be con-
sidered. Find a job with a reliable company and stal with them so
you will have a retirement pension wheiryou retire./

.

To avoid probate sosts, put all your personal property, savings
and real estate in someone else's name. Checking accounts and
bank deposit boxes should be in other people's nafrnes so they C011
carry on your business fdr you. Make a will and designate who you
want to have specific things. I

Up to this time, much has been done for the low-income and el-
derly. Now, some testimony from the good old dais.

I look back on my .life in the early 1900's, as one of 12 children
and see a wonderful change. My parents were ,very poor, but we
were happy and content, a lot more so than today, perhaps. My
teen years were in the roaring twenties and I worked for my room
and board and tuition to be able to go to high sOhool. It was still in
the roaring twenties when I got married. We, lived on a 300-acre
farm for 5 years, each year being able to get only one crop. The
drought and flood put us in a bad situation. We hauled corn by
horse and wagon, over gumbo roads 24 miles for 19 cents a bushel.

i In the 1930.s, our stock was starving so we applied and got a loan
from the Government. We were never able to repay this until in
the forties, when I went to work at the defense plant and paid this
on off.

In the early fqrties, at the death of my mother, my dad came to
live with us. At this time, we had three children and lived on a 40-
acre farm with cows, chickens, "et cetera, selling a few eggs and
cream for spending money. We had to separate the milk so -*re-:
could have cream to sell. My husband worked out for .31 a day and
his lunch. . ._

My fattier had applied for old age pension, but his caseworker
said we were in too good circumstances, so he should go live with
my sister who had eight children and already on welfare. This he
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did, and the week he died, at age 0 years, he got a check for $12.
His was a rare case, as most elde ly at this time could not live in
with their children and draw welfare. Many lived in spruced up
brooder houses and smokehouses. .

Our senior citizens have, much better care now than they did
then. Let us do all we can to continue to give our elderly hatter
care and consideration.

Thank you.
Mr. SKELTON. Thank you all so much for coming. I will ask Mrs.

Selma Rinne, who, I might add, is from Higginsville, if you have
any comments. .

STATEMENT OF SELMA RINNE
Mrs. R1NNE. I am Selma Rinne, agt 71. I have lived at my

present address, 2004 Peach, for the past 14 years.
I was born at home on a farm near Mayview, Mo., because hospi-

tals were too far away. Since the horse and buggy was our only
transportatiod then, we had to depend on a country doctor for serv-
ices. At lot of surgery was done at the local doctor's office and some
was done in the homes.

We walked 1% miles to a country school, where grades one
through eight were taught by one'teacher. She was paid $150 a
month, which was a good salary at that time. Most teachers were
only paid about $100 a month, but she was so good, they paid her
extra to keep her. Her husband brought her to the school in a
horse and buggy every day. My sisters and I were lucky that our
parents believed in education. Our father drove a pickup truck and
took us and the neighborhood children, without pay, driving 13
miles every day during our high school days to Higginsville, which
had the best school system. We paid $6 a month tuition per child.-

My father made this drive for 9 years, until we were all out of
high school. He not only took the neighbor children, he also ran
errands for neighbors, like getting groceries and things as hewent
back and forth to school.

We children had chores on the farm and did. not get to go out at
night for entertainment. We had to study by kerosene lamps and
carry water from a well. Our washing was done on a washboard
until we could afford a hand-powered washing machine. Later, we
built a new home with an eletric powerplant in our basement, so
we could have electric lights. _

We had crop failures through floods and droughts; the same as
now; but prices were much cheaper then for things we bought. I
can remember, hogs selling as cheap-as $1.25 per hundred. We had
a garden and' lived from it -the around. We bought flour and
sugar in 100 - pound -sac in the fall and prepared to be snowed in
for 6 weeks--arirtilne. We lived a more relaxed life then and neigh -

bors- worked together to keep from hiring.help. Nowadays, we live
n-a-very-fast. pace-and. hardly:know_ our neighbors._ _

It takes money for everything we do. Incomes are higher but we
don't have any more money because everything we buy costs more
every year. Prices keep going up.

Each year insurance premiums go up, until senior citizens on
limited incomes can't afford to keep insurance. And as far as doc-
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tors, office calls are going so high and have to be paideach visit so
it prohibits a lot of poor folks from going to the doctor. The Gov-
ernment should put a lid on medical charges.

I don't know how elderly people are going to be able- to pay ,

phone bills in, the near future. They are the ones who really need
phones toget help in case of fire and sickness and for a lot of them,
it is their only recreation and contact with friends and family.
Something needs to be done to stop this increase in rates.
. The same is true of gas for fuel. For instance, how can a person
getting a social security check for $175 pay a $100 gas bill and live

,the rest of the month? Where is the utility bill and grocdry money
coming from? 6.

I think the minimum social security payment for handicapped
people over 65 should be raised so they can maintain their homes.
Many people near their 75th birthday never worked under social
security or made such low wages, it didn't build up very much. I
would like to see a bill"passed to tax the social security payments
in higher income brackets, say $25,000 for singles and $32,000 for
married couples, which would help social security stay more sol-
vent and not tax our young people so heavy.

I feel that people on welfare should have to do some work fo. ehe
Government to make them earn and appreciate the welfare bene-
fits, such as food stamps, ADC, and other benefits. They could
clean office buildings, wash windows and mow lawns, instead of
'sitting at home, having babies for the Government to support.
People on welfare are afraid to work for fear their checks will be
taken away. It takes all their initiative away, as well as pride. i
think the Government should require Government housing be in-
spected each year to see that this housing is kept in good condition,
the same as they do when people in the Armed Forces live in base
housing. They have to leave that house, just like it was-when they
moved in, clean. I have seen low-income houses not fit to live in
after 2 or 3 years.

Many people will not hire anyone past 55 years old because they
feel at that age, they can't produce. Many people over 65 are will- \
ing and able to produce more than younger people because of the .
experience they have had. Older workers are reliable, easy to get
along with and will give is hours work for 8 hours pay. Older job
hunters tend to fare well in contrast to younger applicants. They
dress and present themselves nicely. They are fit and feeling well
and make a good impression. Many people 55 to 62, tend to have

ibeen bumped out of a job or pushed into early retirement. Fro.n 62
years on uP, the greater percentage have been retired and are look-
ing to become more active. Most want part-timejobs. Working is
not so much an economic necessity for them in some cases.

I feel that children should be required to take a course in high
school, teaching them td start savings accounts; while they are
making good salaries, instead of buying on time payments, which is
a temptation to overspend and cause heavy debts, which are hard
to pay back and this can cause family problems, which can lead to
divorce.'

People should plan before age 61) for retirement. It is good to
have some work-that you can enjoy doing after retirement. If this
is not planned ahead, much money can be lost, trying out different
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hobbies or work which will make you happy. We need to have
somothing to make us get up every morning.

Like George Burns said. t

Don't ever retire. To live to a ripe old age, we need to keep busy, at some kind of
work, not just play golf. If you can play golf any time. it loses its glitter, but to play
golf after a day's work makes it fun.

As for the future for our children and grandchildren, if our Gov-
ernment could balance the budget, our social security would be
secure in thrit money paid into the program would not be used for
other purpos6s, also. I would like to see an account started for each
individua:, similar to an IRA account, interest-bearing account.
:Then, upon the death of an individual and spouse, the accrued 'in-
terest would be available for the general fund only in the social se-

, curity system.
Also, individuals earning $25,000 and married couples earning

$32,000 might be contacted as to whether they would voluntarily
leave their social security payments in their account, drawing in-
terest, until such time as they feel the need to draw on their ac-
count. Then, in the event of their death, money accrued in that ac-
count could go in the general social security fund, keeping it more
solvent..

I thank you.
Mr. SKEITON. Thank you for your comments.
Mrs. RINNE. 1 talked to State Representative David Rauch last

Satiirday and he said that they had been to Europe 3 years ago and
they had the same telephone system there then, tilat we are sup-
posed to be getting now and he said he thanked the Lord then that
the United States still had a telephone sYsten, that everybody
could afford. And he said here now it is in our business.

Mr. SKr TON. We have a serious problem.
Congressman Daub.
Mr. DAUB. I want to set the record straight, Mrs. Taylor, on the

comment you made about having people think about putting their.
property in someone else's name. That could be very, very danger-
ous because if the person you give your property to died first, you
could have a lot of troublevetting it back. I want to offer the obser-
vation that this transfer does not necessarily solve problems con-
cerni:ig the earnings test for food stamps or income tests for low
energy assistance because by doing this you take a great risk that
somebody else could end up legally being the owner of your assets.
It happens all the time. I see the letters come in from all over the
country where somebody advised someone to put their assets-in an-
other persons name, then that person, who might have the CD in
the hank in their name, died And they can't get their money back.
So., it is a big risk. I would just urge you to be careful before you do
that.

Mrs'. TAYLOR. You mean not even your children?
Mr. DAUB. Well, that's the same thing. It doesn't make any dif-

ference. If their name is legally on your assets and you don't have
a will then in the case that you're the surviving grandparent your
assets will go on their kids. The banker doesn't have any choice.
You can say: "Well,, that was my money, my daughter was just
keeping it for me," and it won't make any difference. I'm not
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saying you shouldn't do it but, personally; as lawyer, I don't think
anybody should do that. I would never give anybody that advice.

Mrs."I`Amoii. I have been advised that's what you should do.
Mr. DAUB. It could be a big' problem. I'm the kind of Member of

Congress that doesn't want to be critical at all, I am sure someone
told you that. I just want you to know that could be very bad
advice.

Mrs. TAYLOR. To save you probate costs?
Mr. DAUB. It won't save probate costs any more because the Taft

Act of 1981 has made nearly everyone's estate pretty near taxfree,.
as far as Federal or State taxes are concerned. You may still have
a Missouri State tax, I don't know what your law is here. However,
it's not nearly as heavy a burden for State tax as it used to be be-
cause we've repealed about all of the Federal and area taxes that
exist.

Mrs. TAYLOR. Then you should just leave it in your own name
and :have a will.

Mi. DAUB. Well, I think that your own name, plus a will is the
wise way. under these circumstances, especially if you have more
than $10,000 in liquid assets in your name. There are good lawyers
here in your district to give you good advice. Don't just .give your
property; be it cash or land, to somebody-else because you think
you're going to avoid probate or qualifying for special programs, be-
cause that will not necessarily work.

Now, let me get to the notch. You're going.to get questions every-
where you go about the "Dear Aliby" letter. Some of you probably
read it.

If you don't know what "Dear Abby" wrote, after I give you this
explanation, you will bi-iiirCrmed about what she said. It will be up
to you to decide whether to believe "Dear Abby" or me.

"Dear Abby" published a letter from someone who signed it "A
Notch Baby." "Dear Abby" commented in her response that she
had checked out the facts of the letter and "they are accurate."
She concluded by telling readers to write their Congressman.

In th "notch baby" letter, it said that there was a law that was
passed in 19771 that was going to cause everyone born after 1921,
when they retire, to have their social security nenefit cut $100 a
mont I read that in my Omaha World Herald, becauie I hap-
pened to be home in. Omaha when it was published. It was the
same ay it _crossed" most of the country since it is a syndicated
column ou of Kansas City. I picked up the phone and called the
syndicated colunui office in Kansas City. I was probably the 1,300
or 1,400 person who had called in. That poor fellow didn't know
what to do.

He said: "Well, we checked this out with a social security official-
in Los Angeles." I tracked down that office and immediately sent
an airmail, overnight, special delivery letter to "Dear Abby," who
has a married name, however, and I won't tell you what it is. I got
her personal home phone number and address.

She called me the next morning, long distance, and we visited. I
simply said to her: "It's not so much what you said but it's what
you didn't say. Nobody is going to have their social security benefit
cut $100 a month." That's $1,200 a year. No Member of Congress in
his or her right mind would ever vote for anything like that. Our
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policy is to never touch benefits that were paid in the past, al-
though we may change them in the future, depending on the cir-
cumstances. The simple fact of the matter is that today, just like in
1972, your social security benefits are calculated the same way.
That is to say, three things are in the formula: how much you paid
in, and/or your employer if you were working and getting a W-2;
your average wage levelnot just your wages in total but the aver-
age of your highest 5 years or 60 months; and the third thing is the
cost-of-living index that is paid every year. It used to be paid every
July 1. We changed that this year, and it will be paid every Janu-
ary 1 from now on. Those are the three things. Since Congress
didn't want to face having to vote on a social security increase
every year which was too politically sensitive. Under the 1972 law,
it was decided that the formula would be indexed every year, there-
fore making increases automatic. When this was done, Congess ne-
glected the fact that wage levels, the highest average Of your best
years which will yield the highest benefit on the table also takes
into account increasing inflation. Therefore, because of that change
in the law, from 1972 to 1978, retired persons were getting a double
benefit, or a windfall, because inflation was being calculated twice.
Those people who retired in years prior to .1979 were getting a
double benefit from the calculation of inflation into their earnings
table. The 1978 Congress changed that and the so-called notch
years occurred. This is where the "notch baby" term came .from.
Those persons who were born between 1917 and 1921the notch
yearswere phased out of the double inflation benefit. and from
now on recipients will only get one inflation benefit This increase
will not be from the wage levelbecause this has already hap-
penedbut from the CPI. The calculation of inflation, will be in-
dexed every year and contribute to the person's social security
benefits. What this person who wrote to "Dear Abby" said is incor
rect.,I don't know of anybody who will be cut anything at all. They
May not get as great an increase as they might otherwise have re-
ceived if the formula had not been corrected.

Mrs. TAYLOR. During those years?
Mr. DAUB. No; for everybody after 1984. You just won't get two

benefit calculations. It was never intended. No one is going to get
cut. What you might say is this: Your increase has been reduced a
little bit by taking away two calculations for inflation. After all, if
you think about it, it is rather fair; isn't it? That money has to
come from somewhere and you and I both know where it comes
from. It comes from workers, our children and grandchildren in the
system. To correct this and pay for two inflation calculations like
people born before 1917 received, it would mean we'd have to raise
taxes an the workers or cut somebody else's social security benefits.
It's been calculated that to change the formula to the way it was
before 1977 would cost $8 billion in the first 3 years. We know how
tentatively balanced social security is right now, although I think
it's in a lot better shape now than it was a year ago.

It's just a factor of fairness. I think that Congress acted very re-
sponsibly and nobody's going to lose anything.

Mr. SKELTON. Thank you.
Mr. Porter, you referred to the eyeglass, medicare, hearing aid,

et cetera-. dentures, there is a bill that.Congresswoman Mikulski in-



troduced, of which I'm a cosponsor, relating to assistance with eye-
glasses. M of this moment, I don't see any hope for it this year or
even this Congress, because of the fiscal condition in which we find
ourselves, but there have been no hearings scheduled.'

Should".there ever be a change and addition, which would you
like. to see some assistance on?

Mrs. MIKELS. Personally, I would rather see the dentures, but it
would depend. But it might.not be tne best thing.

Mr. DAUB. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. SKELTON. Yes.
Mr. DAUB. I thank the gentleman for yielding.
I 'just have one comment that you SO eloquently pointed out in

your statement and that is that no one ever dreamed how terrific it-
is that we've got the medicare program. Nobody else anywhere in
the world gets as good a quality of medical care for the elderly as
one does in this country. Weliever dreamed when we started this
program that it would be paying the full cost of a pacemaker,
kidney, heart/lung, and many things that are very-expensive.

The problem is, then, if you add eyeglasses and dentures, canes
and walkers; prosthetic devices, all these things, how do we balance
the system? The program will shrink, just of its 9wn weight, to a
disastrous consequence, resulting in our cutting something even
more important. Remember, fewer births and fewer deaths means
that in 1991, we're going to have fewer workers carrying a heavier
load. That means fewer taxpayers contributing to the medicare/
medicaid trust fund which conies out of the payroll taxes. I don't
know where we're going to find the money for some things. I wish
we could. I'd like to. I will be very honest with you and say that I
think the basic medical coverage that we've got now is the one
thing we've got to protect first.

Mr. SKELTON. There has been a running strain through some of
the testimony here today, the concern aboutand fear in some
casescrime and being victimized in one fashicin -or another. I
heard the earlier panel in Jefferson City and we've heard it from
you folks. The fact that crime has gone down in America some 4
percent this past year, still doesn't alleviate the fact that it is on
everyone's mind. l'in.not sure there is 6.4 easy answer. Most crime,
as you know, is not a Federal crime, it's local, State, county viola-
tions. .

One thing we can do is assist law enforcement officers. I am a
former prosecuting attorney myself and if there is anything that
concerned me a at deal was to have someone that we caught,
onway or the other, and then the complaining witness not ooper-
ate or not tome in to testify. I know it is difficult, I know it is em
barrassing but it is terribly important that there be cooperation
with the sheriff, the highway patrol, the prosecuting attorney, be-
cause if you don't, somebody else is going to be a victim.

So I just throw that out that should those unpleasant things
happen to you, I would suggest full cooperation. I know it's difficult
to get on the witness stand sometimes but give all the full informa-
tion you possibly can to the law enforcement officials.

If people will stand with their law enforcement officials, whether
State or Federal, a great deal of assistance will come to pass.

Congressman Daub, do you have any closing statements?
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Mr. DAUB. 1 don't have a closing statement but I do want to ask
permission, on behalf of all of the fine constituents you represent
in Congress,- if there are any here who would like to submit testi-
mony. I would ask the record be held open, if you would so rule, for
30 days, in case letters and other testimony, might come to your at-
tention that you wish to include in the record.

My .father is 72 years old and at age 68 he quit working. At age
69, he had an esophagus eruption, which 10 years ago he wouldn't
have lived through. With the miracle of wonderful medical surgery
and a lot of commitment and prayers, he survived. Although he
now weighs 115 pounds compared to the 220 pounds he weighed
when he went into the hospital, his bills total $151,000. That's
taken. a good deal of my parents swings. Thank God for medicare
and medicaid and for -family, and also for supplemental insurance
packages. I will, however tell you something that all of us need to
do as consumers, that is to read the medical bills when they come
to you. He wouldn't have done it.

No matter how simplified we make them, somebody is going to
have to present.the patient with a piece of paper that itemizes fhe
charges. If you can't underitand it, try to ask a neighbor or a
friend or a visiting nurse or somebody to explain the bill. If I
hadn't read those bills I wouldn't have realized that the medicaid
system would have paid for a number of things that my father did
not receive. I asked the hospital why that was the case. They gave
me a pretty good answer. They. said:

We have certain things that are programmed for the intensive care unit. We
never know who is going to be in there. It could be an automobile victim from a
drunk driver, it could be a heart attack, you never know. But, we have to have that
room completely equipped to handle any health emergency.

So some of the things in the intensive care unit are there that
you may not think you need. However, that's what that room is all
about. And that's how the hospital is able..to pay for the equip-
ment.

Second, they said:
We have A computer and if we have somebody standing at the door 24 hours a day

marking pads. syringes, rubber gloves, IV stands and all the things that we had to
specially order into the room for each patient, it would take a lot of time. Our over
head would go up because we were keeping track of every little thing to be sure you
didn't have any objections to your bill.

Maybe you have never thought about this, but I did write out the
things I know he didn't get, and they subtracted them from the bill
and medicare Wasn't charged fo: it.

i We all, at some time in our life, pay for medicare and we want it
i to be there for our children and grandchildren. If I could make a

suggestion, that is that we all have got to do our part, too. No.
matter how simple a system gets, somebody needs to check. We_
should always encourage cour children to look at our bills as we get
older. There are so many of these bills. One of the biggest criti-
cisms we have is the number of ripoff's in the system, and I am
sure that goes on. Some of this will stop if people know we're
watching and checking.

I just can't tell you how rewarding. it's been, Congressman Skel-
ton, my good friend and colleague, for me to be here today and I
thank you. I appreciate this opportunity. I know I've grown a lot
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and learned a lot. The panels we've had this afternoon Were par-
ticularly enjoyable. ..

Mr. SKELTON. Special thanks to Congressman Daub for taking
the whole day and coming to Missouri and listening to my people,
the people I represent. We ve heard a lot of testimony, starting
earryNhis morning nnd ending now. We now take this record, that
the good court reporter will put together for us and it will be sub-
mitted to the entire Committee on the Aging.

We will be dealing with some difficult questions on aging and re-
garding senior citizens, many of them in the area of programs,
many in the area of taxation, many of them in the area of health.
What you have done in taking your time today 'helps us in our
thoughts and our debate. We have some tough questions to decide.
We hope that we stand in your shoes, whether they be Nebraska
shoes or Missouri shoes, you would understand and know that we
have gathered the best information that we possibly could.

I might also remind you 'that. those of you- who wish to submit
testimony, either in letter or formal form, to send it to me in my
Washington office, and we will include it in the record set forth.
The record will be open for 30 days from this day.

Ladies and gentlemen, you have been a part of this wonderful
thing called democracy. It works, it really does. As long as we can
have people such as you take an afternoon off to come imand visit
with you and as long as we have congressmen that will come to an-
other district' and listen to thoughts and suggestions, this whole
process is going to last a long, long time.

Among the comments we heard today were comments that can
be- portrayed as only being patriotic and I thank you. Those of us

that spend our time in Congress draw strength from that type of
comment. This is a wonderful land and you are helping keep it
that way. .

Thank you so much for being with us and God bless you.
tAt 1:02 p.m., the hearing was adjoutned.)

,
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APPENDIX

PREPARED STATEMENT OP NORM HOLLAND, 'BARNETT. MO.

\ 1. We presently have and will always have a certain percentage of people who are
in dire positions for expenses and no income and cannot provide for themselves.

2. Some of these people are in this position thttrao fault of their own, and could
not possibly plan or take part in pre-retirement planning act earlier.

3. Our Government has dome an exceedingly line job in the past to help these
unfortunate people.

9. One of the programs has been paying nursing homes or other medical institu-
tions for their care, and a built in cost of living index to take care of inflation.

5. During the middle 1970's our Government investigated and decided these
people should receive a $25.00 a month check for personal use, and the Government
also set an amount to be paid for medical costs and nursing hoods.

6. To the best of my knowledge everyone connected with government and 'almost
all of the people in private enterprise has had cost of living increases during the last
6 to 8 years, except the unfortunate one's receiving the $25.00 a month.

7. If $25.00 was fair in 1976, it isn't fair in 1983, and they have actually taken a 9C
percent cut in income during this time due to inflation, which they have no control.

8. I would like tsee congress mandate by lawa fair increase to these unfortu-
nate people, and also an automatic cost of living like we have in social security to
protect them in the future.

9. We are doing this now for our able bodied senior citizens, on pocial security,
civil service, military personnel, just to mention a few, so why continue to exclude

i those who need it the most.

flP. . Box 7,
Mich, Mo., October 10, 1988.

Hon. his SHELTON, - ,

Chairman. House Select Committee on Aging, s

Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. SHELTON: I considered it a privilege to be able to attend th field hear-

ing of thi House Select Cpmmittee on Aging in Clinton. Mo., Septembe 16, 1983. I
understood that those of us who attended were invited to express our ppimons in
writing to the Committee within thirty days. . .

sixty-five, largely because of health reasons. I also draw a spouse's Soci Security
In January 1982 my husband retired and began drawing Social at age

check on his earning record. I have been familiar with my parents, my usband's
parents, and one of his aunt's financial affairs. Social Security, Civil Service Retire-
ment, Medicare and Medicaid have been generous with these older membdrs of our
family.. Ill health, inflation and inflated health care costs have been the real "vil
lains." Aunt Hattie was adequately cared for by. Medicaid for more than ftthr years
after live years of ill health and nursing home carcexhausted her estate Pf more
than otirty thousand dollars. My mother-in-law'reare in a nursing hothe has been
paid fA. by Medicaid'after her savings were gone. 'I,

;,

Mr. Skelton, I do 'pot believe Medicare should be extended to pay for such' items
as eye glasses, hearing aids, and routine dental care. The great majority of Medicare
recipients can, by wise management, afford these routine health care expenses, and,
for those who cannot, Medicaid would be the logical answer. ,

The biggest injustice I have encountered with Medicare Is the provisions that a
hospital benefit period does not end if the patient enters a nursing home following
hospitalization. (Page 10, Medicare Handbook,VJanuary 1981 edition) For example,
Aunt Hattie entered the hospital in May 1972 because of a combination of illnesses.
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She had to enter a nursing home when her hospitalization ended. She suffered a
broken hip three years later, two years after the hip fracture one leg was amputat
ed, a few months later the other leg was also amputated, and finally a few weeks
before her death in December 1981. she suffered a stroke. Medicare treated all these
illnesses over a period of over nine and one half years as one illness within one
benefit period. At the time of her death she was into her "life time reserve days". I
believe the way Medicare benefit periods are handled should be changed. Because
Medicare paid absolutely nothing toward her nursing home care until after the
stroke in 1981, I believe a new benefit period should have started after she was out
of the hospital sixty days regardless of whether she was in a nursing home or in her
own home- This weakness in Medicare is a particular hardship on those who have
no family to care for them and for thos.. who, by frugal living and careful manage
ment have sufficient means to pay for normal expenses but not enough for pro.
longed and devastating illnesses. Medicaid did pay for her continued care, and fortu
nately her mental condition was such that she never realized that she was on "wet.
fare".

I appreciated Mr. Daub's statement warning us about giving away property to
beat inheritance taxes or to get on Medicaid rolls. Our own lawyer warned m,y
mother along those same lines when he helped her draw up her will. Upon his
advice, she retained ownership of bar property. Of course her very modest estate
will soon be gone if she should suffer extended illness or have to enter a nursing
home.

I hope you and the Committee especially noted the pleas of several persons who
attended the meeting to keep Social Security taxes as low as possible. Most of us on
Social security are parents and we are just as concerned that our children are not
unduly burdened by excessive Social Security taxes as we are about our own bene-
fits. .

I commend the Committee for investigating the advertising tactics of those who
sell supplementary insurance for Medicare recipients. .

1 would be opposed to requiring the public schools (elementary and secondaryl to
provide courses od financial plannirr. for aging because such matters should beleft
to local government. Most of us do not learn very well until we experience a need to
know. Newspapers and magazines do carry informative articles along these lines.
Governmental agencies. radio, and television are potential means of educating the
adult public. :,

I strongly urge the-members of Congress to make it a top priorlty.to act to reduce
the spending of the national government in every reasonable way and to hold tax
increases to the lowest possible level necessary ,otachieve a balanced budget. This
means that government spending for all purposes except possibly benefits to the ex
termely poor will have to be cut or held at present levels. Before any new programs
are started or present programs are extended, members of Congress should ask sev
eral questions. Can we afford this program? How will this program be funded? Can
state or local governments take care of these needs more effectively or with less ex.
pense? Only in this way can inflation be prevented from destroying the economic
security of the great majority of Americans of limited or modest means.

. Sincerely,
MARY FERN KELSAY.
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